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  QUIK-CHANGE™ FIELD KNIVES
For years Havalon® provided medical professionals around the world with quality cutting tools. The company found that doctors and 

taxidermists used its surgical scalpels not only in their professions, but also to field dress when hunting. The logical next steps were creating 
sturdy, reliable field knives of surgical precision*; making them exchangeable/replaceable using patented Quik-Change™ technology; and 

keeping bulk and weight at a minimum. Instructions included.

FORGE LINERLOCK- A sturdier grip for the more difficult tasks. Features: (7) 2-3/4" standard 60A 
stainless steel blades •Thumb stud (on blade fitment) •Orange ABS polymer 
handles with advanced tread non-slip TPR grip covering with integrated 
finger guard •4-5/8" closed •Nylon holster pouch. 

HXT60ARHOHXT60ARHO $34.99 ea.

PIRANTA LINERLOCKS- The original Havalon® field knife; its name was inspired by the famously ravenous piranha of the 
Amazon River. Features: (13) total 2-3/4" 60A stainless steel blades •Thumb studs (on blade fitments) •ABS handles with open 
bottom for easy cleaning •Lanyard holes •Black nylon holster pouches with removable pocket clips.

A. Camo- 4-3/8" closed. HXTX60APRCHXTX60APRC $44.99 per set
B. Hunter's Orange Edge- Black rubber grip inserts •4-1/4" closed. 

HXT60EHXT60E $39.99 per set
(also available) PIRANTA EXTRA BLADES- 60A stainless 
steel •Will also fit Forge folder and Evolve Multitool.
2-3/4" Straight Blade 12 Pack HSSC60ADZHSSC60ADZ
2-5/8" Guthook 3 Pack HGHC3HGHC3 

YOUR CHOICE $8.99 per pack

TALON HUNT- Features: Quik-Change II™ interchangeable system •AUS-8 stainless steel 
blades-- (2) 3-1/2" guthook blades, (1) 5" fillet blade, (1) 3-1/2" partially serrated skinner blade 
•Fiberglass reinforced injection molded nylon handle with removeable 
back panel for cleaning •Lanyard hole •Nylon roll pack carries it all. 

HXTCTHHXTCTH $71.99 per set

TALON HIP HOLSTER SET 
Features:  Quik-Change II™ interchangeable system •Mirror 
polish finish AUS-8 stainless steel blades-- 
(1) 3" guthook blade, (1) 5" drop point 
blade •Black and orange fiberglass 
reinforced injection molded ABS nylon 
handle with removeable back panel for cleaning 
•Lanyard hole •Nylon belt sheath. 

HXTITHKNPGSHXTITHKNPGS $59.99 per set

NEW!NEW! REDI EDC FOLDERS 
Designed for Every Day Carry and extended use; the interchangeable blades can be 
re-sharpened but are still replaceable. It is also the first Havalon® knife 
with assisted opening. Features: (2) 2-3/4" AUS-8 stainless steel 
drop point blades, one with half serrations •Thumb studs 
(on blade fitments) •ABS handles •Pocket clips with T-5 
Torx tool for repositioning •Lanyard holes •Blade holders 
•4-1/2" closed.

*NOTE: Blades are 
non-sterilized.

Black HXTCREDIBHXTCREDIB

OD Green 
HXTCREDIGHXTCREDIG

YOUR CHOICE $49.99 ea.

A

B
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3.5" Razor-Lite™ 
Features (except where noted): Lockback •(6) 420 J2 stainless steel blades 
•Rubberized TPR handle with non-slip grip mounted to stainless steel liners 
•Pushbutton blade exchange •4-1/2" closed •Kryptek® Highlander® nylon 
sheath. 
OERB20OERB20 
$36.95 ea.
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OUTDOOR EDGE® FIELD PROCESSING SETS
NEW! GamePro™
Features (except where noted): Heat treated, 
taper ground 420 J2 stainless steel blades •Full 
tangs •Non slip black rubberized TPR handles 
•Knives overall lengths-- 8-3/8" caping 
knife, 9" guthook skinner, 10-1/4" boning/fillet 
knife, 12-1/4" butcher knife •Game shears with 
POM handles •14-3/4" overall wood/bone saw 
with chrome coated 65Mn steel blade •Rib 
cage spreader •Two-stage sharpener 
        •Plastic gloves •Cutting mat
               •Hard sided carrying case.
        OEGP11 

               $74.95 per set

Outfitter™
Features (except where noted): 420 J2 stainless steel blades 
•Orange rubberized TPR handles •Knives overall lengths-- 
8-3/8" caping knife, 8-1/2" guthook skinner, 9-1/2" boning/
fillet knife •9-3/8" overall wood/bone saw with chrome 
coated 65Mn steel blade •10" overall axe with 3Cr13 steel 
head; black and orange handle •Rib cage spreader •Plastic 
gloves •Ceramic/carbide sharpener •Individual nylon belt 
sheaths.

OEOF1 $104.99 per set

3.0" RazorLite™ EDC
Features: Lockback •(4) satin finish 420 J2 stainless steel 3" blades •Black 
oxide coated blade fitment with thumb stud •Pushbutton blade exchange 
•Grivory® handle with rubberized TPR inserts •Stainless steel liners •Pocket 
clip •4-1/2" closed.

OERLB130C 

$24.95 ea.

3.5" RazorLite™ EDC
Features: Lockback •(6) satin finish 420 J2 stainless steel 3.5" 
blades •Black oxide coated blade fitment with thumb stud 
•Pushbutton blade exchange •Grivory® handles with rubberized 
TPR inserts •Pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

OERLB30C 

$26.95 ea.

OUTDOOR EDGE® RAZORSAFE™ SERIES
Push the lock button to swap in a new razor sharp blade, on the fly!

Replacement Blades 6-Packs
Fits Outdoor Edge® RazorSafe™ series knives. Each pack includes 
(6) satin finish 420 J2 stainless steel blades.

SLIDEWINDER™ TOOL
Features: Retractable standard stainless 
steel razor blade •Flat and Phillips 
screwdrivers •Bottle opener •Handle-- 
black glass polymer front, stainless 
steel back •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•Lanyard hole •3-1/2" overall.

OESWK30C $9.95 ea.

GREAT FOR TOOLBOX, KEYCHAIN OR GLOVE BOX!GREAT FOR TOOLBOX, KEYCHAIN OR GLOVE BOX!

Pocket clip.

3.0" OEEE306
3.5" OERR6

YOUR CHOICE 

$11.99 per pack
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STEEP COUNTRY
CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Orange Santoprene handles 
•Lanyard hole •7-3/4" overall •Orange/black 
Boltaron sheath. 

BM15006BM15006 $110.50 ea.

 HUNT FIXED BLADES
Intentionally built for the pursuit of a passion, these premium knives are designed for big game hunters around the globe. Based off in-field 

feedback, improvements to ergonomics and blade profile provide increased comfort and control. 
All feature: Strategic jimping placement •Lanyard holes.

HIDDEN CANYON
Double screw rivets •Lanyard holes •6-3/8" overall.

SADDLE MOUNTAIN
Double screw rivets •8-3/4" overall.

RICHLITE/ORANGE G-10 HANDLES 
CPM-S90V stainless steel blade 
•Orange/black Boltaron sheath. 
Drop Point BM150021BM150021 

$212.50 ea.

Guthook BM15004BM15004 $161.50 ea.

Drop Point BM15002BM15002 $153.00 ea.

STABILIZED WOOD HANDLES 
CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Leather sheaths with 
belt loops and snap retention straps.

RICHLITE/ORANGE G-10 HANDLES- CPM-S90V 
stainless steel blade •Orange/black Boltaron sheath. 

BM150171BM150171 $195.50 ea.

STABILIZED WOOD HANDLES
CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Leather sheath 
with belt loop and snap retention strap. 

BM15017BM15017 $136.00 ea.

GRIZZLY RIDGE™ FOLDER
CPM-S30V stainless steel blade •Orange anodized aluminum thumb stud and barrel spacers 
•AXIS® locking mechanism •Handles of orange Grivory® and warm grey 
overmolded Versaflex® •Reversible, tip-up carry, black oxide coated 
split-arrow pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed. 

BM15061BM15061 $140.25 ea. 

NORTH FORK
A compact assistant for field processing. Satin finish CPM-S30V 
steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •AXIS® locking mechanism 
•Stabilized wood handles •Stainless steel liners •Reversible 
tip-up pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-7/8" closed.

BM150312BM150312 $161.50 ea.

GRIZZLY CREEK 
The total package for hunters. Satin finish CPM-S30V steel drop point and 
guthook blades •Thumb stud on drop point blade •AXIS® 
locking mechanism •Stabilized wood handles 
•Stainless steel liners •Reversible tip-up pocket 
clip •No lanyard hole •4-3/8" closed.

BM150602BM150602 $195.50 ea.
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SIBERT ADAMAS® MINI FOLDERS
Designed by Shane Sibert. Features: CPM-CruWear® steel blades 
•Blood grooves •Thumb studs and ridges •Manual opening •AXIS® 
locking mechanisms •Textured G-10 handles •Reversible, tip-up carry 
stainless steel pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-3/8" closed. 

Black- Tungsten Gray Cerakote® blade finish. BM273GY1 

Desert Warrior Flat Earth Cerakote® Blade BM535FE2101BM535FE2101

EXCLUSIVE! BUGOUT® FOLDERS
Features: CPM-M4 super steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking 
mechanisms •Textured OD green G-10 handles •Reversible, tip-up 
deep carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4-1/4" closed. 

YOUR CHOICE $208.25 ea.

Gray Cerakote® Blade BM535GY2101BM535GY2101

Black Cerakote® Blade BM535BK2101BM535BK2101

MEATCRAFTER
Features: Satin finish CPM-154 stainless steel blade •Full tang •Blaze 
orange Santoprene™ thermoplastic handles •Lanyard hole •11" overall 
•Orange and black Boltaron® 
sheath with clip.

BM15500 $136.00 ea.

Mini- 4-1/2" closed. 

BM15085BM15085 $204.00 ea.

CROOKED RIVER FOLDERS
Traditional shape combined with modern technology. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •AXIS® locking mechanisms 
•Stabilized wood handles •Anodized aluminum bolsters •Orange anodized aluminum pivot rings •Stainless steel liners •Orange G-10 
backspacers •Reversible tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes. 

WORK SHARP® GUIDED FIELD SHARPENER
Designed for the field but this one amazing tool will sharpen every knife you own! Features: Blue plastic casing 
•Built-in angle guides create a consistent bevel every time •Coarse and fine diamond plates for sharpening •Coarse 
and fine ceramic rod for honing •Leather strop for polishing •6-3/4" overall.

BM100604FBM100604F $40.00 ea.

Leather strop for polishing.

Turns ceramic 
rod to 3 sides.

Dual ceramic rods.

YOUR CHOICE $212.50 ea.

OD Green- Flat Dark Earth Cerakote® blade finish. 
BM273FE2

Large- 5-3/8" closed. BM150802BM150802 $221.00 ea.
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GERBER® FREEMAN™ GUIDE
Features: 5Cr15MoV stainless steel blade with flare that serves as guard 
•Full tang •Jimping throughout •Orange Tachide™ handles •Black coated 
double screw rivets •Lanyard hole •8-1/2" overall 
•Black ballistic nylon 
belt sheath. 
G3584G3584 

$19.99 ea. 

GERBER® GATOR® AXE COMBO
Knife stores in axe handle! Both feature: Stainless steel 

blades •GatorGrip® glass-filled nylon handles. Axe features: 
Lanyard hole •8-3/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath. Knife 

features: 7" overall.

G1054G1054 $36.99 ea.

GERBER® VITAL TAKE-A-PART SHEARS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Black and 
bright Hi-Vis orange rubber overmolded 
handles •8" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

G2747G2747 $12.99 ea.

GERBER® VITAL EXCHANGEABLE POCKET FOLDER
Features: #60 stainless steel blade •Black and bright Hi-Vis orange rubber overmolded handles 
•Patent pending Split Sec Tech™ system utilizes pushbutton blade exchange; no tools 
necessary •Includes (5) #60 replacement blades •Lanyard hole •4" closed.

G2736G2736  $34.99 ea. (also available) 12 Pack Replacement Blades G2739G2739 $14.99 per set

Easily 
exchangeable 

blades 
so you are 

always sharp!

GERBER® VITAL BIG GAME LOCKBACK
One of the safest exchangeable blade systems available. Features: (5) 420 J2 stainless 
steel blades •Patent pending Split Sec Tech™ system utilizes pushbutton blade 
exchange; no tools necessary •Blaze orange grippy overmolded handles 
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •6" closed •Nylon belt sheath.

G3053G3053 $54.99 ea.

Storage case included.

BLUNT TIP REPLACEMENT BLADES
Set of (5) 420 J2 stainless steel blunt tip blades •Hard polypropylene carrying case with 
silicone noise dampening liners and cavities for both new and used blades; case keeps 
blades from rattling to provide stealth in the field and is safe for stowing in your pack.

G3086G3086 $17.99 per set

NEW!NEW! GERBER® EXO-MOD FIXED BLADES
Features: Stonewash finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Orange rubber overmolded 
skeletonized handles •Black polymer snap-together belt sheaths allow users to select specific 
products for their set. 

Drop Point- Jimping throughout •8-5/8" overall. G1796G1796 $27.99 ea.

Saw- 7-5/8" overall. 

G1802G1802 $26.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! GERBER® RANDY NEWBERG EBS
Features: (3) interchangeable satin finish 440C stainless steel blades--  3-1/4" drop point, 
3-1/4" serrated drop point, 4-1/8" drop point •Orange and grey polymer handle •Patent 
pending Split Sec Tech™ system utilitzes pushbutton blade exchange; no tools necessary 
•Retro Reflective Orange polymer quiet carry blade case.

G1762G1762 $59.99 ea.

GERBER® GATOR® MACHETE
Features: High carbon steel blade with precison 
ground sawtooth spine •GatorGrip® rubber overmold 
handle •Double rivets •Lanyard hole with cord 
•25-1/2" overall •Riveted reinforced nylon belt sheath.

G758G758  $22.99 ea.
Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.The Gator Grip keeps tasks comfortable and secure in hand.The Gator Grip keeps tasks comfortable and secure in hand.

Handle attaches to case while 
blades are stored inside.
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NEW! DAWSON KNIVES
Features: CPM-3V American made powder steel blades retain edge 3x longer than D2; heat treated in-house; beautiful two-toned 
Specter finish; clear Cerakote® •Thumb and finger rests •Textured G10 handles will not swell, split, warp or crack •Screw rivets 
•Custom fitted Leather + Kydex sheaths.

Red and Black Deep Notch
7-1/2" overall. 

DEEPNOTCHSPE $220.00 ea. 

Pewter and Black Explorer Elite- Lanyard hole
•10-3/4" overall. 

EXPLORERSPEC $370.00 ea. 

White and Black Forester- 8-3/8" overall. 

FORESTERSPEC $285.00 ea. 

Pewter and Black Huntsman- 8-1/2" overall. 

HUNTSMANSPEC $285.00 ea. 

Red and Black Pathfinder- Lanyard hole
•9-5/8" overall. 

PATHFINDERSP $340.00 ea. 

NEW! RMJ TACTICAL KNIVES
Features: Nitro-V stainless steel blades (except where 
noted) •Tungsten Cerakote® for durability and low 
visibility •Full tangs •G-10 handle scales •Triple rivets 
•Molded Kydex sheaths with multiple carry options.

DA CHOPPA- 80CRV2 stainless steel blades 
•12" overall.

Hyena Brown RMJDACHOPPAH 
(also available) 

Black RMJDACHOPPAB 
Dirty Olive RMJDACHOPPAD 

YOUR CHOICE $395.00 ea.JACKDAWS- 6-5/8" overall.
Black RMJJACKDAWBL 

(also available)
Dirty Olive RMJJACKDAWDO 

Hyena Brown RMJJACKDAWHB 

YOUR CHOICE $200.00 ea.

UCAP (Up Close And Personal)
Blood groove •Thumb ridges •8-1/4" overall. 

RMJUCAPTB $270.00 ea. 

UNMEIS- A Japanese Kwaiken style knife •8" overall. 
Dirty Olive RMJUNMEIDO 

(also available) 
Black RMJUNMEIBLK 

Hyena Brown RMJUNMEIHB 

YOUR CHOICE $245.00 ea.
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BUCK® LOCKBACKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Crelicam™ Ebony handles 
•Brass pins, liners and bolsters.

Proudly Made 
in the USA

BUCK® HUNTING KNIVES
All feature: Aluminum guards and pommels •Leather belt sheaths. 
Classics feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Black Phenolic handles.
Pro Series feature: S35VN stainless steel blades with advanced 
Edge2x™ technology •Green canvas Micarta® handles.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

Each includes leather belt sheath.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

BUCK® BLAZE ORANGE SLIM SELECT LOCKBACKS 
A modern solution for everyday carry! Features: Cryogenically treated 420 HC stainless steel blades with Advanced Edge2x™ 
technology •Thumb studs •Glass-filled nylon handles •Removable, reversible stainless steel deep carry pocket clips allow 
for quick and easy access in any situation.

110 Folding Hunter®- 4-7/8" closed. BU12699BU12699 $29.99 ea.
112 Ranger- 4-1/4" closed. BU12024BU12024 $26.99 ea.

BUCK® BANTAM® LOCKBACKS
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Thumb studs 
•Textured glass reinforced nylon handles •Pocket 
clips •Lanyard holes.

BHWs- 5-1/8" closed.
(also available)  

Mossy Oak® Blaze™ Orange 

BU3897BU3897 $27.99 ea.

BLWs- 4-3/8" closed.
(also available)  

Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country 

BU10610BU10610 $24.99 ea.

Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country BHW 

BU10317BU10317 $27.99 ea.

Mossy Oak® Blaze™ Orange BLW  

BU3895BU3895 $24.99 ea.

C. 120 GENERAL- 12" overall.

Pro Series BU13104BU13104 $199.99 ea.

(also available) Classic BU2542BU2542 $99.99 ea.

D. 119 SPECIAL- 10-1/2" overall.

Pro Series BU13105BU13105 $189.99 ea.

(also available) Classic BU170BU170 $69.99 ea.

E. 105 PATHFINDER®- 9-1/8" overall.

Pro Series BU13107BU13107 $149.99 ea.

(also available) Classic BU363BU363 $69.99 ea.

B. 103 SKINNER- 8-1/4" overall.

Classic BU356BU356  $69.99 ea.
(also available) Pro Series

BU13108BU13108 $149.99 ea.

A. 102 WOODSMAN®- 7-3/4" overall.

Classic BU498BU498 $64.99 ea.
(also available) Pro Series

BU13109BU13109 $129.99 ea.

Pocket Size Model 55®
3-1/2" closed.

BU5684BU5684 $54.99 ea.

Model 110 Folding Hunter®- 4-7/8" closed •Leather belt sheath.

BU381BU381 $59.99 ea.

Model 112 Ranger- 4-1/4" closed 
•Black leather belt sheath.

BU394BU394 $59.99 ea.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

A

B

C

D

E
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YOUR CHOICE $14.99 ea.
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BUCK® LEGACY COLLECTION
Beginning with 2021, Buck will no longer limit these heirloom pieces to a specific amount of knives, but instead to calendar year of production. 
Features: Advanced Edge2x™ blade technology •Legacy knives produced this year will be marked 
with the date code stamp of 2021 •Certificates of authenticity.
FIXED BLADE
401 Kalinga- Satin finish S35VN stainless steel blade 
•Brown burlap Micarta® handles •Brass guard and triple 
rivets •10" overall •Leather belt sheath. 

BU13151BU13151 $319.99 ea.

055 THE 55® LOCKBACK- Satin finish S30V stainless steel blade •Marbled 
carbon fiber handles •Satin finish nickel silver bolsters •3-1/2" closed. 

BU13140BU13140 $139.99 ea.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

BUCK® CERAKOTE® COMPADRE® CAMP KNIFE
Features: Cerakote® Cobalt coated, shock absorbing 5160 
spring steel blade •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Natural 
Micarta® handles •Double screw rivets 
•Lanyard hole •9-1/2" overall •Black 
leather belt sheath.

Proudly 
Made in 
the USA

BUCK® HUNTING KNIVES
All feature: 420 HC stainless steel blades •Brass guards and pommels •8-1/2" overall •Nylon sheaths (except where noted).
VANGUARDS®
A. Textured Rubber BU1222BU1222 $82.99 ea.
 (also available) 
 DymaLux® Walnut- Leather sheath.

 BU1220 BU1220 $99.99 ea.

ZIPPERS®
B. Textured Rubber BU1221BU1221 $87.99 ea.
 (also available) 
 DymaLux® Walnut- Leather sheath.

 BU1219 BU1219 $109.99 ea.

BUCK® HATS
Features: Fabric 
construction •Snap 
backs (except where 
noted) •One size fits most.

SOLID BACKS

BUCK® BUCKLITE MAX® II
Features: Tumble finish 420 HC stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges 
•Full tangs •Dynaflex® rubber handles •Lanyard holes •Heavy duty 
polyester sheaths.

Proudly Made 
in the USA

Cadet®- 3-1/4" closed. 

BU480BU480  $45.99 ea.
(also available)

Stockman®- 3-7/8" closed. 

BU651BU651  $49.99 ea.

BLACK SAWCUT VALOX® HANDLES
Nickel silver pins, liners, bolsters and 

hammer-and-knife shields.

Stockman®- 3-7/8" closed.

BU7457BU7457  $51.99 ea.
(also available) Cadet®- 3-1/4" closed.

BU7461BU7461  $49.99 ea.

BUCK® CLASSIC POCKETKNIVES  
Features: 420 HC stainless steel blades.
ROSEWOOD HANDLES- Brass pins, liners and 
bolsters •Color filled Buck shields.

BU12245BU12245 $109.99 ea.

B

A

Proudly Made 
in the USA

Large- 8-7/8" overall. 

BU11559BU11559 $27.99 ea.

Small- 7-1/2" overall. BU11557BU11557 $22.99 ea.
Proudly Made 

in the USA

MESH BACK
Grey/Black 
Logo Patch 
BU12413BU12413

Dark Olive 
Vintage 

Logo Patch 
BU89147BU89147 

Driftwood 
Buck Knife Co.
Cloth backstrap. 
BU89150BU89150
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Features (except where noted): 1095 high carbon 
steel blades •Full tangs •Micarta® handles •Triple 
rivets •Lanyard holes •Serialized •Certificates of 

authenticity •Made in USA.
TOPS® KNIVES

Basecamp Parang
This piece was designed by Smoky Mountain Knife Works' CEO, Tyler Pipes, to be a rugged outdoor tool. It's designed for chopping 
through wood, but don't underestimate its slicing power. Be it the deep woods or brush and vines, this blade won't let you down. 
Black traction blade coat •Tan handles •White inner spacers •17-7/8" overall •Kydex® sheath with leather dangler attachment.

TPBCP01TPBCP01 $179.99 

NOW $129.99 ea.

Steel Eagle- Black traction blade coat •Thumb ridges •Blood groove •Black 
linen handles •White inner spacers •13" overall 
•Black ballistic nylon sheath with 
Kydex® insert and leg tie.

TP107ETP107E $159.99 ea.

BIG THICK & HEAVY Armageddon- Black traction blade coat 
•Blade is 1/4" thick with full 
flat ground recurve 
•Black linen handles 
•White inner spacers 
•Lanyard cord 
•16-1/2" overall •MOLLE 
compatible ballistic nylon belt sheath with plastic liner •WEIGHS 24 oz.!

TPATRD01TPATRD01 $199.99 ea.

Dart- Black traction coated 5160 carbon steel blade 
•Black linen handles •12-3/4" overall •MOLLE 
compatible black ballistic nylon sheath 
•Survival whistle.

TPDART002TPDART002 $166.99 ea.

Dragonfly 4.5- Bead blast blade finish •Black canvas 
handles •9-3/4" overall •Black ballistic nylon sheath 

•Survival whistle.

TPDFLY45TPDFLY45 $114.99 ea.

Loner- Designed by Jerry Van Cook. Black traction blade coat •Black 
linen handles •Lanyard cord •9-1/4" overall •Black Kydex® sheath with 
rotating spring steel clip •Survival whistle.

TPLO1TPLO1 $120.00 ea.

BOB (Brothers Of Bushcraft) Fieldcraft 3.5- Black 
traction blade coat •Blade has fire striker spine •Thumb 
ridges •Tan canvas handles •Double screw rivets 
•8-1/4" overall •Black Kydex® belt sheath with fire starter.

TPMBROS01SFTPMBROS01SF $115.00 ea.

Tidal Force Cleaver/Karambit- Tactical grey blade finish 
•Blood grooves •Thumb ridges •Brown burlap handles 
•Large finger hole •9-7/8" overall •Black dangler style 
Kydex® belt sheath with leather dangler attachment.

TPTFOR01TPTFOR01 $148.99 ea.

Find more 
TOPS® Knives @
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3-9x- 12-1/4" overall. DGWSXS309LTVDGWSXS309LTV $599.00 ea.
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NEW!NEW! ATN CORP. RIFLE SCOPES
Features: Micro USB-C cables •Internal lithium ion batteries •Weather resistant.

X-SIGHT LTV ULTRA LIGHT DAY & NIGHT
ATN QHD+ M584 sensor •ATN Obsidian LT Core •1280x720 video record resolution 
•Night Vision mode •Up to 64gb micro SD card •One Shot Zero adjustable reticle 
•Includes eyecup, IR850 infra-red illuminator, scope cover and lens 
cloth •Rings included-- L ring, picatinny rail and 
(2) 30mm standard.

X-SIGHT 4K PRO VIDEO SMART ULTRA HD DAY & NIGHT VISION
ATN Obsidian IV Dual Core System •1080p @ 30/60/120 fps video record resolution •Smooth zoom 
•Microphone •iOS and Android bluetooth compatible •WiFi streaming, gallery, and controls •RAV 
(Recoil Activated Video) •Up to 64 Gb micro SD card •Day/Night Smart Scope •Smart 
Range Finder •Smart Mil-Dot reticle •Basic crosshairs •Ballistic calculator 
•Electronic compass •Includes eyecup, sunshade, IR850 infra-red 
illuminator and scope cover •Rings included-- L ring, 
picatinny rail and (2) 30mm standard.

THOR 4 THERMAL SMART HD
ATN Obsidian IV Dual Core •1280x960 @ 60 fps video record resolution •Smooth zoom 
•Microphone •iOS and Android bluetooth compatible •WiFi streaming, gallery, and 
controls •RAV (Recoil Activated Video) •Up to 64 Gb micro SD card •One 
Shot Zero adjustable reticle •Day/Night Smart Scope •Smart Range Finder 
•Ballistic calculator •Electronic compass •Includes eyecup, scope 
cover and lens cloth •Rings included-- L ring, (2) 30mm standard.

THOR LT ULTRA LIGHT THERMAL
ATN Obsidian LT Core •White Hot/Black Hot color modes •One Shot Zero adjustable reticle •Includes eyecup, 
scope cover and lens cloth •11-1/2" overall.

640 1.5-15x- 13-1/2" overall. 

TIWST4642ATIWST4642A $3,999.00 ea.

640 1-10x- 13" overall. 

TIWST4641ATIWST4641A $3,499.00 ea.

384 2-8x- 13-1/2" overall. 

TIWST4382ATIWST4382A $2,699.00 ea.

320 5-10x TIWSTLT350XTIWSTLT350X 

$2,499.00 ea.

320 3-6x TIWSTLT325XTIWSTLT325X 

$1,899.00 ea.

160 3-6x TIWSTLT136XTIWSTLT136X 

$1,199.00 ea.

5-20x- 15" overall. DGWSXS5204KPDGWSXS5204KP $799.99 ea. 3-14x- 13-7/8" overall. DGWSXS3144KPDGWSXS3144KP $699.99 ea.

5-15x- 13" overall. DGWSXS515LTVDGWSXS515LTV $679.00 ea.
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Leupold's first ever Leupold's first ever 
Flightpath™ ranging Flightpath™ ranging 
device, built with the device, built with the 
bowhunter in mind. bowhunter in mind. 
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NEW!NEW!  OPTICS
See SMKW.com for full features.BINOCULARS

RANGEFINDERS

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! 
BUSHNELL® 
10x42 REALTREE® 
POWERVIEW 
BINOCULARS
•Realtree AP camp pattern
•10x magnification
•42mm objective
•Durable Rubber Armoring
•Waterproof and fog proof
•Limited Lifetime Warranty from Bushnell

BX-4 
Pro Guide HD 
10x42mm- Includes 
shoulder strap, case, 
lens covers and lens cloth. 

LU172666LU172666 $499.99 ea.

BX-2 Alpine HD 
10x42mm

Includes harness, 
lens covers and lens cloth.

LU181177LU181177 $249.99 ea.

BX-1 Rogue 
10x25mm Compact

Includes shoulder strap, case, 
lens covers and lens cloth.

LU59225LU59225 $104.99 ea.

RX-1600i TBR/W 
Linear field of view-- 315 feet at 1000 yards 

•1400 yards tree range •1000 yard deer range. 

LU173805LU173805 $399.99 ea.

RX-Fulldraw 4 
Linear field of view-- 315 feet at 1000 yards 
•1100 yards tree range •900 yard deer range. 

LU178763LU178763 $499.99 ea.

RX-1400i TBR/W 
Linear field of view-- 368 feet at 1000 yards 

•1200 yards tree range •950 yard deer range. 

LU179640LU179640 $199.99 ea.

SALE PRICESALE PRICE
BH210142ABH210142A

SALE PRICESALE PRICE

$59.99$59.99
Compare to $99.99
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UNLIMITED.
UNCONDITIONAL.
LIFETIME 
WARRANTY.

VORTEX® OPTICS

HD 10x42 BINOCULARS 
Features: Fully multi-coated lenses •HD Optical System •Rubber armor •Shockproof •Waterproof and fog proof •42mm diameter objective lens 
•Adjustable eye cups •Center focus wheel •Diopter on right eyepiece •15mm eye relief •Includes GlassPak case, GlassPak harness, comfort neck 
strap, tethered objective lens covers, Rainguard eyepiece cover, and lens cloth.

Sonora 4-12x44 
Dead-Hold BDC (MOA) reticle •4-12x magnification 
•4" eye relief •24.7-8.4 feet at 100 yards field of view •1" tube 
•13-1/2" overall. 

VTSON412VTSON412 $149.99 ea.

Diamondback® Tactical 
6-24x50 FFP 
EBR-2C (MOA) reticle •6-24x magnification 
•3.9" eye relief •18-4.5 feet at 100 yards field 
of view •30 mm tube •14-1/4" overall. 

VTDBK10028VTDBK10028 $399.99 ea.

RIFLE SCOPES
See full features at SMKW.com.

Crossfire® II 3-9x40 
Dead-Hold BDC (MOA) reticle 
•3-9x magnification •3.8" eye relief 
•34.1-12.6 feet at 100 yards field of view •1" tube 
•11-7/8" overall. 

VTCF231007VTCF231007 $149.99 ea.

Crossfire® II 1-4x24 
V-Brite (MOA) reticle •1-4x 
magnification •4" eye relief •96.1-24.1 
feet at 100 yards field of view •30mm tube 
•9-5/8" overall. 

VTCF231037VTCF231037 $199.99 ea.

Viper® PST™ Gen II 5-25x50 
EBR-7C (MOA) reticle •5-25x 
magnification •3.4" eye relief •24.1-4.8 feet 
at 100 yards field of view •30mm tube 
•15-3/4" overall. 

VTPST5256VTPST5256 $999.99 ea.

IMPACT® 1000 LASER RANGEFINDER 
Features: Uses HCD (Horizontal Component Distance) angle-compensated ranging technology 
•15mm eye relief •6x magnification •Linear field of view-- 341 feet at 1000 yards •6.5 degrees angular 
view •800 yards tree range •500 yard deer range •Waterproof •Right side diopter •3-7/8" overall 
•Includes CR2 battery, lens cloth, strap, soft carry case, and ballistic cheater card. 

VTLRF101VTLRF101 $199.99 ea.

Crossfire®- Roof prism •325 
feet/1000 yards linear field of 
view •6.2 degrees angular 
field of view •6' close focus 
•58-75mm inter-pupillary distance 
•5-1/4" overall. 

VTCF4312VTCF4312 $149.99 ea.

Diamondback®-330 feet/1000 
yards linear field of view •6.3 degrees 
angular field of view •5' close focus 
•55-73mm inter-pupillary distance 
•5-3/4" overall. 

VTDB215VTDB215 $229.99 ea.

CROSSFIRE® RED DOT SIGHT 
1x magnification •2 MOA dot size 
•Unlimited eye relief •2-1/4" overall
•See full features at SMKW.com. 

CFRD2CFRD2 $149.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! TRIJICON® RIFLE SCOPES
Features: 6061 aircraft grade aluminum construction •Scopecoat™ lenses.

CREDO® HXs 
Repositionable magnification knob and replacement screw •LED illumination with 10 settings 
•Bikini lens caps •Uses (1) CR2032 battery (included).

HURONS® 
BDC (Bullet Drop Compensating) Hunter Holds reticles (except where noted) •Lens caps.

1-6x24- MRAD segmented circle 
reticle •3.5"- 3.9" eye relief •24mm 
objective lens diameter •30mm tube 
diameter •Includes 3mm hex key 
•11" overall. 

CRHX624C29CRHX624C29 $839.99 ea.

2.5-10x56- MOA Precision 
Hunter reticle •2.8"- 4" eye relief 
•56mm objective lens diameter 
•30mm tube diameter •Includes 
3mm and 1.5mm hex keys 
•13-7/8" overall. 

CRHX1056C29CRHX1056C29 $699.99 ea.

3-9x40-  Standard duplex crosshair reticle 
•2.5"- 3.7" eye relief •40mm objective lens 
diameter •1" tube diameter •12-1/4" overall. 

HR940C275HR940C275 $499.99 ea.

3-9x40- 2.5"- 3.7" eye relief •40mm objective lens 
diameter •1" tube diameter •12-1/4" overall. 

HR940C27HR940C27 $568.99 ea.

1-4x24- .6"- 3.9" eye relief •24mm objective lens diameter 
•30mm tube diameter •10-3/8" overall. 

HR424C27HR424C27 $527.99 ea.

3-12x40- 2.2"- 3.2" eye relief •40mm objective 
lens diameter •30mm tube diameter 
•12-5/8" overall. 

HR1240C27HR1240C27 $568.99 ea.

2.5-10x40- 2.4"- 3.3" eye relief •40mm 
objective lens diameter •30mm tube diameter 
•12-5/8" overall. 

HR1040C27HR1040C27 $568.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! CRIMSON TRACE® BRUSHLINE™ PRO RIFLE SCOPES
Features: Aerospace aluminum construction •Green Multi Coated high quality glass lenses •Nitrogen purged 

•Shock resistant •Scope caps and lens cloth included.

3-9x40 Plex
1" tube diameter 
•12-3/8" overall.
CT0101450CT0101450 

$219.99 ea.

4-12x40 Plex- 1" tube diameter •14" overall.

CT0101490CT0101490 $219.95 ea.

WITH CT CUSTOM BDC PRO RETICLE
BDC stands for Bullet Drop Compensator, and the reticle is the 
crosshairs in the scope. The reticle pattern predicts 
how much a bullet will drop at a given range.

WITH PLEX RETICLE
The Plex is a highly visible, clean, simple 
aiming device utilizing thick crosshairs with 
bold edges.

Plex Reticle

CT Custom BDC Pro 
Reticle

4-16x50 BDC- 30mm tube diameter 
•14-3/4" overall.

CT0101340CT0101340 $599.95 ea.

3-12x42 BDC
30mm tube diameter 
•13" overall.
CT0101390CT0101390 

$319.99 ea.

4-16x50 BDC
1" tube diameter 
•15-1/2" overall.
CT0101420CT0101420 

$379.95 ea.

6-24x50 BDC
1" tube diameter 
•15-1/2" overall.
CT0101430CT0101430 

$449.95 ea.

3-9x40 BDC
1" tube diameter 
•12-3/8" overall.
CT0101460CT0101460 

$199.95 ea.

4-12x40 BDC
1" tube diameter 

•14" overall.
CT0101500CT0101500 

$229.95 ea.
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NEW!NEW! SIG SAUER® OPTICS
See full features at SMKW.com.

BDX Combo Kit- Kilo1800 Rangefinder 6x & Sierra3 4.5-14x44mm
General features: BDX-capable KILO rangefinder and rifle 
scope combo allows illuminated auto-holdover dot on your 
target •Low-energy Bluetooth 4.0 creates custom ballistic 
profiles in the free SIG BDX app •Ballistic Data Xchange 
shares data between both. Kilo Range Finder features: 6x 
magnification •22mm diameter objective lens •HyperScan 
mode with RangeLock •IPX-4 waterproof rating. 
Sierra3 Scope features: BDX-R1 digital reticle •4.5-14x 
magnification •3.5" eye relief •19.9-6.7 feet at 100 yards 
field of view •30mm tube diameter.

SOK18BDX01SOK18BDX01 $899.99 per kit

SCOPES 

Romeo5 1x20mm
1x magnification •2 MOA 
red dot MOTAC™ (Motion 
Activated Illumination System).

SOR52001SOR52001 $129.99 ea.

RED DOT SIGHTS
Romeo-MSR 1x
A sealed compact red dot sight intended for 
MSR, carbine, shotgun and air rifle. 
1x magnification •2 MOA dot reticle. 

SOR72001SOR72001 $129.99 ea.

Sierra3BDX 3.5-10x42mm
BDX-R1 digital reticle •3.5-10x 
magnification •3.46" eye relief 

•27.8-9.4 feet at 100 yards 
field of view •30mm tube diameter.

SOSBDX331111SOSBDX331111 $499.99 ea.

Whiskey3 3-9x40mm
BDC-1 Quadplex, Second Focal Plane (SFP) 
reticle •3-9x magnification •3.9" eye relief 
•35-11.9 feet at 100 yards field of view 
•1" tube diameter.

SOW33204SOW33204 $149.99 ea.

BINOCULARS
Zulu5 10x42mm HD

10x magnification •42mm objective lenses •IPX-7 
waterproof rating •Fog proof •Includes tethered 

lens covers, strap, lens cloth, and padded case. 

SOZ52101SOZ52101 $499.99 ea.

Zulu6 10x30mm
10x magnification 
•30mm objective 

lenses •IPX-4 
waterproof rating 

•Fog proof. 
SOZ61001SOZ61001 

$599.99 ea.

Zulu7 10x42mm HDX
10x magnification •42mm 
objective lenses •IPX-7 waterproof 
rating •Fog proof •Includes 
tethered lens cover, strap, lens 
cloth, and padded case.
SOZ71001SOZ71001 

$699.99 ea.

RANGEFINDER 
Kilo1000 5x20mm
5x magnification •20mm objective lens •IPX-4 waterproof rating 
•Fog proof •Weather resistant storage case.

SOK10001SOK10001 $172.99 ea.
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Command Ops Elite
Features: 18MP •80' 
infrared flash range 
•0.3 second trigger 

speed •720p HD videos 
•70 ft. detection range 

•Timelapse Plus camera 
mode •Info bar displays 

time, date, temperature, 
moon phase, camera 

ID •Supports up to 
32GB SD card (not 

included) •Requires 
(6) AA batteries (not 

included) •Compatible 
with Browning Buck 

Watch Timelapse Viewer 
Software (not included).

Defender Ridgeline Wireless Cellular
Camera functions: Pre Installed ATT and 
Verizon SIM cards (activation fee not included 
in purchase price) •20MP •0.135 - 0.7 second 
adjustable trigger speed •1920 x 1080 FHD 
videos •Up to 80' adjustable detection range 
•0.5 second recovery time between images 
•Smart IR Video •Supports up to 512GB SDXC 
memory card (not included) •Requires 16 AA 
batteries (not included) •Battery meter •Metal 
tree mount bracket. Cellular functions: Operates 
on a nationwide 4G LTE Network; Dual Carrier 
technology allows the customer to choose 
between ATT or Verizon networks (dependent 
on activation by consumer) •Uploads standard 
images, HD images and video clips •E-mail/text 
images and video clips •Activate camera only 
when needed •Easy to use mobile app 
•Scheduled or immediate image uploads.

NEW!NEW! BROWNING® TRAIL CAMERAS
Features: Infrared LED night Illumination •Videos with sound (5 sec. - 2 min.) •Illuma-Smart technology automatically adjusts IR Flash •SD card 
management •Multiple rapid fire and multishot images •Programmable picture delay •Info bar displays time, date, temperature, moon phase, 

camera ID •12 volt external power jack •Mounting hardware included •Tripod capable (not included).

Strike Force Pro XD
Features: 24MP 

•80' detection 
range •0.5 second 

recovery time 
between images 

•Smart IR video 
•Supports up to 512GB 

SDXC memory card 
(not included) 

•Timelapse Plus 
camera mode 

•Requires (6) AA 
batteries (not 

included) •Compatible 
with Browning 

Buck Watch 
Timelapse Viewer 

Software (not included).

Defender 850
Features: 20MP •1920 x 1080 
FHD videos •Timelapse Plus 
camera mode •Supports up 
to 128GB SDXC memory card 
(not included); includes 16GB 
SDHC memory card •120' flash 
range •80' detection range 
•0.4 second trigger speed •0.8 
second recovery time between 
images •Smart IR Video •Preview 
and save images and videos to 
smartphone or tablet •Uses (4) 
CR123A batteries (included) 
•Compatible with Browning 
Buck Watch Timelapse Viewer 
Software (not included) via 
WiFi/Bluetooth.

BTC5PXDBTC5PXD $169.99 ea.BTC4GRLDCBTC4GRLDC $199.99 ea.

BTC9DBTC9D $149.99 ea. BTC4EXBTC4EX $79.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! BUSHNELL® TRAIL CAMERAS
CELLUCORE™ NO GLOW CELLULAR
Features: Connect, receive, and sort 
high quality images faster with rugged 
reliability season after season •Clear 
day and night photos sent right to 
your devices •Supported by your 
choice of ATT or Verizon (activation 
fees not included in purchase price) 
•Crystal clear images •High output 
NO GLOW IR LEDs for better night 
range •1920x1080 @60fps video 
resolution •Video length up to 30 
seconds •Three preset menus + 
advanced mode •3" in-camera color 
view screen •0.2 second trigger 
speed •1080p 60fps video with audio 
•Hybrid capture •Accomodates up to 
32GB (card not included) •Night 
vision flash •PIR sensor •Stamps-- 
date, time, temp, moon •GPS Geotag 
•Uses (12) AA batteries (included) 
•Solar compatible.

PRIME L20 LOW GLOW
Features: 20MP •0.4 second trigger speed •1 second 
recovery rate •1080p at 30 fps video •Low glow 36 
LED with 100' night range •Full color, high res images 
settings-- 3mp, 12MP, 20MP •Records audio •Date, 
time, temperature and moon stamp •Up to 32GB (card 
not included) •Master Lock 
Python compatible 
•1/4-20 socket for use with 
Deluxe Tree Bracket •Night 
Vision Flash •Hybrid capture 
•PIR sensor •Display-- B&W 
Text LCD •GPS Geotag 
•Video resolution 1920x1080 
@30fps •Video length up 
to 60 seconds •2X field 
scan •Requires (6) AA 
batteries (not included) 
•Solar compatible. 

119930B119930B $89.99 ea.

Model 30MP  
AT&T 
119902A119902A 
Verizon 
119902V119902V 
YOUR CHOICE 

$249.99 ea.

Model 20MP  
AT&T 
119904A119904A 
Verizon 
119904V119904V 
YOUR CHOICE 

$129.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! BROWNING® CAMO WEAR

LONG SLEEVE CREW NECK 
Mossy Oak® Bottomland 

301782190301782190
Realtree Timber® 
BN301782570BN301782570

YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

WASATCH™-CB 
PANTS
Features: Comfortable 
lightweight cotton 
•Regular fit •Multiple 
pockets •Adjustable 
waist tabs •Draw-cord 
cuffs. Available sizes: 
Sm. (30-31), Med. 
(32-34), Lg. (36-38), 
X-Lg. (40-42), 2X 
(44-46), 3X (48-50). 
Mossy Oak® 
Bottomland 
302780190302780190
Realtree Timber® 
BN302780570BN302780570 
YOUR CHOICE 

$39.99 ea.

BUTTON-DOWN 
Mossy Oak® Bottomland 

301780190301780190
Realtree Timber® 
BN301780570BN301780570 

YOUR CHOICE $39.99 ea.

SHORT SLEEVE TEES WITH 
SILVADUR™ ODOR CONTROL 

Mossy Oak® Bottomland 
301781190 301781190 

Realtree Timber® BN30178157BN30178157
YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.

RIMFIRE HATS 
Features: Full front and back camo woven fabric construction •Embroidered Buckmark 
won't be seen by game •Hook and loop closure. 

WICKED WING FLEECE BEANIES 
Features: Constructed of warm high pile fleece •Mossy Oak® camo patterns •Anatomically 
shaped for comfort •One size fits most.

Shadow 
Grass Blades 
BN30866857BN30866857 

$23.99 ea.

Bottomland 
BN30866819BN30866819 

$29.99 ea.

Mossy Oak® 
Bottomland 
308379191308379191 

$15.99 ea.

Realtree® EDGE 
BN308379601BN308379601 

$19.99 ea.

WASATCH™-CB SHIRTS 
CB = Core and Basic. Not every hunting excursion requires gear rated for torrential rain, raging blizzards, or mercury plummeting below freezing 

temperatures. Core and Basic gear is perfect for temperate weather when you're focused more on being silent. 
Features: Comfortable lightweight cotton •Regular fit. Available sizes: Small, medium, large, XL, 2X and 3X.

CLOSEOUT!CLOSEOUT! ARCTIC SHIELD® 
SILENT PURSUIT RAIN SUIT
Features: 100% polymer construction 
with waterproof technology •Jacket-- 
Full zip with storm flap, vented cape, 
drawcord hood with visor, (2) front 
cargo pockets and adjustable wrist cuff 
•Pants-- elastic waist and snap cuffs. 
Available sizes: Med., Lg., X-Lg., 2X. 
508000800508000800 
YOUR CHOICE 

$17.99 
per suit

Give the gift that ALWAYS fits!
Order# GIFTCARDGIFTCARD

Find more 
apparel @
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LACROSSE® BOOTS
FOREVER FORWARD™ is the mission statement of Lacrosse Boots. They want you to rest assured your feet will stay dry and protected when 

encountering any and all sorts of wet conditions •Men's D-width sizes. Available sizes: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.

Alpha Muddy
Brown hand-laid premium natural rubber over 3.0mm 
insulating neoprene •Waterproof lining •Nylon shank 
•Polyurethane footbed •Best for all-terrain.
612441612441 

$99.95 per pair

Mesquite
Water resistant 
full-grain oiled leather 
upper •Natural rubber 
bottom •200G Thinsulate 
insulation •Waterproof 
lining •Steel shank 
•Removable air cushion 
footbed •Waterproof side 
zipper •Best for snow.
273124273124 

$139.95 per pair

Alphaburly Pro 
Realtree Edge™
Scent-free waterproof 
natural rubber 
construction 
•Neoprene gusset 
•400G Thinsulate Ultra 
insulation •Waterproof 
lining •Nylon shank 
•EVA footbed •Burly 
Pro outsole •Best for 
mud and snow.
376012376012 

$169.95 per pair

Burly 
Realtree Timber™
EVA waterproof 
natural ZXT rubber 
construction 
•Adjustable top strap 
•Foam insulated 
•Waterproof lining 
•Fiberglass shank 
•EVA footbed •Best for 
all-terrain.
266041266041 

$99.95 per pair

DANNER® BOOTS
You don't put on a pair of Danner Boots to sit around the house. They're made for adventure, exploration and hard work. 

Features: Danner® Dry waterproofing •Men's D-width sizes. Available sizes: 8, 8.5, 9, 9.5, 10, 10.5, 11, 11.5, 12 and 13.

Recurve Brown- Full grain leather and 
suede upper •Removable OrthoLite 
polyurethane footbed •Non-insulated 
•Nylon shank •DPDX last type •Vibram® SPE 
rubberized EVA midsole •Vibram® Recurve 
outsole •Fits slightly large so sizing down a 
half size is recommended.

4761147611 $209.95 per pair

Vital Realtree Edge™- Abrasion 
resistant leather and textile upper 

•Non-insulated •Lock & Load lacing 
system •Open cell polyurethane 

footbed •Danner® Plyolite® midsole 
•Mesh lined tongue •Nylon shank 

•DT4 last type •Danner Vital® outsole. 

4155941559 $159.95 per pair

Caliper Brown- Full grain 
leather upper •Non-insulated 

•Electrical hazard (EH) protection 
•Dual layer comfort footbed 

•Oil and slip resistant traction 
•Fiberglass shank •DPDX last 

type •Danner Caliper® outsole.

1945219452 $139.95 per pair

LACROSSE'S LACROSSE'S 
PREMIUM PREMIUM 
HUNTING HUNTING 

BOOT! BOOT! 
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NEW!NEW! GROOVE BELT™
Features: SPACE-TECH™- Proprietary webbing, rare earth neodymium magnets, and A380 aluminum alloy buckle •STIFF-TECH™- Curl resistant 

to maintain its form; simple adjustment •ANTI-FLAP™- End tucks neatly behind the belt; secure keeper loop for the occasional flyaway 
•SNAP-TECH™- Neodymium magnets snap the buckle perfectly in place; unlatches with one hand. One size fits most.

YOUR CHOICE $59.95 ea.

Gun Metal/Black B1001OSB1001OSGun Metal/Olive B1003OSB1003OS Gun Metal/Deep Stone B1002OSB1002OSBlack/Black B1005OSB1005OS

NEW!NEW! DRAKE APPAREL

CAMO HATS 
DRAKE "DUCK HEAD" LOGO
A. Realtree Timber/Mesh Back DH3011033DH3011033 
B. Realtree Timber/Full Back DW1790033DW1790033 

 YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea. 
NON-TYPICAL LOGO
C. Mossy Oak Bottomland/Mesh Back DNT8000006DNT8000006 
D. Realtree Edge/Grey Mesh Back DNT8000030DNT8000030 
E. Mossy Oak Bottomland/Full Back DNT8001006DNT8001006 
F. Realtree Edge/Full Back DNT8001030DNT8001030 
G. Realtree Timber/Full Back DNT8001033DNT8001033 

 YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea. 

H. Realtree Edge/Black Mesh Back DNT8015030DNT8015030 $24.99 ea.

ENDURANCE 
JEAN CUT 
PANTS 
Available in 
sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X.  
Mossy Oak 
Bottomland 
DNT1004006DNT1004006 
(also available) 
Realtree TImber 
DNT1004033DNT1004033 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$89.99 ea.

AGION ACTIVE XL™ 
The clothing below utilizes Agion Active XL™ scent control technology to give you the advantage against game's keen sense of smell! 

WINDPROOF 
LAYERING 
VEST 
Available in 
sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X.  
Realtree Edge 
DNT4010030DNT4010030 
AS LOW AS 

$99.99 ea.

PURSUIT FULL ZIP 
HOODIES 
Available in sizes SM, 
MED, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.  
Mossy Oak 
Bottomland 
DNT4055006DNT4055006 
Realtree Edge 
DNT4055030DNT4055030 
Realtree Timber 
DNT4055033DNT4055033 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$129.99 ea.

PURSUIT FULL ZIP JACKETS 
Available in sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X.  
Dark Earth 
DNT4060DEADNT4060DEA 
AS LOW AS 

$139.99 ea.
Mossy Oak 
Bottomland 
DNT4060006DNT4060006 
Realtree Edge 
DNT4060030DNT4060030 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$149.99 ea.

WOMEN'S SILENCER 
JACKET & PANTS IN 
REALTREE EDGE 
Cut for a woman. 
Jacket- Available in 
sizes SM, MED, LG, XL. 
DNT5003030DNT5003030 
AS LOW AS 

$129.99 ea. 
Pants- Available in 
even sizes 0-12.  
DNT5004030DNT5004030 
AS LOW AS 

$89.99 ea.

A B C D

E

F G
H
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NEW! DRAKE APPAREL

NEVERTUCK 
LONG SLEEVE 
SHIRTS
Available in sizes 
SM, MED, LG, XL, 
2X, 3X. 
Midnight 
Plaid 
DS2103MNP 
Royal Blue 
Plaid 
DS2103RBP 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$64.99 ea.

SYNTHETIC 
DOUBLE 
DOWN 
JACKETS
Available in sizes 
SM, MED, LG, 
XL, 2X, 3X. 
Lead 
DW1052LEA 
Brown 
DW1052PNB 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$149.99 ea.

MICROLITE 
PERFORMANCE 
HALF ZIP 
PULLOVERS
Available in 
sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X. 
Charcoal 
DW1181CHR 
Dark Green 
DW1181DGN 
Light Blue 
DW1181LBL 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$49.99 ea.

EST 
WINDPROOF 
TECH VESTS
Available in 
sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X, 3X. 
Black 
DW1602BLK 
Olive 
DW1602OLV 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$109.99 ea.

HEATHER 
WINDPROOF 
LAYERING 
VESTS
Available in 
sizes SM, MED, 
LG, XL, 2X*, 3X. 
Brown Heather 
DW1605BRH 
Green Heather 
DW1605GRH 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$99.99 ea.

TECH STRETCH 
PANTS 2.0
Available in 
most waist and 
inseam sizes. 
Dark Earth 
D1586DEA 
Khaki 
D1586KHK 
YOUR CHOICE 
AS LOW AS 

$89.99 ea.

OL' TOM HATS
E. Maroon/White 
 OT3550MWT 
F. Gray/Black 
 OT35550GRB 
G. Olive/Black 
 OT3550OBL 
H. Navy/White 
 OT3550WNV 
 YOUR CHOICE 

 $24.99 ea.

T-SHIRTS- Available in sizes SM, MED, LG, XL, 2X, 3X.
Always In Season Lab/Military 

Heather D9270MLH
Drake Fishing Logo/

Black D3160BKH
Live Retrieve/

Sandstone D9265SST
Tarpon/Military 

Heather DPF3145PBR

DRAKE LOGO HATS
A. Loden/Black 
 DH4010LBK DH4010LBK
B. Green/Light Green 
 DH4030GLT DH4030GLT
C. Heather Gray/Red 
 DH4060GRD DH4060GRD
D. Heather Gray/White 
 DH4060HGW DH4060HGW 
 YOUR CHOICE 

 $24.99 ea.

YOUR 
CHOICE 

AS LOW AS 

$24.99 ea.

A B

C D

E F

G H

*Not available in Green Heather
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NEW! NEW! T-SHIRT/HAT COMBOS
T-Shirt features: 60% cotton/40% polyester •Available sizes: Small, medium, large, XL, 2X, 3X. Hat features: 100% cotton •Embroidered front 

•One size fits most; adjustable back strap with brass clasp.

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 per combo

NEW! NEW! MESH BACK HATS
Cotton fronts •Adjustable backs.

NEW! NEW! SOLID BACK HATS
Cotton twill •Adjustable backs. 

YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! KNIFESCAR 
KCARB8SMKW

KNIFE FLAG
SMKWFLAGTEE

Logo on 
back.

Red

Heather 
Grey

Graphite Heather

BLADES
SMKWBLADES

Logo on 
back.

Sand Royal 
Blue

Red Black Logo on 
front.

T-SHIRTS
50% cotton/50% polyester. Available sizes: Small, medium, large, XL, 2X, 3X.

YOUR CHOICE $16.99 ea.

Heather GreyBlack

NEW!NEW! BIGFOOT 
SMKWBFHG

BLADES
Red/Navy/White 
SMKW240139 

$9.99 ea.

Camo 
SMKW240133 

$9.99 ea.

Charcoal/
Blaze Orange 
SMKW234053 

$8.99 ea.

Red/Navy/White 
SMKW234033 

$8.99 ea.

Brown/Grey 
SMKW233835 

$8.99 ea.

SMKW LOGO

Desert Warrior/
Desert Tan/
OD Green/
Leather 
Patch 
SMKW240130

Black/
Rubberized 
Patch 
SMKW240125

SMKW® APPAREL

Maroon Shirt/
OD Green Hat DAOM

Navy Blue 
Shirt/Hat 
DANN

Maroon Shirt/
Maroon Hat DAMM

Black Shirt/
Charcoal Hat 
DACB
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Blue 
UL12104BUL12104B

Black 
UL12104UL12104

FROGG TOGGS® ULTRA-LITE2 RAIN SUITS
Stay dry in extreme conditions! 
Features: Set of (2) pieces-- jacket and pants 
•Breathable fabric construction is waterproof, 
wind resistant, and lightweight •Elastic waist 
jacket has elastic cuffs, an adjustable hood 
with cord locks, and zippered closure with 
rain-guard flap •Elastic waist pants with wide 
cuff openings •Free storage Stuff Sack included. 
Sizes available: Small, medium, large, XL and 2X.
YOUR CHOICE 

$29.99 per set
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STARS AND STRIPES/WOMENS'
Hook and loop closure.

K. Navy 308770951308770951 $21.99 ea.

BROWNING® HATS
Features (except where noted): Fabric construction •Mesh backs •Snap back closure adjustable to fit most.
REALM- EXCLUSIVE for Browning 97% polyester/3% spandex fabric blend.  
A. Grey BN308040491BN308040491 
B. Charcoal BN308040791BN308040791 
C. OD Green/Dark Brown BN308040841BN308040841 

 YOUR CHOICE $26.99 ea.

DERBY 
I. Heather Grey BN308606491BN308606491 
J. Brown/Grey BN308606681BN308606681 

 YOUR CHOICE $21.99 ea.

PROOF 
F. Tan BN308388481BN308388481 
G. Pewter BN308388861BN308388861 

 YOUR CHOICE $21.99 ea.

H. Blaze Orange 308388011308388011 $19.99 ea.

BROWNING® 
SAFETY VEST 
Features: Durable yet 
thin and breathable, 
blaze orange, 100% 

Oxford polyester safety 
vest easily slips over 

hunting gear without 
creating bulk •Zip front 

•Large snap flap shell 
pockets •Regular fit. 

Sizes available: Medium, 
large, XL, 2X and 3X.

BN30510001BN30510001 

$17.99 ea.

BLAZE ORANGE- Solid backs •Hook and loop closure.  

D. Opening Day/Brown Bill BN308855721BN308855721 $24.99 ea. 

E. Safety Cap BN30840501BN30840501 $17.99 ea.

ALLEN® BLAZE ORANGE SAFETY VESTS
STANDARD VEST- Features: 

Constructed of quiet polyester •Hook 
and loop closure •Side adjustment 
straps for custom fit over jackets or 

other cold weather gear.

DELUXE VEST- Features: Constructed with 
600 square inches of durable and highly-visible 
polyester •Heavy-duty zipper closure •(2) large 
pockets, great for keeping essentials close by 
when hiking to your hunting spot.

STANDARD ADULT VEST/HAT COMBO- Both 
feature: High-visibility blaze orange polyester 

construction. Vest features: Sized for adults 
Medium-XL; fits approximately 38"- 48" torso/

chest •Hook and loop closure •Side adjustment 
straps. Hat features: One size fits most 

•Adjustable back.

Medium TAC15765 TAC15765 Large TAC15766TAC15766 
XL TAC15768 TAC15768 2X TAC15769TAC15769 

YOUR CHOICE $9.99 ea.

Youth TAC15751 TAC15751 Adult TAC15752TAC15752 
Big Man TAC15753TAC15753 

YOUR CHOICE $5.99 ea.

TAC17555TAC17555 

$7.99
per combo

A B C
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GIDDY-UP

T-SHIRTS
Features: 60% polyester/40% ring spun Peruvian cotton construction •Casual fit •Pre-shrunk. Available sizes: SM, MED, LG, XL, 2X and 3X.

YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea. CAN'T KILL 'EM ON THE COUCH
Heather White

CDGT2106CDGT2106

Black/Bottomland™
CDGT2110CDGT2110

Heather Grey
CDGT2108CDGT2108

GIDDY-UP 
Navy Blue
Woven patch. 
CDMB2113CDMB2113

HATS
Features (except where noted): Cotton fronts •Cork patches •Mesh backs •Snap closures.

YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

Heather White
CDGT2105CDGT2105

Vintage Red
CDGT2104CDGT2104

Vintage Blue
CDGT2102CDGT2102

WALLHANGER 
Camo
Woven patch. 
CDMB2104CDMB2104

RETRO 
Black 
CDMB2107CDMB2107

SPANGLED 
Camo
American 
flag patch. 
CDMB2106CDMB2106

Heather Grey
Woven patch. 
CDMB2111CDMB2111

Charcoal
Woven patch. 
CDMB2108CDMB2108

VINTAGE 
Camo 
CDMB2103CDMB2103

Faded Blue
Woven patch. 
CDMB2116CDMB2116

Tan/Black- Canvas 
front •Woven patch. 

CDMB2115CDMB2115

Vintage Red- Canvas 
front •PVC patch. 
CDMB2114CDMB2114

Dark Grey- Wool front 
•PVC patch. CDMB2112CDMB2112

Grey 
CDMB2110CDMB2110

Grey/Navy Blue
Woven patch. 
CDMB2109CDMB2109

Black 
CDMB2105CDMB2105

Bottomland™
Felt front. CDMB2102CDMB2102

Realtree Timber™ 
CDMB2101CDMB2101

We AcceptFall 202124

CATCHIN' DEERS® APPAREL
WEAR THE LIFESTYLE. When the camo came off, the creators of Catchin' Deers had nothing to wear that embodied their collective outdoor 
experiences. They wanted something laid back, that didn't take itself too seriously. As real hunters, they are committed to designing quality 

apparel inspired by the hunt camp and built for the hunter's lifestyle.
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STANDARD
Features: Heavy web construction •3/8" foam padding 
•Rugged Endura fabric cover •Swivels.

N.  TAC8311TAC8311  $10.99 ea.

QUAKE INDUSTRIES GUN SLINGS
Features: Special, soft pad molded directly into the sling's webbing •Odor-resistant pad provides a non-slip surface and stretches up to 1/2" 
to spread the weight of the gun out across your whole shoulder for greater comfort •Gripping action keeps your firearm in place on your 
shoulder, eliminating the tugging, rolling and pulling caused by other slings •Comfortable to use and easy to clean •U.V. stabilizers eliminate 
fading or cracking •Pad also does not hold water like foam, urethane or leather slings •Ultra-quiet Hush Stalker II QD sling swivels •42" overall 
swivel to swivel.

CLAW
A.  Black Q500001Q500001
B.  Camo Q500018Q500018
C.  OD Green Q500025Q500025
D.  Sand Camo Q500100Q500100
E.  Stone Camo Q500223Q500223
 YOUR CHOICE $13.99 ea.

F.  Max-5 HD Camo Q500193Q500193
G.  Bottomland Camo Q500209Q500209
 YOUR CHOICE $24.99 ea.

CONTOUR

H.  Black Q530008Q530008 $13.99 ea.

RUGER® SUMMIT ULTRALITE MOLDED
Features: Made with low-density foam covered with 
rugged black fabric •Non-slip textured back that 
keeps the sling where you want it •Body of the sling is 
constructed with a durable, heavy-duty web material 
•Swivels tested to 300 pounds.

I.  TAC27830TAC27830 $18.99 ea.

GUNNISON- Features: Fully adjustable with non-slip 
neoprene shoulder pads •Heavy-duty 1" webbing 
•Swivels tested to 500 pounds. 
J.  Mossy Oak® Break-Up™ Infinity 

 TAC8366TAC8366 
K.  Black TAC8368TAC8368 

 YOUR CHOICE $16.99 ea.

BIGHORN- Features: Charcoal rubber pad to help 
reduce slipping •Heavy-duty webbing material with 
a rubber form grip and composition •Swivels tested 
to 500 pounds. 

L.  TAC8421TAC8421 $21.99 ea.

ENDURA- Features: 3/8" foam padding covered with 
rugged Endura fabric •Heavy web construction.

M. TAC85TAC85 $4.99 ea.

ALLEN® GUN SLINGS

A B C D E F G H
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5 OZ. INSECT DEFENSE 
FedEx ground shipping only.

DDW13700DDW13700 $6.99 ea.

DEAD DOWN WIND™ SCENT PREVENTION
Dead Down Wind™ does not offer cover scent. Scent Prevention is a discipline and process that actively works to kill bacteria, focusing on 
Laundry, Hygiene and Field, not just covering odor but annihilating it right at the source. Enzymes, natural catalysts for change, work at a 
molecular level, a process they call Enzyme ScentPrevent® or ESP, that eliminates a wider range of odors, a technology called  3D+ Broad 
Spectrum. Hunters carry many foreign odors to the field that can alert game. That's why they provide for a broad range of odor control.

28g WIND 
DETECTOR 
DDW2003BCDDW2003BC 

$3.99 ea.

25 PIECE SUPER SLAM KIT 
(6) Laundry Bombs •(12) Dryer 
Sheets •(1) 12 oz. Field Spray 
•(2) Pac-It Refills •(20) 
Biodegradable Wash Towels 
•(1) 12oz. Body & Hair Soap 
•(1) Wind Detector •(1) Aftermath 
Field Dressing Kit.
DDW208118DDW208118 

$29.99 
per kit

LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
40 Fl. Oz. Liquid Detergent
DDW114018DDW114018 

$14.99 per bottle 
28 Count Laundry Bombs
DDW118218DDW118218 

$14.99 per tub 
15 Count 8" x 7" Dryer Sheets
DDW1113DDW1113 

$6.99 per package 

SOAPS & BODY WASH
4.5 Ounce Bar Soap 

DDW1200NDDW1200N $4.99 per bar 
16 Ounce Body & Hair 
Liquid Soap 

DDW121618DDW121618 $8.49 per bottle 
16 Ounce Body 
Wash & Shampoo 

DDW1241619DDW1241619 $8.49 per bottle

25 COUNT 
8" X 8" FIELD 
WASH CLOTHS 
DDW1355DDW1355 

$8.99 
per package

2.25 OZ. 
ANTIPERSPIRANT
+DEODORANT 
DDW1230NDDW1230N 

$5.99 ea.

EVOLVE FIELD SPRAY 
Unscented 24 Fl. Oz. 

DDW132418DDW132418 $12.99 per bottle 
Unscented 32 Fl. Oz. 

DDW133218DDW133218 $14.99 per bottle 
Unscented 32 Fl. Oz. 
+ 3 Pac-It Refills 

DDW136818DDW136818 $16.99 per bottle 
Natural Woods 24 Fl. Oz. 

DDW1392418DDW1392418 $12.99 per bottle

5 OZ. #69 
DOE-IN-RUT® 
ESTROUS 
FOGGER
FedEx ground 
shipping only.
W5500W5500 

$12.99 
per can

PKG. OF 3 SCENT BOMBS® 

W5841W5841 $6.99 per pkg.

4 FL. OZ. 
POWER SCRAPE® 
W5950W5950 

$8.99 
per bottle

SCENT DRAGGER SET
Set of (2).

W5955W5955 $5.99 per set

6 COUNT 
SMOKIN' 
STICKS 
W6106W6106 

$14.99 
per pkg.

5 FL. OZ. #69 
DOE-IN-RUT® 
ESTROUS HOT 
SHOT® GEL 
STREAM
FedEx ground 
shipping only.
W6260SKW6260SK 

$12.99 
per can

3 FL. OZ. HOT 
SHOT® MIST
FedEx ground 
shipping only.
#69 Doe-In-
Rut® Estrous 
W5310SKW5310SK 
#1 Doe-P® 
Non-Estrous 
W5312W5312 
YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 
per can

#69 DOE-IN-RUT® ESTROUS 
IN BOTTLES
4 Fl. Oz. Plastic Bottle 

W6202W6202 $29.99 per bottle 
1 Fl. Oz. Plastic Bottle 

W6366SKW6366SK $9.99 per bottle 
1 Fl. Oz. Classic Glass Bottle 

W6380W6380 $10.99 per bottle

4 FL. OZ. SPRAY 
COVER SCENTS  
Earth W5906W5906 

$4.99 per bottle 
Red Fox-P® W6245W6245 

$5.99 per bottle

TINK'S® WHITETAIL DEER LURES
Established in 1972, Tink's® is the leader in deer scents and lures. Tink's® lures meet the needs of every phase of the hunt and are available in a 
broad variety of dispenser options. Tink's® natural whitetail lures are certified CWD-free, extensively tested for effectiveness, and simple to use.

See full 
features @

See full 
features @
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YOUR CHOICE 

$5.99 ea.
YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$7.99 ea.
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Rifle
Holds (9) 

cartridges.
TAC206TAC206

Shotgun
Holds (5) 

shells.
TAC205TAC205

NEOPRENE STRETCH- 3mm stretch 
neoprene and nylon construction in 

Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country™ •Hook 
and loop closures adjust fit for most guns 

•Special slits for sling swivel studs.

Rifle
Holds (6) 

cartridges. 
TAC20123TAC20123

Shotgun
Holds (4) 

shells. 
TAC20143TAC20143

ALLEN® BUTTSTOCK AMMO HOLDERS
Fit most guns.

BASIC- Black elastic construction 
stretches to fit most gun stocks 

•Elastic ammo loops.

ALLEN® AMMO POUCHES
Features: Padded Endura 
construction •Quick, silent 
elastic closure •Attaches to any belt. 

ALLEN® DELUXE RIFLE 
AMMO CARRIER
Features: Mossy Oak® Break-Up 
Country™ molded body •Silent-
opening magnetic closure with 
second securing flap 
•Holds (10) cartridges in 
individual compartments. 

TAC232TAC232 $11.99 ea. 

HUNTERS SPECIALITIES® AMMO CARRIERS

Realtree® 
Edge™ Camo/
Rifle- Holds 
(14) cartridges. 
TAC17655TAC17655

Black/Rifle
Holds (14) 
cartridges. 
TAC17651TAC17651

Realtree® Edge™ Camo/
Shotgun- Holds (10) shells. 

TAC17645TAC17645

POUCH- Elastic 
construction with Mossy 
Oak® Break-Up Country™ 
flap covers •Quiet 
opening and closing.

Ammo not 
included.

YOUR CHOICE 

$6.99 ea.

Ammo not 
included.

Ammo not included.

Rifle- Holds (8) 
cartridges •Hole for 
sling swivel stud. 
TAC2068TAC2068

Shotgun- Holds (5) shells. 
TAC2058TAC2058

Shown closed.

Shotgun
Holds (10) 

shells. 
HS00689HS00689

Rifle
Holds (14) 
cartridges. 
HS00688HS00688

BELT POUCHES
Features: Realtree® 
camo exterior, 
black interior 
•Snap closures. 
YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

Rifle
Holds (9) 

cartridges. 
HS00687HS00687

Shotgun
Holds (5) 

shells. 
HS00685HS00685

BUTTSTOCK SLEEVES
Features: Black elastic sleeves slide over 

buttstock •Easy access. 

YOUR CHOICE $2.99 ea.Ammo not 
included.
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LUCAS OIL GUN CARE
EXTREME DUTY GUN OIL 

Features: Special blend formulated for high volume, high heat and 
friction firearms •Superior burn-off resistance •Protects metal from rust, 

moisture and wear •Neutralizes acids from fingerprints •Resists drying for 
long term storage use •Superior blow back resistance. 

1 Ounce LO10875LO10875 $5.95 ea. 

4 Ounce LO10877LO10877 $9.99 ea.

ORIGINAL GUN OIL 
Features: Odorless polymeric 
film and protects from rust, 
wear and moisture •Neutralizes 
fingerprint acids •All-weather use 
•Environmentally friendly •Resists 
drying for long term storage. 

2 Ounce LO10006LO10006 $3.99 ea.

EXTREME DUTY GUN GREASE 
Features: Smooth tacky consistency stays 
where applied •Premium and heavy duty, 
designed to provide maximum lubrication 
under the pressures of sustained firing while 
reducing friction and wear •Prevents rust and 
corrosion from rain and moisture in fresh and 
saltwater environments •Prevents corrosion 
during long term storage. 

1 Ounce LO10889LO10889 $10.79 ea. 

EXTREME DUTY GUN CLEANER 
Features: Consistent high pressure spray blasts away 
powder residue, grease, oil and other debris •Safe 
on your firearm's metal finishes •Displaces water 
•Non-chlorinated, CFC- free formula dries quickly and 
leaves no residue.

11 Ounce LO10905LO10905 $8.49 ea. 
FedEx ground shipping only.

EXTREME DUTY BORE SOLVENT & 
ULTRASONIC GUN CLEANER 

Features: Solvent based formula cleans deep •Provides 
a micro thin layer of rust and corrosion inhibitor •Safe 

on polymers and factory applied firearm finishes •Also, 
specially formulated to be used straight from the bottle in 
ultrasonic cleaner (not included) •High flash point ideal for 
heated tank unit (not included) •Low odor, pleasant grape 

scent; contains no ammonia, kerosene or water.

4 Ounce LO10907LO10907 $6.99 ea. 

EXTREME DUTY CLP 
Clean, Lubricate and Protect. Features: Waterproof, super slick 
film cleans and protects firearms in one easy step •Penetrates 

deep into rust •High grade additives dissolve contaminants 
•Resists blow out •Extends firearm life •Microscopic layer 
of protection against rust and corrosion caused by harsh 

environments, including saltwater •Drying agent leaves 
firearm clean and protected from rust and corrosion without 

any gummy residue. 

4 Ounce LO10915LO10915 $7.49 ea. 

11 Ounce Aerosol LO10916LO10916 $9.99 ea. 

BALLISTOL® MULTI-
PURPOSE LUBRICANT
Features: Penetrating lubrication 
•Cleans, protects and preserves 
•No carcinogens •Biodegradable 
•FedEx ground shipping only.

1.5 Ounce 
Aerosol 
Spray 
YE02YE02 

$4.49 ea. 

6 Ounce 
Aerosol 
Spray 
YE04YE04 

$8.99 ea.

16 Fluid 
Ounce 
Non-Aerosol 
YE07YE07 

$17.99 ea.

Pkg.  of 
(10) 
Wipes 
YE06YE06 

$4.49 ea.

CLEANING 
ACCESSORIES
Cleaning Patches
No.3 .22 to .270cal
500 Count HOP1202SHOP1202S $3.99 ea.
No.4 .38 to .45cal and .410 to 20ga. 
500 Count HOP1204SHOP1204S $5.99 ea.
No.5 16/12ga.
300 Count HOP1205SHOP1205S $6.99 ea.

LUBRICATION
*11 Oz. Cleaner/Degreaser HOPCD1HOPCD1 $5.99 ea.

Elite Gun Oil
4 Oz. Spray Bottle HOPGO4HOPGO4 $11.99 ea.

Hoppe's® No. 9 Gun Bore Cleaner
*5 Oz. Bottle HOP904HOP904 $4.99 ea.

Lubricating Oil HOP1003HOP1003 $2.99 ea.

HOPPE'S® GUN CLEANING SUPPLIES

*Items marked with * must ship via FedEx Ground.

HOPPE'S UNIVERSAL GUN CLEANING KIT*
For pistols up to .22, 9mm, .38/.357, and .40 caliber; .22/.223 rifles; 12 gauge shotguns. Features: Full 
length 6-piece aluminum rod •(5) phosphor bronze brushes •(4) swabs/mops •(5) spear pointed jags 
•Shotgun slotted patch loop •Shotgun adapter •Microfiber absorbent patches •2 oz. Hoppe's No. 9 
Gun Bore Cleaner •2 oz. Hoppe's Lubricating Gun Oil •Reusable storage tin holds it all.

HHTMWHHTMW $24.99 per kit

FedEx ground shipping only.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! 
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Twin Mesa
Single pack functions as the backpack, 
daypack and hunting pack. Features: Mossy 
Oak® Break-Up Country™ camouflage 
•Padded mesh back, offering breathability 
•Padded, adjustable shoulder and sternum 
straps •Hydration ready port •(5) zippered 
compartments •Interior mesh storage 
pocket •Integrated firearm/bow carrying 
system •Measures 14" x 5" x 20" 
•Waist adjusts up to 54" 
•1400 cubic inches of 
cargo capacity.  
TAC18924 

$69.99 ea.
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NEW! TERRAIN™ PACKS by ALLEN®
Terrain™ designs feature-driven products for you to conquer the world under your feet. No matter the terrain you find yourself trekking in, their 
intuitive compartmentalization and load-mobility become part of you. Explore, discover, and conquer with Terrain™. 

Cape Daypack 1350
Features: Realtree® Edge™ 
camouflage •Padded shoulder 
straps •Built-in carry handle 
•(2) large zipper compartments 
•Interior organizer pockets, dual 
water bottle pockets, and elastic 
cord for extra bulky items •1350 
cubic inches of cargo capacity.  

TAC19202 $17.99 ea.

Reservoir 1800 Daypack
Features: Realtree® Edge™ 
camouflage •Padded back 
support panel •Adjustable 
padded waist belt (adjusts 

to 52"), shoulder straps and 
sternum strap •Dual water 

bottle holders.
TAC19204 

$42.99 ea.

Dune 
Single pack functions as hiking 

backpack, daypack, and camping 
pack. Features: Realtree® Edge™ 

camouflage •Oversized front handle 
•Padded adjustable shoulder straps 

and sternum strap •Padded mesh 
back offers breathability •(2) large 

zippered compartments •Front 
accessory pocket •Dual side stretch 

mesh water bottle pockets and 
webbing loops for extra storage 

•Measures 12-1/2" x 8" x 18" •1800 
cubic inches of cargo capacity.

TAC19234 $26.99 ea.

NEW! ATI RUKX PACKS
RUKX Gear is designed to allow efficient access to gear on the go while having a comfortable 
carry and manufactured for maximum durability. Features: 600D polyester construction 
•Reinforced Velcro webbing •Heavy-duty non-rust zippers •Internal organization system for 
securing tools and other items •Water resistant.

SINGLE STRAP SLING BAGS
Adjustable single straps are comfortable 

and allow for easy access and quick 
removal in the field •External drink pouch. 

3 Day- (5) main storage areas 
•Dimensions: 16" x 10" x 10".

Black ATICT3DB 
(also available)
Tan ATICT3DT 

YOUR CHOICE $49.99 ea. 

Black 
ATICTSBB 

Tan 
ATICTSBT TACTICAL BACKPACKS

Premium back-relief panel design for maximum 
comfort •Hydration-pack compatible. 

1 Day- (4) main 
storage areas 
•Dimensions: 

18" x 11" x 11".
Tan ATICT1DT 
(also available)

Black ATICT1DB 
YOUR CHOICE 

$39.99 ea. 

YOUR CHOICE 

$39.99 ea.

EASILY CARRY 
YOUR FIREARM!
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EXTRA LARGE STANDARD LOCK BOX
Features: Fits 1911 size pistols and 4-inch revolvers •Durable 
16-gauge steel housing •Premium foam interior •Reliable steel 
barrel lock •Comes with two keys •4-foot steel security cable 
withstands up to 1500 pounds of force •Exterior dimensions: 
10" x 7" x 2".

HOR95210HOR95210 $24.99 ea.

HORNADY SECURITY® GUN SAFETY

KEYPAD VAULTS
Features: Fits 1911 size pistols and 4-inch revolvers •Durable 16-gauge steel housing •Premium foam interiors •Programmable 4 to 6 digit keypad 
codes ensure optimum security •Interior lights automatically illuminate when opening •Pre-drilled for easy mounting 
•Backup barrel key locks.

RAPID® SAFES
Features: TOUCH-FREE ENTRY- RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) activated by wristband, key fob or decal to immediately open; user can 
program up to five RFID tags for each safe •SECONDARY ENTRY- user can program a four to six digit security code; includes two circular barrel 
keys •SAFETY STANDARDS- every RAPiD® Safe exceeds the highest safety standards from ASTM International •HEAVY-DUTY, TAMPER-PROOF 
CONSTRUCTION- Exterior housing is made of thick steel and hardened interior locking lugs; protect your safe from theft with the included 
1500 lb. rated security cable.

SNAPSAFE® LOCK BOXES
Features: Provides secure storage for handguns and other valuables at home, in the car, or when traveling •1500 lb. rated 4 ft. steel security cable 
secures to any stationary object •Thick 16-gauge steel housing is durable and pry resistant •Protective foam interior.

Meets TSA  & airline guidelines for firearms 
storage (check TSA and airline regulations for 

the most current information).

Night Guard®
Includes (4) RFID tags 
•Pre-drilled mounting 
holes make it easy to 
secure your RAPiD® 
Safe •(2) USB-A ports 
•Spring-assist drawer 
•Tempered glass front 
panel discreetly contains 
the RFID reader, clock 
display, and access code 
keypad •Powered by 
AC or (4) AA batteries 
(not included) 
•Exterior dimensions: 
3" x 12" x 10.5".
HOR98215HOR98215 

$219.99 ea.

XL
Fits 1911 size pistols and 
4-inch revolvers •AC power 
ensures your guns are 
protected and ready 
to go 24/7 
•RFID wristband 
•(2) RFID 
Stickers •RFID 
key fob 
•Spring-assist lid 
•Exterior dimensions: 
12.7" x 8.7" x 2.9".
HOR98172HOR98172 

$199.99 ea.

Single Gun
Requires (4) AAA batteries (not included) 
•Audible and visible low-battery 
indicators •Exterior dimensions: 
12" x 8.3" x 2.6".

HOR95432HOR95432 $99.99 ea.

Two Gun
Removable interior 
shelf •Spring-loaded 
door •Exterior 
dimensions: 
12.7" x 9" x 8.8".
HOR95430HOR95430 

$129.99 ea.

COMBINATION 
LOCK
XLarge
Measures 10" 
x 7" x 2". 
7524075240 

$31.99 ea.

XLarge- Measures 
10" x 7" x 2". 
HOR75210HOR75210 

$24.99 ea.

Large- Measures 
9-1/2" x 6-1/2" 
x 1-3/4". 
7520075200 

$22.99 ea.

KEY LOCK
Easy to operate steel key lock mechanism •Includes two keys that are keyed alike.

Guns and contents 
not included.

Guns and contents 
not included.
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SURELOCK SECURITY CO.™ RENEGADE SERIES WATERPROOF GUN CASES
Features: Reinforced polypropylene construction •Black handles •Customizable foam interiors •Easy open and close camlock latches •Pressure 

release valves •Rubber seals •Waterproof, dustproof and shockproof •Lockable (locks not included) •Lifetime guarantee.

SMALL GREY
16" x 13" x 7" 
SS3H20G016SS3H20G016 

$44.99 ea.

13" x 12" x 5" 
SS3H20G013SS3H20G013 

$39.99 ea.

10-1/2" x 9-1/2" x 5" 
SS3H20G010SS3H20G010 

$19.99 ea.

MEDIUM WHEELED GREY
Extendable handle.
22" x 13-1/2" x 9" 
SS3H20G022SS3H20G022 

$82.99 ea.

DOUBLE/WHEELED
Grey/53" x 16" x 6"

SS3H20G053SS3H20G053 $149.99 ea. 
Black/53" x 16" x 6" 

SS3H20MB53SS3H20MB53 $149.99 ea. 
Grey/44" x 16" x 6" 

SS3H20G044SS3H20G044 $104.99 ea.

SINGLE
Grey/53" x 14" x 6" 

SS3H20SG53SS3H20SG53 $99.99 ea.

Handle 
extends 
for easy 

transport.

Shown in use.
Contents not included.

Shown 
in use.

Contents not 
included.

Shown in use.
Contents not included.

Shown 
in use.

Contents not 
included.

Whole page:
Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.
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Made in Finland for over 119 years with the world's finest steel.

MARTTIINI OUTDOOR KNIVES  
Marttiini is a leader in the manufacture of hunting and fishing knives. Janne Marttiini began as a blacksmith in Northern Finland in 1902, 
making scythes, axes, small tools and handmade knives. Today, Marttiini continues to use the best materials, technology and years of 
experience to bring you the best knife for any task. Features: Stainless steel blades with signature embellishments •Thumb ridges •Black 
rubber handles •Matte silver finish stainless steel guards •Leather belt sheaths.

Skinner- 9" overall. MT184014MT184014 $22.99 ea.

Hunter- 9" overall. MT184015MT184015 $24.99 ea.

Little Classic- 7-1/2" overall. MT184010MT184010 $19.99 ea.Big Game- 10" overall. MT184019MT184019 $26.99 ea.

MORAKNIV® BY MORA OF SWEDEN
300 years of superior sharpness and outstanding toughness using one of the 
world's best steels! 

NEW! Bushcraft Survival- Features: Cold rolled Sandvik 
stainless steel blade •Blaze orange thermoplastic handle with rubber 
overmold •9-1/4" overall •Black and blaze orange thermoplastic 
sheath with integrated diamond sharpener (instructions included) 
and interchangeable belt clips •All weather Morakniv fire steel stores 
"piggyback" on sheath.

FS12051 $59.99 ea. 

NEW! Outdoor Axe/Morakniv 2000 Combo- Outdoor Axe 
features:  3-1/2" black epoxy coated profile ground Boron steel head 
•Blaze orange polymer handle •12-3/4" overall •Black leather sheath   
   covers head. Morakniv 2000 features: Profile ground, satin finish   
    cold rolled Swedish stainless steel blade •High friction grip 
     black and blaze orange polymer handle •8-3/4" overall •Orange 
      polymer sheath with leather belt loop.

    FS12096 $88.99 ea.

NEW! Bushcraft- Features: Stainless steel blade, ridge-ground 
especially for use with a fire starter (not included) •High friction rubber 
grip handle •9" overall •Blaze orange polymer sheath with belt loop.

FS12492 $39.99 ea. 

NEW! Eldris Survival Kit
Features: Scandi ground, semi matte finish 12C27 Swedish 
stainless steel blade, spine ground especially 
for use with the included fire starter 
•Secure grip blaze orange handle 
made from two different polymers 
•Paracord lanyard •5-5/8" overall 
•Blaze orange polymer click-in 
sheath •Minimalist fire starter. 

FS13502 $39.99 per kit

NEW! Eldris LightDuty™- Features: Polished 
Swedish stainless steel blade •Barrel-shaped dark 
grey polymer handle with TPE rubber outer layer 
•5-3/4" overall •Dark grey polymer belt sheath. 

FS13843 21.00 ea.

Companion- Features: Cold rolled special Sandvik stainless steel blade •High friction 
grip black/orange handles •7-1/2" overall •Orange plastic belt sheath.

FS11829 $19.99 ea. 
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RANGER 65- 65 quarts/16.25 gallons 
•54-65 can capacity •7-10 days ice retention 

•Outer dimensions 25" x 17.5" x 19" •29 lbs. empty.  
White MR65WMR65W 

(also available) Tan MR65TMR65T
YOUR CHOICE $349.99 ea.

RANGER 125- Professional grade •125 quarts/31.25 gallons 
•104-125 can capacity •8-10+ days ice retention •Outer 
dimensions 37" x 18.5" x 19.25" •41.5 lbs. empty. 
Tan MR125TMR125T 
(also available) White MR125WMR125W 

YOUR CHOICE $499.99 ea.

CRUISER 30
27 quarts/6.75 
gallons •30 can 
capacity •4+ days 
ice retention 
•Outer dimensions 
19.4" x 15" x 12" 
•12 lbs. empty. 
Tan MC30TMC30T 
(also available) 
White MC30WMC30W 
NEW!NEW! OD Green 
MC307757MC307757 
YOUR CHOICE 

$174.99 ea.

RANGER 45
45 quarts/
11.25 gallons 
•45-48 can capacity 
•6-8 days ice 
retention •Outer 
dimensions 
23" x 16.5" x 17" 
•23.5 lbs. empty.  
White MR45WMR45W 
(also available) 
Tan MR45TMR45T
NEW!NEW! OD Green 
MR457757MR457757 
YOUR CHOICE 

$299.99 ea.

33

COOLERS
Mammoth Coolers have some of the thickest sidewalls in the industry, at 2" (including the lids, too). This provides for some serious rigidity, 

durability and ice-retention performance. Features: Roto-Molded insulated construction •Sealed gasket lids and no-leak drains •Secure latches 
•Heavy-duty non-skid bottoms •Virtually indestructible hinges are of one-piece design extending the full length of the lids •Easy grip handles.
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NEW!NEW! LEM™ GAME PROCESSING ACCESSORIES

The Complete Jerky Book
Features: Written by Monte Burch 

•50 recipes, tips and tricks for jerky, 
marinades, and rubs •Complete 

instructions on preparing jerky with LEM 
equipment •Paperback •154 pages.

LEM1062LEM1062 $12.95 ea. 

Wild Game 1-Pound Meat Bags
Features: (25) count •2mm thick opaque 

polyethylene guards against freezer burn 
•1-1/2" bottom gussets •Measure 10-3/4" 

x 4-1/4" •Printed with "NOT FOR SALE" and 
spaces for content details.

LEMW040LEMW040 $5.99 per set of (25)

#8 575 Watt Countertop Grinder
Features: Grinds up to 3 pounds per minute 
•575-watt motor has push button forward 

and pulse reverse functionality •Heavy-duty 
aluminum #8 head assembly locks with a 

quarter turn and has a push button release; 
1-1/2" opening •Stainless steel knife plus (2) 

stainless steel plates: 8mm, 4.8mm •Meat 
stomper, tapered 1-7/8" plastic stuffing 

tube and plastic stuffing plate •Measures 
14.17" x 6.89" x 13.78" •Conforms to UL 

Standards •On/off/reverse switch 
•Cord keeper compartment.

LEM1224LEM1224 $79.99 ea. 

Unprinted Fibrous Meat Casings
Features: (10) count •Non edible fibrous construction •String 
tie at one end •Allow moisture, air and smoke to penetrate; 
perfect for most sausage types •Hold approximately 
1-3 pounds per casing •Measure 20" x 2-1/2".

LEM126 $11.99 per set of (10) 

Five-Tray Digital Dehydrator
Features: Perfect countertop size for 
making tasty treats for you and your 
family •Chimney-like center allows 

for even air flow and uniform drying 
•With the clear body, easily monitor 
your food while it is in process •Easy 

to use digital display with an auto 
shut-off after time runs out •Internal 
fan to reduce drying time •3.5 sq. ft. 

of drying space •Timer can be set 
for 1-48 hours •Digital presets for 
temperature •Includes (5) nets for 

drying herbs and smaller items.

LEM1378LEM1378 $54.99 ea. 

Ground Meat Packaging System- Features: Poly bag tape machine 
•(1) roll poly bag tape for approximately 1200 seals •(50) 1-lb. wild game 
bags •Slide a bag on the stuffing tube and grind meat directly into bag 

•Squeeze air out, twist bag and seal with taping machine •Use with grinder 
to fill bags as you make the final grind of burger or sausage; instructions 

included •Stuffing tube and grinder not included. 

LEM200LEM200 $31.99 ea. 

Jerky Gun
Features: Heavy 
duty drive system handles 
ground meat like a charm •Shoot out 
flat strips of jerky or round snack sticks 
•Barrel will hold 3/4 lbs of meat •1/2" 
round nozzle •1-3/16" x 3/16" flat nozzle 
•Includes package of Backwoods™ 
Jerky Seasoning for 5 pounds of meat 
•Complete instructions included. 

LEM555LEM555 $29.99 ea. 
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JERKY KITS 
Features: Special combination of seasonings •Use with any meat you choose •Each kit seasons up to 15 lbs. of whole muscle meat or 10 lbs. 

of ground meat •Kits include one package of cure, one package of seasoning, a shaker bottle for easy mixing, and detailed instructions.

GRILL FIXIN'S ALL NATURAL 
POULTRY SEASONING 

Features: For grilling chicken and 
other poultry •Blend of herbs and 

spices •6 oz. shaker.

BP08003BP08003 $4.99 ea.

Hunter's Blend 
HMS00049HMS00049 

Sweet & Spicy 
HMS00095HMS00095

Mesquite Blend 
HMS002HMS002

Hickory Blend 
HMS003HMS003

Pepper Blend 
HMS004HMS004

YOUR CHOICE 

$9.99 per kit

WESTERN STYLE SEASONINGS 
Cajun Campfire

Features: Feisty with 
a little extra heat 

•Tingle your taste buds 
with this versatile all 

purpose seasoning 
•2.25 oz. shaker.

HMS00060HMS00060

Deer Steak 
Features: Rustic, bold flavor for the 
best deer steak you've ever had! •A 
must for hunters and anyone who 
enjoys wild game •3.5 oz. shaker. 
HMS011HMS011 

VENISON SEASONING 
Features: Sprinkle this seasoning 
on meat as is or mix with water for 
marinade •Blend of spices, onion and 
garlic with natural hickory smoke 
infused right in •2.7 oz. shaker.

BP00301BP00301 $2.49 ea.

JERKY FIXIN'S 
Features: Use with venison 
or beef •Original spice blends 
add flavor to your jerky •All 
natural ingredients •MSG and 
gluten free •No preservatives 
•Makes 3 lbs •1.92 oz. pkg. 

Original BP02001BP02001

Teriyaki BP03014BP03014

YOUR CHOICE 

$2.49 ea.

WILDLIFE SEASONINGS

HI MOUNTAIN AUTHENTIC WYOMING SEASONINGS

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.
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OLD HICKORY® OUTDOOR KNIVES
Features: Satin finish 1075 high carbon steel blades •Hardwood handles 
•Double brass rivets •Leather belt sheaths. 

Bird & Trout- 6-7/8" overall. 

OH7027OH7027 $20.95 ea. 

Fish & Small Game 
Full tang •8-5/8" overall. 

OH7024OH7024 $30.50 ea.

OLD HICKORY® KITCHEN KNIVES
Ontario Knife Company has been manufacturing kitchen cutlery for over 130 years, and began branding them Old Hickory® during the mid-

1920s. The brand has stood the test of time, proving to be some of the best carbon steel kitchen cutlery sold today. Features: High carbon steel 
blades •Full tang construction •Hardwood handles stamped with "Old Hickory" •Brass compression rivets.

7" Butcher Knife 

OH7025OH7025 $11.99 ea.

6" Skinner

OH7150OH7150 $14.99 ea.

10" Butcher Knife OH7111OH7111 $22.99 ea. 

5-1/2" Hunting Knife

OH7026OH7026 $21.95 ea.

7" Cleaver
OH7060OH7060 

$19.99 ea.

DEXTER-RUSSELL CUTLERY®
Dexter-Russell is passionate about all aspects of their craft, from "Steel to Slice". For over 200 years, they have proven that doing things right 
generates the highest quality cutlery. 

Traditional Skinning Knife- Features: Satin finish high carbon steel 
blade •Full tang •Polished Rosewood handles •Double brass rivets 
•9-1/4" overall.

DR06211DR06211 $21.99 ea.

Traditional Hunting Knife- Features: Satin finish 
Dexsteel carbon steel blade •Full tang •Polished 

Rosewood handles •Triple brass rivets •9" overall.

DR10411DR10411 $19.99 ea.

UR-Cut Fillet 7" Knife- Features: High carbon steel blade engineered with 
flex points that help keep its shape •Full tang •Textured orange polymer 
handle molds itself to your hand creating a personal experience every time 
it's used •12" overall •NSF certified.

DR25413DR25413 $27.99 ea.

Icut-Pro Forged Narrow Boning Knife- Features: Forged, satin 
finish German stainless steel blade •Black Santoprene handle 

never gets slippery •10-1/2" overall •NSF certified.

DR30400DR30400 $25.99 ea.

Icut-Pro 10" Butcher Steel- Features: Forged German 
stainless steel rod •Black Santoprene handle •NSF certified.

DR30401DR30401 $15.99 ea.

HAND HONED!HAND HONED!
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FENIX® FLASHLIGHTS
Features: Toughened ultra clear, anti-reflective coated glass lenses •Corrosion resistant, anodized aircraft grade aluminum construction with 
anti-roll, slip-resistant design •Rubber O-ring seals (extras included) •Reverse polarity protection •Low battery indicators •Digitally regulated 

output •User's manual or instruction sheet included.

HUSSAR FRAMELOCK- S35VN stainless steel blade •Beta Plus safety lock 
prevents accidental blade closure and lockbar overtravel •TC4 titanium handle 
frame •Finely machined high carbon chromium ball 
bearing and washer provide 
wear resistance and 
fatigue durability. 

RUPM121TZRUPM121TZ $144.95 ea.

RUIKE KNIVES
Features: Bead blast finish blades with flippers •Pocket clips •4-7/8" closed.
THUMBUP SAFETY LINERLOCKS- Sandvik 14C28N stainless steel 
blades •Thumb studs •ThumbUp safety locks •G-10 handles and 
backspacers •High carbon chromium ball bearing washer 
pivots •420 stainless steel liners.

YOUR CHOICE $49.95 ea.

E30R- LUMINUS SST-40 LED •Maximum 1600 lumens •Maximum distance of 666 feet 
•(5) output modes plus strobe •Lock-out function •3-7/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
18650 ARB-L18-3500 battery •Magnetic suction charging port •The magnetic charging 
cable plugs into a USB adapter (not included).

FENE30RFENE30R $79.95 ea.

PD36R- LUMINUS SST-40 LED •Maximum 1600 lumens on the turbo setting •Maximum 
distance of 928 feet •Rear tactical switch with dual operation •IP68 water 
resistant rating •Two-way body clip •5-3/8" overall •Includes 
rechargeable ARB-L21-5000mAh battery •Type-C USB 
charging •Includes holster and lanyard.

FENPD36RFENPD36R $99.95 ea.

ThumbUp Safety Lock
Pushing the safety lock up can make the locking 

mechanism more reliable and secure in preventing 
accidental blade closure during use.

Black RUP155BRUP155B

Sand RUP155WRUP155W

PD40R V2.0- LUMINUS SST70 LED •Maximum 3000 lumens on turbo 
setting •Maximum distance of 1320 feet •Mechanical rotary switch 
•IP68 water resistant rating •5-3/8" overall •Includes rechargeable 
5000mAh/21700 battery •Type-C USB charging •Overheat protection on 
turbo level •Tail-standing capability •Includes lanyard and body clip.

FENPD40RFENPD40R $129.95 ea.

E20 V2.0- LUMINUS SST20 LED with a lifespan of 50,000 hours 
•Single tail switch for one-handed operation •Maximum output of 350 
lumens •IP68 water resistant rating •5" overall •Includes (2) replaceable 
(non-rechargeable) AA batteries •(4) output levels •Intelligent overheat 
protection against high surface temperatures •Body clip.

FENE20V2FENE20V2 $39.95 ea.

E35 V3.0- Ultra thin optical lens •Maximum lumens 3000 on turbo setting 
•Maximum distance of 787 feet •Strobe setting •Lockout function •Single 
switch control •IP68 water resistant rating •Cold resistant 
•4-5/8" overall •Includes ARB-L21-5000U 21700 rechargeable battery 
•Type-C USB charging •Pocket clip •Lanyard.

FENE35V3FENE35V3 $69.95 ea.
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ONYX BLACK 
RANGERGRIP 55 
Mesmerizing black polispectral 
finish is scratch and fade resistant 
on all implements •Stainless 
steel blades and tools •Large 
blade •Can opener/small 
screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire 
stripper •Reamer/sewing eye 
•Corkscrew •Wood saw 
•Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring 
•5-1/8" closed.

V16168 $119.99 ea.

RANGERGRIP 57 HUNTER'S MODEL 
One-hand locking blade •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Cap lifter/large locking 
screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Double cut wood saw 
•Gutting blade •Punch/reamer 
•Corkscrew •Toothpick
•Tweezers •Keyring 
•Red composition 
handles with black 
rubber inserts 
•5-1/8" closed.  

V04384 $75.99 ea.

GUTTING 
BLADE!

VICTORINOX® OUTDOOR MASTER MIC FIXED BLADES
Set sparks flying and stay sharp with the Outdoor Master Mic knives. These knives mean business, providing power, precision 

and versatility. Features: 1.4116 stainless steel blades with easy-to-sharpen Scandi grind •Full tangs for optimal strength •Black and blue 
Micarta® handle scales •Double rivets •Lanyard holes •Kydex® sheaths with lashing holes are compatible with the Tek-Lok System.

Small- 6" overall •Sheath has adjustable 
paracord lanyard. 
V42262V42262 

$119.99 ea.

Large- Includes a firestarter with paracord; use 
with the knife's angle ground blade spine to 
produce sparks •8-5/8" overall. 
V42261V42261 

$199.99 ea.

Both are full tang with red liners!

RANGERGRIP
One hand opening •Stainless steel blades 
•Locking large blade •Can opener/small 

screwdriver •Bottle opener/locking large 
screwdriver/wire stripper •Double cut 

wood saw •Phillips screwdriver •Punch/
reamer •Toothpick •Tweezers •Keyring 

•Composition handles with black rubber 
inserts •5-1/8" closed. 

MORE 
VICTORINOX® @

Red 78 
V04385 

$53.99 ea.

OD Green 178
Partially serrated blade. 

V04386 $55.99 ea.

FIELDMASTER®
Large and small blades •Wood saw •Phillips 
screwdriver •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer 
•Scissors •Hook •Tweezers •Toothpick 
•Keyring •Red 
composition handles 
•3-1/2" closed.
V56931V56931 

$37.99 ea.

COMBAT UTILITY KNIFE  
Perfect for any soldier and those keeping it going 
at home. Features: Black anodized implements 
•One hand opening, locking, partially serrated 
master blade •Awl/reamer •Phillips screwdriver/
punch •Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/locking large screwdriver/wire stripper/
wire bender •Dual cut wood saw •Keyring 
•Textured dual density handles for a positive grip 
•4-3/8" closed. 

V56658V56658 $69.99 ea.
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WORKCHAMP 
Large locking blade •Reamer/
punch/sewing awl •Can opener/
small screwdriver •Bottle opener/
large screwdriver/wire stripper 
•(2) Phillips screwdrivers •Wood 
saw •Metal saw/metal file 
•Scissors •Pliers/wire cutter/
wire crimper •Corkscrew/mini 
screwdriver •Toothpick •Tweezers 
•Keyring •Red polyamide handles 
•4-3/8" closed. 

V53761 $99.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! FARMER X
Large blade •Reamer/punch •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Wood saw •Scissors •Textured Alox handles in 
SMKW Exclusive colors! •Keyrings 
•3-1/2" closed. Blue 

V827127V827127 Green 
V827128V827128 

YOUR CHOICE $59.99 ea.

HUNTER PRO ALOX LOCKBACKS
Swiss made •High carbon stainless steel blades lock 

securely open •Ergonomic grip, ribbed Alox handles with 
engraveable panel on backs •Pocket clips •Braided paracord 

lanyards •5-3/8" closed.

Each has a 
pocket clip.

Tiger
V1062V1062

SPECIAL! TINKER & SHARPENER COMBO
Large and small blades •Phillips screwdriver 

•Can opener/small screwdriver •Bottle 
opener/large screwdriver/wire 

stripper •Reamer •Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring 

•Red composition 
handles •3-1/2" closed 

•Keyring sharpener.

V59112V59112 $23.99 ea.Keyring 
sharpener.

HUNTSMAN & POUCH COMBO
Large and small blades •Can opener/small screwdriver 
•Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper 
•Reamer/sewing eye •Corkscrew •Scissors 
•Hook •Wood saw •Toothpick 
•Tweezers •Keyring •Red 
composition handles 
•3-1/2" closed •Leather pouch with clip.

V56820V56820  $37.99 ea.

September 11 
20th Anniversary
V1055V1055

Red 
V63908V63908

$99.99 ea.

Silver
Thumb hole. 
V62291V62291

$99.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! SMKW EXCLUSIVE TINKERS
Large and small blades •Can opener/small screwdriver 

•Bottle opener/large screwdriver/wire stripper •Reamer/sewing eye 
•Phillips screwdriver •Tweezers •Toothpick •Keyring 

•Composition handles •3-1/2" closed.

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

Limited 
Edition 
2021!

Tiger Orange 
V90624 

$119.99 ea.



Customer Service 1-800-327-5871 Mon. - Fri. 9 am - 6 pm ESTFall 202140

your choice $129.95 ea.

Black 
Oxide Finish 
LM831554LM831554

your choice 

$69.95 ea.

your choice 

$79.95 ea.

Bit kit set- Compatible with MUT®, MUT® EOD, 
Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , Wave®+, 
Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX and Signal™. 
Bit kit expands your driver's capabilities 
with 21 double-ended bits-- 42 tools in all. 
See SMKW.com for a full list of bits. 

LM931014LM931014 $24.00 per kit

Features (except where noted): 100% stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel blades •Needlenose/regular pliers •Wire strippers 
•Can openers •Bottle openers •Outside accessible components •Nylon belt sheaths •25 year warranty.

WAVE®+
Premium replaceable wire cutters 
and hard wire cutters •Spring 
action scissors •Wood/metal file 
•Diamond coated file •Medium 
screwdriver •Ruler •Large and small 
bit drivers •Bits included: Phillips/
flat tip eyeglass screwdriver, 
Phillips #1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard ring 
•4" closed.
LM832531LM832531 

$99.95 ea.

REBAR®

Premium replaceable wire 
cutters •Saw •Awl with thread 

loop •Wood/metal file •Phillips 
screwdriver •Large and small 

screwdrivers •Electrical crimper 
•Ruler •Lanyard ring •4" closed 
•Components are not outside 
accessible with pliers closed.

RAPTOR® RESCUE
Features: Stainless steel construction •420HC stainless steel 
medical shears cut fabric efficiently and come apart for cleaning 
and maintenance •Strap cutter with locking liner deploys with 
one hand, works when shears are open or closed, and works 
with aviator-style gloves •Ruler •Oxygen tank wrench integrated 
within the strap cutter •Ring cutter works on most standard 
gold bands-- a must-have for first responders •Carbide-tip 
glass breaker •Glass filled nylon handles 
•Replaceable pocket clip •Lanyard hole
•5" closed •MOLLE compatible injection 
molded glass-filled nylon polymer 
holster with secure rotating clip 
•Holster stores shears in open or
closed position.

tan 
LM832173LM832173

Black & 
Orange 

LM832154LM832154

black LM831741LM831741
Carbide tip 

glass breakerIDEAL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS, IDEAL FOR FIRST RESPONDERS, 
FIREMEN & POLICE!FIREMEN & POLICE!

green 
LM832590LM832590

red 
LM832591LM832591

stainless  
Finish 
LM831548LM831548 

Blue 
LM832715LM832715

ACCESSORIES Bit driver extender

Extend your reach. 
Fits any Leatherman 

knife or tool that 
has a bit driver.

LM931015LM931015 

$19.99 ea.

FREE™ P4
Designed for comfort, ease of use, and durability. 
Everything, including the tool itself, can be opened 
with one hand. Break the magnetic bond, and the 
tool swings open almost like a balisong. The 
blades and tools open smoothly, locking open 
with a confident snap. Package opener •Wood/
metal file •Phillips screwdriver •Extra small, 
small, and medium screwdrivers •Pry tool 
•Ruler •Saw •Premium replaceable wire and 
hard wire cutters •Electrical crimper •Spring 
action scissors •Pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

LM832640LM832640 $139.95 ea.

 MULTI-TOOLS

SURGE®

Blade Exchanger® 
•Premium replaceable 

wire cutters and 
hard wire cutters 

•Standard wire cutters 
•Saw •Awl with thread 
loop •Wood/metal file 

•Large and small 
screwdrivers •Electrical 

crimper •Diamond coated 
file •Spring action scissors 

•Ruler •Large bit driver 
•Bits included: Phillips 

#1-2 screwdriver, 3/16" 
screwdriver •Lanyard 

ring •4-1/2" closed.
 

stainless Finish 
LM830158LM830158

stainless 
& Black 

Oxide Finish 
LM832460LM832460

ratchet driver- Allows you to apply more 
torque without adjusting your grip. 44 gear 

teeth produce a swing arc just over 8 degrees. 
Magnetic bit holder. Compatible with MUT®, 
MUT® EOD, Surge®, Charge®+ TTi, Charge®+ , 

Wave®+, Skeletool®, Skeletool® CX, Skeletool® 
RX and Signal™. Bits not included.

LM931030LM931030 $29.95 ea. 

Oxygen tank 
wrench

Strap 
cutter

Ring 
cutter
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Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TNFall 202142

Agdor 28 Montreal Felling Axe- For cutting trees, axe throwing, and 
more •Montreal style head •28" overall.

H840363H840363 $129.00 ea.

NEW!NEW! HULTS BRUK AGDOR AXES
The Agdor series is based on traditional North American axes of the late 19th century. Features: Hand forged premium Swedish steel axe heads 

painted Agdor blue •Linseed oil treated, curved American hickory handles •Premium leather belt sheaths.

Agdor 15 Hatchet- A compact axe with a 
powerful punch for all sorts of camp tasks 
•Yankee style head •15" overall.

H840021H840021 $109.00 ea.

Agdor 20 Splitting Axe- Purpose built for splitting •20" overall.

H840580H840580 $124.00 ea.

Agdor 26 Yankee Felling Axe- Walking the line between axe and hatchet 
for everything from trail work to fire prep •Yankee style head •26" overall.

H840084H840084 $114.00 ea.

Agdor 28 Yankee Felling Axe
Mid-sized for portability and 
versatility •Yankee style head 
•28" overall.

H840142H840142 $124.00 ea.

Agdor 32 Yankee Felling Axe- Based on the lumberjack axes of old •Yankee style head 
•32" overall.

H840184H840184 $134.00 ea.

NEW!NEW! ADLER AXES
Founded in 1919 by 
Josef Schmitt, the Adler factory 
builds on four generations of 
know-how to produce world 
class axes. His intuition and 
hands-on approach resulted 
in steel formed and hardened 
in a perfect manner. Adler's 
axes today are fabricated with 
the same passion, exactness 
and high quality standards. 
Features: Adler axes are all marked 
with "JSW"-- "JS" for Josef Schmitt, 
company founder, and "W" for the 
small village of Wiesental which is 
located just south of the current 
factory location •Forged C45 steel 
heads •American hickory handles 
with red and non-slip black 
coating •Leather belt sheaths.

The Yankee Axe- 31-1/2" overall. AD1100H35AD1100H35 $139.00 ea.

The Rheinland Hatchet- 14" overall. 

AD2010H06AD2010H06 $84.00 ea.

The Canoe Axe- 19-1/2" overall. 
AD2010H60AD2010H60 

$94.00 ea.

All but H840021
Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 

shipping may apply.

All but 
AD2010H06
Heavy/Bulky 

Items: Additional 
shipping may 

apply.

Each comes 
with leather 
belt sheath.

Each comes 
with leather 
belt sheath.
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YOUR CHOICE $199.00 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$89.00 ea.
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NEW!NEW!  AXES
AX1s
Features: Tempered C45/1045 carbon steel heads with Cerakote® finish •Heavy duty steel diamond heels •Octagonal Appalachian Hickory 
handles (except where noted) for durability and ergonomics •Lanyard holes •15-3/4" overall •Laced leather handle collars •Leather blade covers.

VOLANTE THROWING AXES
Features: Black coated 1060 HC steel heads •Black finish American Hickory handles •14" overall.

FORTE
Optimized for efficiency and versatility, 

the Forte is a professional axe built for serious work. Features: 1060 high carbon steel head with 
polished blue finish •Appalachian Hickory handle with water-resistant finish •28" overall.

BUAXE00302BUAXE00302 $159.00 ea. 

NEW!NEW!  FIXED BLADES

PHANTOM BLACK EDITION ROCK62s
Features: Mil-Spec blacked-out finishing of the 
blades and all the other metal components •Premium 
Sleipner Steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs 
•Lanyard holes  •Double rivets •9-1/2" overall •Italian 
black leather belt sheaths.

YOUR CHOICE $179.00 ea. 

ROCK62 X-GRIP
Gaining inspiration from a legendary Italian tiremaker, X-GRIP Technology is designed with grooves and treads 
that help liquids such as water, blood, and mud to naturally and quickly flow away from the handle 
ten times faster than other conventional handle designs. Features: Premium 
Sleipner Steel blade •Spine jimping for an enhanced grip as well as a 
place to strike a fire starter (not included) •Full tang •Black and 
brown Micarta® handles •Custom fitted screws •Lanyard hole 
•9-1/2" overall •Italian black leather belt sheath.

BUKNF00118BUKNF00118 $199.00 ea. 

Original- Black finish head •Midnight Grey handle. 
BUAXE00103BUAXE00103

Bushcraft- Black finish head 
•Walnut handle. BUAXE00102BUAXE00102

Tactical- Grey finish head •Midnight 
Grey handle. BUAXE00101BUAXE00101

White Logo BUAXE00202BUAXE00202 Natural Logo BUAXE00201BUAXE00201

Black 
Checkered 
Hardwood 
BUKNF00110BUKNF00110

Black 
Hardwood 
BUKNF00109BUKNF00109

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional shipping 

may apply.

Leather blade 
cover included 
with each AX1.
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MARBLE'S® BUSHCRAFTER CAMP CLEAVER 
Features: One piece high carbon steel construction 
•Lanyard hole with cord •7" overall.
MR373MR373  

$11.99 ea.
Compact size but Compact size but 

mighty cutting power!mighty cutting power!

MARBLE'S®#9 DOUBLE BITTED AXE 
Features: Carbon steel head •Wood handle •Imported •15" overall 
•Double 3" cutting edges.

MR009DBMR009DB $29.99 ea.

MARBLE'S® JUNGLE MACHETES FIRE HARDENED/OIL QUENCHEDFIRE HARDENED/OIL QUENCHED  CARBON STEEL!CARBON STEEL!
Features: Fire hardened carbon steel blades with orange coating •Flexible temper grooves •Full tang construction •Wooden handles •Brass rivets 
•Lanyard holes (except where noted) •Nylon belt sheaths with utility pockets and sharpening stones •Made in El Salvador. 

Deep Jungle Bowie- 15" overall. 

MA310410MA310410 $17.99 ea. 

Bolo Camp- No lanyard hole •20" overall. 

MA33514MA33514  $17.99 ea. 

Parang 
Orange coated 

handle end •20" overall.  

MAPAR20MAPAR20 $19.99 ea.

Swamp Master- Orange coated handle end •24" overall.

MA3218MA3218 $19.99 ea.   

Wire Wrapped 
Workhorse 
Orange coated handle 
end •No lanyard hole •24" overall. 

MA12718WMA12718W $24.99 ea.  

Includes top grade nylon sheath and 
BONUSBONUS sharpening stone!

YOUR CHOICE $19.99 ea.
MARBLE'S® SWORDS
Features: High carbon steel blades 
•Blood grooves •Lanyard holes 
•Nylon scabbards.

Black Composition Handle
Molded D-shaped guard •27" overall. MR375MR375

Heavy/Bulky Items: 
Additional shipping 
may apply.

Wood Handle- Blade flares serve as guard •Double brass 
rivets •Orange coated handle end •27-1/2" overall. MR374MR374

MARBLE'S® AMERICAN HICKORY AXES
Features: Hand forged 1045 high carbon steel axe heads •AMERICAN HICKORY HANDLES •Lanyard holes •Made in El Salvador.

Small- Head measures 
5-3/4" x 3-1/2" 

•12" overall. 

MR702MR702 $24.99 ea.

Single Bit Hatchet- Head measures 
4-5/8" x 2-1/4" •11" overall. 

MA700SBMA700SB  $21.99 ea.
Outdoor 

Head measures 6" x 3-1/2" 
•19-3/4" overall. 

MR704MR704 $26.99 ea.

Double Bit Hatchet- Head measures 
5-3/8" x 2-1/2" •14-1/2" overall.

MA700DBMA700DB  $24.99 ea.

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

Full Size Double Bit 
Head measures 9-1/2" x 4-3/8" •37" overall.

MA782DBMA782DB  $34.99 ea.

Camp Axe- Head measures 6-1/4" x 4" 
•15-7/8" overall.

MA701SBMA701SB $24.99 ea.

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON!QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON!

Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

All but MA310410
Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 

shipping may apply.
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Black Bear Bowie- Truly epic! •17-3/4" overall.

CS97SMBWZCS97SMBWZ $25.99 ea.

COLD STEEL® MACHETES
Features: 1055 carbon steel blades with black baked on anti-rust matte 
finish •Full tangs •Black polyproylene handles •Lanyard holes 
•Cor-Ex™ belt sheaths (except where noted). 

Garden & Camp
An interpretation of a much-used African 

agricultural tool. Utilize it for grass and weed trimming, 
brush clearing, as a probe in tall grass or self defense •Sharp 
edges, curved tip •6-1/2" handle •32-1/2" overall •No sheath.

CS97GSMCS97GSM  $11.99 ea.

The bent, double-edged The bent, double-edged 
blade is genius!blade is genius!

Kukri
The original workhorse •18" overall. 

  CS97KMCS97KM  $19.99 ea.

Chinese Sword
The look and design of the Chinese 

War Sword •Its super wide, deeply curved 
blade will cut and shear astonishingly well •Full tang •38" overall. 

CS97TCHSCS97TCHS  $39.99 ea.

Magnum Kukri- 22" overall. 

CS97MKMCS97MKM  $24.99 ea.

Competition Throwing Axe
Preferred by axe houses and 

competitive throwers, this axe meets 
NATF and WATL regulations for 

competition. 16" overall. 

CS90AXFCS90AXF $38.99 ea.

Viking Axe
Head with hooking "beard" and upswept 
thrusting "horn" •30" overall •1 lb., 1.6 oz.

CS90WVBACS90WVBA  $39.99 ea.
A DESIGN COLLABORATION BETWEEN LYNN THOMPSON, DAVE BAKER A DESIGN COLLABORATION BETWEEN LYNN THOMPSON, DAVE BAKER 

AND RICH MCDONALD THAT WOULD BE THE PRIDE OF ANY VIKING!AND RICH MCDONALD THAT WOULD BE THE PRIDE OF ANY VIKING!

COLD STEEL® AXES
Features: European style drop forged 1055 carbon steel heads •American hickory handles.

Hudson Bay Camp Axe
Faithful to historical examples stretching back over 100 years. 

Features: Tool steel axe head •American hickory handle •Clamp-like locking mechanism allows 
the head to be removed with an Allen wrench to replace a broken handle; if you're caught in the 

woods, nearly any piece of wood available will work •27" overall.

CS90QBCS90QB $63.74 ea.

Trail Boss Axe
Features: European style drop forged 1055 carbon steel 

head •American hickory handle •26" overall •2 lbs., 9 1/2 oz.

CS90TACS90TA $34.99 ea.

THE TRAIL BOSS IS LIGHT AND COMPACT THE TRAIL BOSS IS LIGHT AND COMPACT 
ENOUGH TO CARRY ALL DAY IN YOUR HAND ENOUGH TO CARRY ALL DAY IN YOUR HAND 

OR STRAPPED TO YOUR PACK, YET HEAVY OR STRAPPED TO YOUR PACK, YET HEAVY 
AND TOUGH ENOUGH FOR HEAVY CHORES. AND TOUGH ENOUGH FOR HEAVY CHORES. 

All but CS97SMBWZ
Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 

shipping may apply.

All but CS90AXF
Heavy/Bulky Items: Additional 

shipping may apply.
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COLD STEEL® MICRO RECON 1 FOLDER
Features: Tuff-Ex coated 4043 stainless steel blade •Ambidextrous thumb stud •Jimping throughout •Tri-Ad® 
locking mechanism •Black Griv-Ex™ handles •Lanyard hole with keyring •2-3/8" closed. 

CS27DSCS27DS $27.19 ea.

COLD STEEL® TUFF LITE LOCKBACKS
Features: Hollow ground, satin finish AUS-8A stainless steel blades •Thumb holes and 
ridges •Tri-Ad® locking mechanisms •Griv Ex™ handles offer a tremendous strength to 
weight ratio •Tip-down carry pocket clips 
•Lanyard holes. 

NEW!NEW! COLD STEEL® LIMITED EDITION GUNSITE COUNTER POINT I LOCKBACK
Features: Satin finish AUS-10A stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and ridges •Tri-Ad® 
locking mechanism •OD green Griv-Ex™ handles •Heat treated aluminum 
liners •Reversible tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed 
•Serialized limited edition. 

CS10ABV1CS10ABV1 $109.99 ea.

Camouflage 
CS23JDCS23JD

COLD STEEL® DOUBLE SAFE HUNTERS 
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb studs •Double 
Safe state-of-the-art rocker lock with secondary safety 
mechanism •GFN handles •Pocket clips 
•Lanyard holes •4-7/8" closed. 

Blaze Orange CS23JBCS23JB 

COLD STEEL® SAFE MAKER I PUSH KNIFE
Features: Blade, shaft and T-shaped tang are fashioned from one 
solid piece of AUS-8A stainless steel and given a stonewash finish 
•Kray-Ex™ handle encapsulates the tang and part of the shaft 
•6-1/2" overall •Secure-Ex® boot/belt sheath.

CS12DBSTCS12DBST $46.99 ea. 

Crossbow
Features: OD green and black composition and metal construction 
•130 lb draw weight •Velocity 226 fps •Single position red dot sight 
•Detachable secondary fore grip •Picatinny rail •Telescoping AR style 
butt stock with buffer tube •Safety switch •Shoulder sling •String wax 
•Allen wrench •Care and use instructions •Includes (6) 16-1/4" overall 
bolts with removable field points, carbon fiber shafts, synthetic 
vanes and nocks, and aluminum inserts that accept most standard 
thread broadhead points (not included).  

CS13CS13 $279.99 ea. Heavy/Bulky 
Item: Additional 

shipping may 
apply.

COLD STEEL® CHEAP SHOT 130 CROSSBOW & BOLTS Extra Bolts
Pack of (12) 

•Same features 
as bolts 

described 
at left. 
CS13PCS13P 

$33.99 
per pack

For ages 18+. 
Adult 

supervision 
required.

CANNOT BE SOLD 
IN DC or MA

Includes allen wrench 
and string wax.Shoulder sling.

Standard/Blue- 3-1/2" closed. 

CS20LTBCS20LTB $34.99 ea. 
Mini/Red- 3" closed. 

CS20MTRCS20MTR $29.74 ea. 

COLD STEEL® PENDLETON LITE HUNTER
Features: Designed in conjunction with Lloyd Pendleton •4116 Krupp 
stainless steel blade •Black polypropylene handle •Molded guard 
•Lanyard hole •8-1/2" overall •Black Cordura® belt sheath.

CS20SPH  $17.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE

$33.99 ea. 
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NEW!NEW! UST™ OUTDOOR GEAR

SWERVE™ HIP PACK
Features: 600 denier polyester with PU backing •Supportive 
breathable air mesh •Durable SBS injection molded zippers 
•50mm durable YKK plastic buckles •Multiple pockets for 
everything from chapstick to cell phone •Handlebar tab 
mounts •Wear as a traditional hip pack or sling •Measures 
20.75" x 5.55" x 3.5".

11210621121062 $64.95 ea.

MONARCH™ SLEEPING BAG
Features: 20D waterproof 
ripstop nylon fabric wings 
are detachable; can also 
be layered for different 
levels of warmth or 
stuffed into 
themselves for camp 
pillows •Synthetic 
polyfill •Hood 
•Vent-able foot box 
•Measures 
80.32" x 32.28".  
11210661121066 

$239.95 ea.

HIGHLANDER™ TWO-PERSON BACKPACKING TENT
Features: Poly no-see-um mesh body •40D nylon PU 
floor with taped seams •150D poly groundsheet 
•Awnings-- (1) large, (1) small with inside tent 
access •Integrated storage pocket system 
and gear loft •Aluminum poles and 
stakes •Guy ropes •Fully packed, 
weighs 4 lb 15 oz and measures 
18" x 7" x 6 " •Assembled size 
7'- 1" x 4'- 1" x 44". 

11210681121068 $259.95 ea. 

HOUSEPARTY™ TENTS
Features: Poly no-see-um mesh body •66D 
190T polyester flysheet •Poly 150D 
oxford floor •Taped seams •Single 
wall construction for simple and 
quick setup •Large vents on both 
sides (plus door venting) 
•Extra large front and rear 
doors •Color coded poles and 
sleeves •Integrated storage 
pocket system •Aluminum 
poles and stakes •Guy ropes.
Four Person- Fully packed, 
weighs 9 lb 8 oz and measures 
22.5" x 7.5" x 7.5" •Assembled size 8'-2" x 7'-1" x 5' x 8".

11210691121069 $299.95 ea. 
Six Person- Fully packed, weighs 13 lb 2 oz and measures 
23.5" x 8.5" x 8.5" •Assembled size 10'- 7" x 8' x 6'-3". 

11210701121070 $349.95 ea.

FREESTYLE™ LIGHTWEIGHT 
BACKPACKING MATS
Features: Lightweight TPU coated 
polyester fabric •Body 
map baffles •3.5" thick 
for comfort •Easy 
inflation with 
included stuff 
sack pump. 
72" x 25" x 3.5" 
Conifer 11387721138772 
Mountain View 
11210641121064 
YOUR CHOICE 

$89.95 ea. 
46" x 25" x 3.5" 
Mountain View 
11387761138776 
Conifer 11210651121065 
YOUR CHOICE 

$69.95 ea. 

FILLMATIC™ SLEEPING MATS
Features: TPU coated •30D 
stretch fabric top and side 
•190T polyester bottom 
•Ultra comfort foam core 
with horizontal baffles 
•4" thick for ultra comfort 
•Unique 2-way flip valve 
allows for easy inflation. 
80" x 30" x 4" 
Conifer 11349481134948 
Mountain View 11210631121063 
YOUR CHOICE 

$179.95 ea.
72" x 25" x 4" 
Mountain View 11349531134953 
Conifer 11349711134971 
YOUR CHOICE 

$164.95 ea.

Everything you Everything you 
need to have a blast need to have a blast 
camping this Fall!camping this Fall!

Heavy/
Bulky Items: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.
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BARK RIVER KNIVES
Bark River Knives is a family-owned business whose goal is to produce the finest cutting tools available on the market. 

These knives are aimed for use by outdoorsmen and others who need real performance in the field. 
Features (except where noted): Full tangs •Canvas Micarta® handles •Double rivets •Lanyard holes •Leather belt sheaths.

SKELTON OCCIPITAL 
Satin finish CPM-154 stainless steel blade •Black handles 
•6-1/2" overall •Sheath has magnetic retention.

BA10051MBCBA10051MBC $209.96 ea.

 HARPOON NECKER 
CPM-20CV stainless steel blade •Black handles •6" overall •Sheath has 
magnetic retention and lashing holes (neck lanyard not included).

BA07071MBCBA07071MBC $179.96 ea.

BRAVOS
Satin finish A2 tool steel blades •Thumb ramps •9" overall. 

DROP POINT HUNTERS
Satin finish CPM-154 stainless steel blades •8-1/2" overall. 

DAN TOPE ANSGAR
The Ansgar is the latest in the Bark River & D. Tope Knives collaboration. Satin finished A2 tool steel blade 
•Hidden tang •Natural handle •Brass throat and pins 
•9-5/8" overall.

BA10119MNCBA10119MNC $224.99 ea.

Black BA111MBCBA111MBC $209.99 ea.

Green BA111MGCBA111MGC $217.99 ea.

Natural BA111MNCBA111MNC $217.99 ea.

Each includes 
leather sheath.

Black BA02157MBCBA02157MBC $224.96 ea.

Burgundy BA02157MBUBA02157MBU $251.21 ea.

Green BA02157MGCBA02157MGC $232.46 ea.

Natural BA02157MNCBA02157MNC $251.21 ea.

FIND MORE 
BARK RIVER 

KNIVES @

Each includes 
leather sheath.
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M1 Caper- For field dressing and processing game. Features:  Stonewash finish S35VN stainless 
steel blade •Full tang •Large finger choil makes this knife easy to grip and control •Black and 
OD green canvas Micarta® handles •Double hollow rivets •Lanyard hole 
•7" overall •Custom fit Kydex® sheath that allows you to wear it 
on a belt in two ways or you can also string paracord 
through the sheath to hang from your neck. 

WRCPRLBOWRCPRLBO $155.95 ea.

NEW!NEW! WHITE RIVER KNIFE & TOOL®
White River is a family company with a passion for making premium American knives. They started White River Knife and Tool with a vision: to 

make knives with impressive fit, finish, and functionality. The name is inspired by Michigan's White River which runs through the family property. 
100% satisfaction guaranteed!

Firecraft® 3.5 Pro- For heavy use in real survival situations. Features: CPM S35VN stainless 
steel blade with notch for efficient striking of a ferro rod (included) 
•Full tang •Removable bolt-on black textured G-10 
handle scales •Finger/lanyard hole •7-3/4" overall 
•Rugged Kydex® sheath system designed to 
be carried vertically, horizontally, or 
attached to other equipment. 

WRFC35PROTBLWRFC35PROTBL $139.95 ea.

Firecraft® FC5- Designed by Jason Tietz for real survival situations as well as a camp, hunting, backpacking or utility knife. 
Features: CPM S35VN stainless steel blade; notch for efficient striking of a ferro rod (included) •Full tang •Deep finger choil 
protects fingers while applying pressure whittling, cutting or chopping •Canvas Micarta® handles •Stainless steel divot for 
use with a fire bow •10" overall •Leather belt sheath. 

WRFC5LWRFC5L $314.95 ea.

Hunter- Features: Stonewash finish CPM S35VN stainless steel blade 
•Full tang •Black Burlap Micarta® handles •Double rivets 
•Lanyard hole •8-1/4" overall •Brown 
leather belt sheath.  

WRHNTBBLWRHNTBBL $179.95 ea.

M1 Backpacker Pro- On the hunt or as an everyday carry, the Model 1 is just the right size. 
Features: CPM S35VN stainless steel blade with tough black Ionbond 
coating •Full tang •Textured black G10 handle scales 
secured by stainless steel bolts that can be 
removed •7" overall •Black Kydex® sheath 
gives the ability to wear this knife around 
your neck, in your boot or on your belt. 

WRM1PROTBLWRM1PROTBL $135.95 ea.

Knucklehead II- Features: Skeletonized one piece CPM-S35VN stainless 
steel construction with stonewash finish •Thumb jimping •Integrated 
bottle opener •Lanyard hole •6" overall •Black Kydex® sheath gives 
the ability to wear this knife around your neck, in your boot or 
on your belt. 

WRKNUIIWRKNUII $79.95 ea.

Small Game Hunter- Features: Stonewash finish CPM-S35VN stainless 
steel blade •Full tang •Black Burlap Micarta® handles 
•Lanyard hole •8-1/4" overall •Brown 
leather belt sheath. 

WRSGBBLWRSGBBL $149.95 ea.

Hand sharpened and leather Hand sharpened and leather 
honed so it's razor-sharp from day one!honed so it's razor-sharp from day one!
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ESEE KNIVES® 3-D
Features: 1095 carbon steel blades with textured powder coat •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •3-D G-10 handles (except where noted) 

•Screw rivets •Lanyard holes •Serial number on pommels •Impact resistant molded sheaths •Made in USA.

Dark Earth Blade/Coyote 
& Black Handles 
ESEE5PDE005ESEE5PDE005

Black Blade/Grey & Black Handles 
ESEE5PB002ESEE5PB002

ESEE®-5
11" overall.

ESEE®-4
9" overall.

Black Blade/Green Canvas 
Micarta® 3-D Handles 

ESEE4PB017ESEE4PB017

OD Green Blade/Natural 
Canvas Micarta® 3-D Handles 

ESEE4POD011ESEE4POD011

Ashley Game Knife
Designed by Ashley Emerson. 

Black oxide coated, stonewash finish blade •Tan handles •Serial 
numbered •No pommel •8-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.

ESEEAGKESEEAGK $99.85 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $181.54 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $126.66 ea.

OD Green Blade/Green Canvas 
Micarta® 3-D Handles ESEE5POD017ESEE5POD017

ESEE KNIVES®
Features (except where noted): Epoxy powder coated 1095 carbon steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tang construction 

•Micarta® handles •Screw rivets •Serial number on pommels •Lanyard holes •Impact resistant molded sheaths with clip plates 
•Includes moisture resistant survival tip cards •Lifetime guarantee. 

ESEE® 4
Black blade and handles •Maximum 
thickness 3/16" •Rounded pommel 

•9" overall •Coyote brown sheath.

ESEE4PESEE4P $109.95 ea.

Expat Cleaver
Tumbled black oxide finish 
blade with Idaho cutout •Black
 G-10 handles •3/16" thick •11-1/2" overall. 

ESEECL1ESEECL1 $159.95 ea.

JG5- James Gibson 
is a survivalist, instructor, 

master knifemaker, and native of the 
Great Smoky Mountains area. He was inspired to 

design the JG5 in the tradition of the knife carried by 
adventurist George Washington Sears, who wrote 

under the pen name "Nessmuk." Tumbled black oxide 
finish blade •Sculpted brown handles •No pommel 

•9-5/8" overall •Leather belt sheath.

ESEEJG5ESEEJG5 $114.99 ea.

James Gibson, 
Knife Designer.
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KA-BAR® HOBO TOOL
Features: Three-in-one set •100% surgical steel construction 
•3-3/4" closed •Heavy nylon belt pouch. 

KA1300KA1300 $19.99 ea.

Easily 
comes 
apart 

for use!

More KA-BAR @

KA-BAR® GUNNY KNIFE
This is the last project R. Lee Ermey, known as "The Gunny," worked on before his passing in 2018. A portion of sales will be 
donated to the Fisher House Foundation, an organization near and dear to him. This knife was created to be used in any and 
all terrains and situations. Features: Black coated, flat ground 1095 Cro-Van steel blade with signature embellishment on the 
front, GUNNY APPROVED™ embellishment on the back •Full tang •Webb Wood 
handles •Triple screw rivets •15-5/16" overall •Black leather belt 
sheath with empty utility pocket.

KA5300KA5300 $237.11 ea.  MSRP $292.73

KA-BAR® CUTLASS MACHETE
Features: Black epoxy coated 1085 carbon steel blade •Black Kraton G® handle •Lanyard hole 
•16-1/2" overall •Leather/Cordura® combination belt sheath.

KA1248KA1248 $64.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! KA-BAR® IFB FIXED BLADES
Features: Flat ground, black coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs 
•Black G10 handles •Triple rivets •Lanyard holes •MOLLE compatible hard plastic belt sheaths. 

NEW!NEW! KA-BAR® JAROSZ TUROK FIXED BLADE
The Jarosz family has a long and proud tradition of working with their hands to produce quality products. Jesse used his family's 
knowledge, work ethic, and access to equipment at a young age to build the skills that would lead to the creation of Jarosz Knives. 
Features: Flat ground, black coated 1095 Cro-Van steel blade •KA-BAR/Jarosz tang stamps •Full tang 
•Brown Ultramid® handles •Double rivets •Lanyard hole •11-1/2" overall •Black Celcon® sheath.  

KA7503KA7503 $99.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! KA-BAR® BECKER LINERLOCK
This is the first folding knife in the popular Becker Knife & Tool line. This knife was designed by Ethan 
Becker for EDC (Every Day Carry). Features: Flat ground AUS-8A stainless steel blade •Thumb stud and 
ridges •Black GFN-PA66 handles •Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •5" closed.

KABK40KABK40 $39.95 ea.

YOUR CHOICE 

$39.99 ea.

Trail Point- 11-3/8" overall. KA5351KA5351 

Drop Point 
10" overall. KA5350KA5350

BK&T (BECKER KNIFE & TOOL) COLLECTION  
Ethan Becker founded Becker Knife and Tool Corporation in the early 1980s and set about manufacturing and selling industrial 
strength tactical and survival knives. Mr. Becker trusted several of his designs to Ka-Bar® resulting in a partnership not for the faint of 
heart! Features (except where noted): Flat ground, black epoxy coated 1095 Cro-Van steel blades •Thumb ridges 
•Full tangs •Triple screw rivets •Lanyard holes •MOLLE compatible sheaths.

WALNUT HANDLES KEPHART- Uncoated blade 
•No thumb ridges or lanyard hole •9-5/8" overall 
•Leather sheath.

KABK62KABK62 $119.99 ea.

Campanion Knife
Extra durable 1/4" thick blade •No thumb ridges 
•10-1/2" overall •Hard plastic sheath.

KABK2KABK2 $89.99 ea.

ULTRAMID® HANDLES

Short Becker 
Drop Point 

9-1/4" overall •Includes an extra set of 
brown handle scales •Cordura® sheath.

KABK16KABK16 $69.99 ea.

Combat Bowie 
14-3/4" overall •Heavy duty polyester sheath.

KABK9KABK9 $99.99 ea. 

Back blade 
embellishment.
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BROWNING® IGNITE 2 SURVIVAL KNIVES
Features: Black oxide coated 7Cr stainless steel blades •Flint fire starters for use with striking notches on blades; starters store in sheaths •Lanyard 
holes •8-1/2" overall •Injection molded polymer belt sheaths with quick-attach belt loops. 

YOUR CHOICE $28.99 ea.

BROWNING® HUNTER SERIES
Features: Dark black oxide stonewashed 
finish 440C stainless steel blades with 
anti-skid grooves on the spines •Two-toned 
jigged hardward handles 
•Brass colored fasteners.

FIXED BLADES
Full tangs •Leather belt sheaths.

LINERLOCK- Thumb stud •Flipper •Pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

BN3220390BBN3220390B $51.99 ea.

Large Drop Point
8-1/2" overall.
BN3220397BBN3220397B 

$83.99 ea.

Trailing Point- 9" overall.
BN3220394BBN3220394B 

$75.99 ea.

Drop Point- 8-1/4" overall.
BN3220395BBN3220395B 

$75.99 ea.

Skinner/Guthook
8-1/4" overall.
BN3220396BBN3220396B 

$75.99 ea.

Orange & Black BN3220334BBN3220334BOD Green & Black BN3220335B BN3220335B 

Pocket 
clip.

Hunting Combo- Everything a hunter needs for processing game in the field! Anti-skid grooves on blade spines 
•8-3/4" overall skinner •8" overall caper •7-1/2" overall gutting tool •9-1/4" overall bone saw •Sharpening tool 
•Disposable nitrile gloves (size Large) •Rugged nylon case with zipper closure.

BN3220422BBN3220422B $83.99 ea.

BROWNING® PRIMAL
Features: 8Cr14MoV stainless steel blades •Polymer handles with rubber overmolds •Multiple rivets.

Two Piece Combo
7-3/4" overall bone saw and 8-3/4" overall guthook •Nylon sheath holds both.

BN3220420BBN3220420B $33.99 per combo
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DEFIANT 7 TOMAHAWK
Features: 3/8" thick S7 tool steel axe head with black 

Cerakote®-- the same steel used for jackhammer bits, so 
you know it's tough •Curved black peel ply G-10 handle 

reduces vibration •Triple screw rivets •Lays and packs flat 
•14-1/4" overall •Sheath by Chattanooga Leather Works.

D7HAWKD7HAWK  $495.00 ea.

GALVO® 
MIDTECH DAGGERS
Named after a galvanometer, 
which is a tool used to check the 
conductivity of circuits in electric 
blasting operations. Features: CNC 
ground CTS-XHP steel blades •3D 
machined G-10 handles, fully contoured 
for serious grip under all kinds of conditions 
and stress •Double screw rivets •Lanyard 
holes •8-3/4" overall •Kydex® sheaths made by 
Ken Brock just for this knife; standard IWB metal 
clip; will take a large Tek-Lok, multi-clip or any 
number of other attachments (not included). 

YOUR CHOICE $275.00 ea.

MARK 1 
M1918 CUSTOM
Les's latest version of the 
legend. Features: Hollow 
ground CPM S35VN stainless 
steel blade with Graphite Black 
Cerakote® •Full tang •Based on 
a handle cast by LF&C over 100 
years ago, this handle is cast in brass; 
then Les laser engraves and tumbles 
it all •Titanium tang nut with Graphite 
Black Cerakote® •Leather high ride 
sheath for vertical or inline horizontal 
wear made by Chattanooga Leather Works. 

D71918D71918 $875.00 ea.
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NEW!NEW! from LES GEORGE
Les George began making knives in 1992 and has been fortunate 
enough to have worked with and learned from some of the 
best knife makers in the world. As a 10-year veteran of the 
United States Marine Corps, his experience in the field 
enhanced his unique view of how knives and tools 
should be designed, made and used. Les 
continues to refine his craft and to build 
on all that he has learned in life so far.

Green 
D7GALVOGRND7GALVOGRN

Black 
D7GALVOBKD7GALVOBK
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NEW!NEW! VIPER® TURN LOCKBACKS by TECNOCUT SNC
Designed by Fabrizio Silvestrelli. Features: Satin finish Böhler M390 steel blades with high bevels and bold counter-bevels; ball bearings provide 
smooth and fluid manual opening and closing •Thumb studs and ridges •Beadblasted, single piece titanium liners and bolsters make the knives 
solid •Lanyard holes •3-7/8" closed.

NEW!NEW! MKM® KNIVES
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WITH TITANIUM POCKET CLIP

Ram's Horn V5986MOV5986MO $229.99 ea. 

GOCCIA LINERLOCKS- "Goccia" is the Italian translation of "drop," and refers here to this series of drop point blade 
knives designed by Jens Ansø. Features: Satin finish (except where noted) BÖHLER M390 Microclean blades with 
flippers •Ball bearing pivot mechanisms •3-D machined ellipses patterns on handles evoke liquid energy shapes 
•Stainless steel screws •Lanyard holes •4-1/2" closed •Zip closure nylon belt sheaths. 

CARBON FIBER HANDLES 
Black- Blue anodized titanium pivot screw ring 
•Bead blasted titanium spacer and pocket clip. 

MKMMKGCCFMKMMKGCCF $249.90 ea. 

G-10 HANDLES 
Black- Blue anodized titanium pivot screw ring, 
spacer and pocket clip. 

MKMMKGCGBKMKMMKGCGBK $199.90 ea. 

CANVAS MICARTA® HANDLES 
Green- Bead blasted titanium pivot screw ring, 
spacer and pocket clip. 

MKMMKGCGCMKMMKGCGC $199.90 ea. 

TITANIUM HANDLES 

Grey- Bead blasted handles •Blue anodized 
titanium pivot screw ring, spacer and pocket clip. 

MKMMKGCTMKMMKGCT $249.90 ea. 

Bronze- Bronze anodized and stonewashed 
handles •Bead blasted titanium pivot screw ring 
•Stonewashed titanium spacer and pocket clip. 

MKMMKGCTBRMKMMKGCTBR $249.90 ea. 

Black- Dark stonewashed blade and handles 
•Blue anodized titanium pivot screw ring, 
spacer and pocket clip. 

MKMMKGCTDSWMKMMKGCTDSW $259.90 ea. 

Black G-10 V5986GBV5986GB $209.99 ea. 

Green Canvas Micarta V5986CGV5986CG $209.99 ea. 

Red Lava Carbon Fiber V5986FCLV5986FCL $252.99 ea. 

WITH LEATHER BELT SHEATH

Flamed Poplar V5986PIV5986PI $222.99 ea. 

Walnut V5986NOV5986NO $217.99 ea. 

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip. Leather Sheath.
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THIN BLUE LINE- The symbolic 
reference to the role of law enforcement 
as the barrier that prevents society from 
descending into violent chaos. 

Spyderco will 
donate a portion 
of all sales of  "Thin 
Red Line" knives 
to the Wildland 
Firefighter 
Foundation, which 
provides immediate 
financial and ongoing 
emotional support, 
advocacy, and 
recognition to fallen 
and injured wildland 
firefighters and 
their families.

THIN RED LINE- Symbolizes the 
division between the normalcy of our 
daily world and the chaos of life
threatening emergencies.

A. Delica 4- 4-1/4" closed. 

SPC11FPSBKRD $91.00 ea. 
B. Rescue 3- 4-1/2" closed. 

SPC14FSBKRD3 $108.50 ea.

C. Endela- 4-5/8" closed. 

SPC243FPSBKR $94.50 ea. 
D. Endura 4- 5" closed. 

SPC10FPSBKRD $98.00 ea. 

E. Delica 4- 4-1/4" closed. 

SPC11FPSBKBL $91.00 ea. 
F. Rescue 3- 4-1/2" closed. 

SPC14FSBKBL3 $108.50 ea.

G. Endela- 4-5/8" closed. 

SPC243FPSBKB $94.50 ea. 
H. Endura 4- 5" closed. 

SPC10FPSBKBL $98.00 ea. 

NEW! SPYDERCO® FIRST RESPONDERS LOCKBACKS
Features: Laser engraved, satin finish, full flat ground VG-10 stainless steel blades with Spyderco serrations 

•Trademark finger holes •Black FRN injection molded handles with blue liners and backspacers for police and 
red liners and backspacers for firefighters •Four-position pocket clips •Lanyard holes. 

A
B C

D E F G
H

NEW! SPYDERCO® POLICE 4 LOCKBACK
Features: K390 MICROCLEAN tool steel blade combines the superior edge-
holding characteristics of K390 with the low-friction edge geometry of 
a full-flat-ground blade •Trademark finger hole •Blue FRN 
handles •Four-position pocket clip •5-5/8" closed.

SPC07FS4K390 $164.50 ea.

NEW! SPYDERCO® RESILIENCE™ LINERLOCKS
The large size and extreme cutting performance of the Resilience make it a 
popular choice among military personnel and other tactical end users. 
Features: Full flat ground satin finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades 
•Trademark finger holes •High-traction FRN handles •Skeletonized 
steel liners •Four-position pocket clips •5-1/4" closed. 

Blackout- For environments where light discipline is a concern •Black 
oxide coated blade and liners, pocket clip, and handle hardware.

SPC142PBBK $58.10 ea. Black SPC142PBK $54.60 ea. 

Blue- CPM-S35VN stainless steel blade. SPC142PBL $107.10 ea. 

Red
liner 

shown.
Blue
liner 

shown.

Red
backspacer.

Blue
backspacer.

Spyderco will donate a portion 
of all sales of "Thin Blue Line" 

knives to the Tunnel to Towers 
Foundation, which honors 

Stephen Siller's, who lost his 
life saving others, on 
September 11, 2001. 
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NEW!NEW! 

DRIFTER LINERLOCK- Features: Grey titanium nitride coated 8Cr14MoV stainless steel 
blade •Thumb stud •Black G-10 handles •Stainless steel tip-down carry 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-5/8" closed.

CR6450KCR6450K $29.99 ea.

MINIMALIST PERSIAN®- Designed by Alan Folts. Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
Persian style blade with beadblasted finish •Thumb ridges •Full tang •Black 
and green resin-infused handles •Double rivets •Black braided paracord 
lanyard •5-1/8" overall •Black polypropylene sheath with belt loop. 

CR2379CR2379 $26.99 ea.

SQUID™ FRAMELOCK- Designed by Lucas Burnley. Features: Stonewash finish 8Cr14MoV 
stainless steel blade with flipper •Thumb stud and ridges •IKBS™ ball bearing pivot 
system •Assisted opening •Stonewash finish stainless steel handle frame 
•Tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole •3-5/8" closed. 

CR2493CR2493 $29.99 ea.

PROVOKE™ COMPACT FOLDER- Designed by Joe Caswel. 
Features: Stonewash finish D2 tool steel blade •Manual operation; the 
first knife in the world to utilize Kinematic® technology to slide the 
blade open and closed •Lever lock •Handles made of Storm Grey 6061 
aluminum •Finger/lanyard hole •Innovative round tip-up carry pocket 
clip •4-3/8" closed.

CR4045CR4045 $149.99 ea.

KITH FOLDER- Designed by Ken Steigerwalt. Kith is the Old English word for "friend". Features: Satin 
finish 8Cr13MoV high carbon stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Ken Steigerwalt's innovative 
front locking mechanism •Black glass reinforced nylon handles •Stainless 
steel tip-up carry pocket clip •3-7/8" closed.

CR6433CR6433 $29.99 ea.

KOVA™ FOLDER- Kova is a Finnish word for "tough." Features: Satin finish 
8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade •Thumb stud •Glass reinforced nylon 
handles •Ken Steigerwalt's innovative front locking 
mechanism •Tip-up carry pocket clip •4-1/2" closed.

CR6434CR6434 $33.99 ea.

PRY CUTTER KEYCHAIN TOOL™- Designed by Joe Wu. Features: Stainless 
steel construction •Replaceable cord cutter •Pry bar •Bottle opener •Hex wrench 
cutouts-- 1/4", 5/16", 3/8" •O-ring secured PH1 hex bit •2-5/8" overall.

CR9913CR9913 $13.99 ea.

STYLUS™ LINERLOCK- Designed by Ken Onion. Features: Satin finish Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade with 
flipper •IKBS™ ball bearing pivot system •Assisted opening •Maroon textured 6061 T6 aluminum 
handles •Stainless steel tip-up carry pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•4-1/8" closed.

CRK820BXPCRK820BXP $69.99 ea.

SHENANIGAN™ LINERLOCKS- Designed by Ken Onion. Features: Black 
stonewash finish 1.4116 stainless steel blades with flippers •Assisted 
opening •IKBS™ ball bearing pivot systems •Glass 
reinforced nylon handles •Stainless steel 
tip-down carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes 
•4-7/8" closed. 

Black/Serrated CRK800KKPCRK800KKP
Maroon/Plain 
CRK800RKPCRK800RKP

YOUR CHOICE 

$48.99 ea.
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Camshaft Linerlock- Features: Stonewash finish 4Cr14 stainless steel 
blade with flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Black glass filled nylon 
handles •Reversible, deep-carry tip-up pocket clip •4-1/4" closed. 

KS1370KS1370 $21.99 ea.

 FOLDERS

Method Linerlock- Designed by Jens Ansø. Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blade with flipper •KVT ball bearing opening system 
•Black G-10 handles •GFN backspacer •Tip-up carry 
pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed.

KS1170KS1170 $28.99 ea.

Misdirect Framelock- Features: BlackWash™ finish 4Cr14 stainless steel blade 
with flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Beadblast finish 
stainless steel handle frame with grey scale on front •Steel 
tube spacer •Reversible, tip-up/down carry pocket clip 
•4" closed.

KS1365KS1365 $24.99 ea.

Decimus Framelock- Designed by Rick Hinderer. Features: Bayonet ground BlackWash™ 
finish 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blade with flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening 
•Stonewash finish stainless steel handle frame with black 
GFN overlay •Steel tube spacer •Reversible, tip-up 
carry pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

KS1559KS1559 $36.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! Random Leek Framelock- Designed by Ken Onion. Features: BlackWash™ finish Sandvik 14C28N stainless 
steel blade with flipper •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •BlackWash™ finish 410 stainless 
steel handle frame •Reversible, tip-up/down carry pocket clip •4" closed.

KS1660RBWKS1660RBW $68.99 ea.

Dividend Linerlock- Kershaw's proprietary Composite Blade Technology joins CPM D2 steel (on the blade's edge to take advantage 
of its wear resistance, toughness, and excellent edge retention) with Bohler N690 steel (on the blade upper to take advantage of its 
corrosion resistance and exceptional hardness). Features: Beadblast finish blade with flipper 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Olive anodized 6061-T6 aluminum handles •Black 
oxide coated steel pivot nut and screws •GFN backspacer 
•Black Teflon® finish steel 4-position tip-up/down 
deep-carry pocket clip •4-1/4" closed.

KS1812OLCBKS1812OLCB $93.99 ea.

Fringe Framelock- Features: Titanium carbo-nitride coated 8Cr13MoV stainless steel 
blade with flipper •Thumb stud •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Titanium 
carbo-nitride coated stainless steel handle frame with black 
carbon fiber front insert •Steel screws •Deep-carry, 
tip-down pocket clip •4" closed.

KS8310KS8310 $32.99 ea. 

Shuffle II Linerlock- Features: BlackWash™ finish 8Cr13MoV stainless 
steel blade •Thumb stud •Brown GFN handles •Steel screws and 
backspacer •Bottle opener/screwdriver tip/lanyard hole •Reversible, 
tip-down carry pocket clip •4" closed.

KS8750TTANBWKS8750TTANBW $21.99 ea. 

NEW!NEW! Downforce Tool- Attach to your keychain and keep the Downforce handy for a variety of tasks. Features: 
BlackWash™ finish 3Cr13 stainless steel construction hides scratches well •Jimping throughout for secure 
grip during use •Bottle opener •Phillips screwdriver •Mini pry bar/flathead screwdriver •Keyring 
•"See me" orange GFN cover makes the Downforce easy to spot •3-1/2" overall.

KS8820KS8820 $11.99 ea.
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Features: Blade flippers •Pocket clips.
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NEW!NEW! Leek Linerlock- Designed by Ken Onion. Stonewash finish CPM 154 powdered 
metallurgy stainless steel blade •SpeedSafe® assisted opening •Tip-Lock safety •Black 
and grey carbon fiber handles •Lanyard hole •4" closed. 

KS1660CFKS1660CF $96.99 ea.

Emerson CQC-6K Framelock- Designed by Ernest Emerson. D2 steel blade with combo 
stonewash/satin finish •Manual open with the thumb disc or patented Emerson 
Wave Shaped Feature® •Beadblast finish 410 stainless steel handle frame with 
black G10 front scale •GFN backspacer •Steel screws •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed. 

KS6034D2KS6034D2 $46.99 ea.

Camshaft Linerlock- Stonewash finish D2 tool steel blade •Black carbon fiber handle 
•SpeedSafe® assisted opening •4-1/4" closed.

KS1370CFKS1370CF $39.99 ea. 

Norad Framelock- Two tone finish D2 tool steel blade •KVT ball bearing opening 
mechanism •Oversized polished pivot •Steel handle frame with carbon fiber front inserts 
•Custom backspacer with raised jimping •4-1/2" closed.

KS5510KS5510 $68.99 ea.

Payout Framelock- Stonewash finish D2 tool steel blade with top swedge •SpeedSafe® 
assisted opening •Custom aluminum pivot ring anodized in copper •Copper anodized 
stainless steel handle frame with machined steel and black G-10 front •Copper 
lined lanyard hole •5" closed.

KS2075KS2075 $62.99 ea.

0640 EMERSON FRAMELOCK- Designed in collaboration with Ernest 
Emerson •Combo stonewash/satin finish blade •No flipper •Emerson thumb 
disc •Thumb ridges •Stonewashed titanium handle frame with green 
carbon fiber overlay •Hardened steel lockbar insert •4-3/4" closed.  

ZT0640ZT0640 $248.00 ea.

0470 FRAMELOCK- Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich •Satin blade finish •Titanium 
handle frame with marbled carbon fiber insert adding a touch of 
sophistication •4-3/8" closed.

ZT0470ZT0470 $260.00 ea.

ZERO TOLERANCE®
Features (except where noted): CPM-20CV stainless steel blades with flippers •Manual KVT ball bearing opening systems •Pocket clips.

0450CF FRAMELOCK- Designed by Dmitry Sinkevich •DLC coated S35VN stainless 
steel blade •Titanium handle frame •Carbon fiber front handle scale 
•Hardened steel lockbar insert •Green anodized aluminum barrel spacers 
•Lanyard hole •4-1/8" closed.

ZT0450CFZT0450CF $196.00 ea. 

0562CF FRAMELOCK- Designed by Rick Hinderer with his "slicer" grind. Combo stonewash/satin 
finish blade •Stonewash finish titanium handle frame and lockbar stabilizer •Hardened steel 
lockbar inserts •Black carbon fiber front scale •Stonewash finish steel pivot nut 
•Black oxide finish steel tube spacers and screws •4-7/8" closed. 

ZT0562CF $260.00 ea.

COMBAT LINERLOCK- S30V stainless steel blade •Tungsten DLC coating •Ambidextrous 
thumb stud •Blade flipper •SpeedSafe® opening mechanism •Textured G-10 
handle •Steel liners with satin finish •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

ZT350ZT350 $156.00 ea.
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BUBBA BLADE™ INTERCHANGEABLE BLADE 
SYSTEM FILLET KNIFE SET
The Bubba Interchangeable Blade System is 
designed to deliver the strength and durability 
of a full tang traditional fillet knife while 
seamlessly providing the ability to swap 
different blade styles to tackle any size 
fish in any salt or freshwater 
enviroment. Features: (4) titanium 
nitride coated high carbon stainless 
steel blades-- 8" Ultra Flex, 7" Tapered 
Flex, 9" Stiff and 9" Serrated Flex 
•Each blade's full tang inserts 
into the 6" iconic red non-slip 
handle and is secured by the 
full tang locking system •Lanyard 
hole •Molded EVA carrying case.
11991724991724 

$139.95 per set

OLD TIMER® 
MIDDLEMAN 
STOCKMAN
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon 
stainless steel blades •Sawcut 
OT handles •Brass pins and liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters and shield 
•3-1/4" closed.

SCT34SCT34 $21.99 ea.

Original Size- 7" overall.

SCT152SCT152  $19.99 ea.
(also available) Large- 8-5/8" overall. 

SCT152OTLSCT152OTL $24.99 ea.

OLD TIMER® 
SHARPFINGER SKINNERS

Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut OT handles 
•Nickel silver rivets and shields •Lanyard holes 

•Leather belt sheaths.

UNCLE HENRY® 
LARGE FOLDING HUNTER
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blades •Staglon® handles •Brass liners 
•Nickel silver pins, bolsters and 
shield •5-1/4" closed 
•Leather belt sheath.

SCT227UHSCT227UH $29.99 ea.

Leather sheath 
& BONUS 

sharpening stone.

UNCLE HENRY® GOLDEN SPIKE
Features: 7Cr17MoV high carbon stainless steel 
blade •Full tang •Staglon® handle •Brass guard 
and end cap •Spacers •9-3/8" overall •Leather belt 
sheath •Sharpening stone. SCT153SCT153 $33.99 ea.

Carrying case.

Freighter- Stonewash finish blade •Thumb stud •Stainless steel and G-10 handles 
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

11225671122567 $16.99 ea.

24/7 Tanto- Blade flipper •Black G-10 handles •ULTRA GLIDE™ manual 
opening •Reversible pocket clip •4-3/4" closed.

11470971147097 $21.99 ea.

Executive Barlow- Blade flipper •SPRING ASSIST opening •Black G-10 
handles •Tip-down carry pocket clip •3-13/16" closed.

11470941147094 $21.99 ea.

SMITH & WESSON® LINERLOCKS
Features: 8Cr13MoV stainless steel blades.

SCHRADE® ULTRA GLIDE®
Features: Black oxide coated 3Cr13 stainless steel blade with 
flipper •Dual thumb studs •Carbon fiber and G-10 handles 
•Black oxide coated pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-3/4" closed.

11210821121082 

$18.99 ea.
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CLOSEOUT! CLOSEOUT! OLD TIMER® COPPERHEAD COMBO
Features: Bead blast finish stainless steel blades •Polymer handles •Drop Point- 8-1/2" overall •Guthook/Saw- 
6-3/4" overall •Each knife has its own nylon belt sheath.

11055911105591 $14.99
NOW $8.99 per set

UNCLE HENRY® NEXT GENERATION STAGLON® CAPING KNIFE
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Full tang •Next Gen Staglon® handles 
•Brass rivets •Lanyard hole •6-1/2" overall •Leather belt sheath.

11000921100092 $19.99 ea.

SPECIAL PURCHASE! SPECIAL PURCHASE! SHARPFINGER 
Features: Black oxide coated 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •Full tang •Orange Sawcut OT 
handles •Nickel silver Old Timer shield and double rivets •Lanyard hole •7" overall •Nylon belt sheath.

11586601158660 $9.99 ea.

Hunter/Guthook Skinner- Both feature: Satin finish high carbon 
stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Gen 1 Staglon® handles •Lanyard 
holes •Nylon belt sheath holds both. Guthook 
Skinner features: 6-1/2" overall. Hunter 
features: Uncle Henry shield •Double pins 
•8" overall.
11579541157954 

SPECIAL PURCHASES!SPECIAL PURCHASES! UNCLE HENRY® COMBOS
Interchangeable Folder/Skinner- Both feature: Satin finish 
high carbon stainless steel blades •Gen 1 Staglon® handles. 
Interchangeable Folder features: Lockback •Interchangeable clip 
point, drop point and saw blades •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver bolsters •3-5/8" closed. 
Skinner features: Full tang •Thumb ridges •Double 
rivets •Lanyard hole •7-1/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath.
11579591157959 

YOUR CHOICE

$19.99 per set

CLOSEOUT! CLOSEOUT! SCHRADE® LINERLOCK  
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Orange G-10 handles •Thumb stud 
•Pocket clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/2" closed.

SCH111OSCH111O $7.99 ea.

Black Oxide Coated Blades 
11586591158659 

Uncoated Blades
11055921105592

SPECIAL PURCHASES!SPECIAL PURCHASES! OLD TIMER® COMBOS
Features: 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Orange rubberized handles •Overall lengths-- fillet knives 9-3/4", guthooks 8", clip points 
7-5/8" •Includes bonus pocket sharpener •Nylon belt sheath holds it all.

Sheath holds all three 
knives for each set.

YOUR CHOICE

$19.99 per set
Each set comes with Each set comes with 

BONUS BONUS 
Pocket Sharpener!Pocket Sharpener!
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ATLAS SLIP JOINT FOLDERS
Features: Satin finish 
12C27 stainless steel 
blades •Tip-up carry 
pocket clips •Lanyard 
holes •3-7/8" closed.
C. Copper BK01BO852
D. Brass BK01BO853 

YOUR CHOICE $29.96 ea. 
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YOKAI LINERLOCK
Designed by Alessandra De Santis. 
Features: Black coated 
D2 steel blade with flipper 
•Thumb ramp •Honeycomb 
pattern, non-slip black handles 
•Red aluminum spacer •Lanyard hole •Glass breaker tip •Tip-up carry pocket clip •5-3/8" closed •Nylon storage case.

BKBO151 $46.46 ea.

NEW! BOKERPLUS 

GUST FRAMELOCK
Designed by Serge Panchenko. Features: Stonewashed 
D2 steel blade with thumb hole •Stonewashed 
stainless steel handle frame with copper scale 
on front •Tip-up carry pocket clip 
•3-3/4" closed •Nylon storage case.

BK01BO146 $78.71 ea.

TECH TOOL 1 SLIP JOINT FOLDER
Features: Satin finish Sandvik 12C27 stainless steel blade 
•Copper handles •Deep-carry tip-up or -down 
pocket clip •3-3/4" closed.

BK01BO855 $44.96 ea.

FOLDERS

FIXED BLADES

SIGYN NECK KNIFE
Designed by Midgards Messer and Andre Schröter. Features: 
Satin finish D2 steel blade •Notched spine •Blood groove •Full 
tang •Black G-10 handles •Red fiber inner liner •Double screw 
rivets •4-3/8" overall •Custom-fit Kydex sheath with neck chain.

BK02BO037 $38.96 ea.

YLVI NECK KNIFE
Designed by Midgards Messer and Dirk Hofmeister. Features: Satin finish 
D2 steel blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Black G-10 handles 
•Stonewashed pocket clip •Lanyard hole •6-3/8" overall 
•Custom-fit Kydex sheath with neck chain.

BK02BO038 $44.96 ea.

D

C

BONFIRE LINERLOCKS
Features: Satin finish 
D2 steel blades •Manual opening 
via nail nick and ball bearings •Stainless steel 
bolsters •Deep-tip up carry pocket clips  •4-7/8" closed •Nylon storage cases.
A. Bubinga Wood BKBO181 
B. Brown Micarta BK01BO182 
YOUR CHOICE 

$67.46 ea. 

A

B

Pocket 
clip.

Pocket 
clip.

Pocket clip.

Ylvi shown in sheath.
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NEW! BOKERPLUS 
FIXED BLADES

FOLDERS

A

B

C

D

Pocket clip.

Pocket clip.

JUSTIN RANGEBUSTER LOCKBACKS
Features: High carbon stainless steel blades embellished with 
the logo of bootmaker H.J. Justin & Sons •Yellow 
polypropylene handles •Brass pins, liners and 
pivot screws •Lanyard holes. 
C.  Rangebuster- 4-3/8" closed. 

  BK01BO172JUBK01BO172JU $32.96 ea. 
D.  Rangebuster Jr. - 3-5/8" closed. 

  BK01BO173JUBK01BO173JU $29.96 ea. 

F3.5 FRAMELOCK
Designed by Jesper Voxnaes. Features: Satin finish D2 tool steel blade 
•Thumb hole •Black stainless steel handle frame with brown 
canvas Micarta® scale on front •Bronze anodized pivot ring, 
spacer and deep carry tip-up pocket clip •4-5/8" closed 
•Nylon storage case. 

BK01BO338BK01BO338 $82.46 ea. 

CATACLYST FRAMELOCK
Features: Flat ground satin finish D2 tool steel blade with ball bearing flipper 
•Blood groove •Thumb ridges •Matte beadblast finish titanium 
handle frame, milled three-dimensionally with weight-
reducing recesses on the inside •Matte beadblast finish 
titanium deep carry tip-up pocket clip •Lanyard hole 
•3-7/8" closed •Nylon pouch. 

BK01BO640BK01BO640 $112.46 ea. 

FRAGMENT SLIP JOINT FOLDERS
Features: Dark stonewash finish throughout •9Cr13MoV 
stainless steel blades with flippers/finger guards 
•Reduced design dispenses with front handle scales, 
relying instead on a minimalist bar connecting 
blade axle screw with the back of the knife •Safety is further 
enhanced by a 90 degree arrestor when opening and closing 
the blade •Deep carry tip-up pocket clips •Lanyard holes •3" closed. 
A.  Stonewash Finish Steel Connecting Bar BK01BO660 
B.  Red G-10 Connecting Bar BK01BO661 

YOUR CHOICE $41.21 ea. 

CUB PRO
Designed by Lucas Burnley. Features: Flat ground satin finish D2 tool steel blade •Full tang 
•Brown canvas Micarta® handles •Red G-10 inner liners •Multiple copper colored 
rivets •Lanyard hole •8-1/2" overall •Black leather belt sheath.

BK02BO029BK02BO029 $89.96 ea. 

THE BROOK
Designed by Joe Mangiafico as an ideal fishing knife enhanced by its visual 
similarity to the colorful brook trout of Oregon waters. Features: Polished 
VG-10 stainless steel blade •Full tang •Red and black G-10 handles with red, 
blue and gold accents •Multiple rivets •Lanyard hole •6-7/8" overall •Kydex sheath with belt adapter.

BK02BO031BK02BO031 $82.46 ea. 

OMERTA
Designed by Jason Stout. Features: Symmetrically ground stonewash finish D2 tool steel 
blade •Blood groove •Full tang •Three-dimensionally milled black non slip G-10 
handles •Double screw rivets •7-7/8" overall •Kydex sheath with belt adapter. 

BK02BO032BK02BO032 $53.96 ea. 
ISLERO
Designed by Charles de Buyer. Features: Minimalist stonewash finish one piece 
D2 tool steel construction •Lanyard hole •6" overall •Kydex sheath 
with belt adapter.

BK02BO036BK02BO036 $29.98 ea. 
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CASE® LEATHER HUNTER'S SET
Features: Set of (2) •Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 
•Stacked leather handles •Aluminum guards and 
pommels •Spacers •6-1/2" and 9-1/2" overall 
•Leather belt sheath holds both.

CA0372CA0372 $139.99 per set

Leather belt sheath holds both 
when purchased as a set.

(Knives also sold separately) 
Leather Hunters with 

Individual Leather Sheaths
6-1/2" Overall 

CA0379CA0379 $59.99 ea.

9-1/2" Overall 

CA0381CA0381 $78.99 ea.

CASE® XX-CHANGER®
Features: Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel interchangeable blades •Brass pins, liners and bolsters •Oversized stainless steel 

pivot pin for added strength •5" closed •Leather belt sheath with individual blade pockets •Instructions included.

Drop Point 
(with all)

Saw Blade
(with all) Guthook 

(with CA0110 only)

Fillet/Boning
(with CA174 & CA050 only)

Leather 
sheath 

included.

Rosewood- Fillet blade. 

CA174CA174 $128.99 ea.

Clip Point

Amber Jigged Bone- Guthook blade. CA0110CA0110 $159.99 ea.
(also available) Amber Jigged Bone with Fillet Blade

CA050CA050 $149.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CASE® ORANGE HUNTERS
Features: As-Ground Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel 
blades with thumb ridges •Orange Synthetic 
handles with textured grips and Case 
logos •Ballistic nylon sheaths.

Skinner- 10-3/4" overall. 

CA18504CA18504 $49.99 ea.Clip
9-3/4" overall. 

CA18503CA18503 $49.99 ea.

Skinny Clip
9-1/2" overall. 

CA18501CA18501 $47.99 ea.

Guthook- 9-1/4" overall. 

CA18500CA18500 $59.99 ea.

Skinner- 10" overall. 

CA18502CA18502 $49.99 ea.

Ridgeback®
Lanyard hole •8-1/2" overall. 

CA18505CA18505 $45.99 ea.

CASE® LOGO HATS
Features: Washed cotton twill 
construction •Nylon mesh 
back •Embroidered Case logo 
•Adjustable snap closure. 
YOUR CHOICE 

$12.99 ea. Brown 45399984539998Navy/White 45399954539995 Olive/Black 45399944539994Realtree® Wave/Blue 45399834539983
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NEW!NEW! CASE® 
SINGLE BLADE 
COPPERHEADS
Features: Stonewashed 
finish Chrome Vanadium 
blades •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters and Case 
Arrowhead shields 
•3-7/8" closed.

Ultra Violet 
Smooth Bone 
CA21738CA21738 

$64.99 ea.

Lime Green 
Synthetic 
CA21736CA21736 

$59.99 ea.

Yellow 
Synthetic 
CA21735CA21735 

$59.99 ea.

Case's 2021 
Vault Release.

NEW!NEW! 
Tribal Lock

Lockback 
•Designed by 

Tony Bose 
•4-1/8" closed.
CA80513CA80513 

$59.99 ea.

CASE® SMOOTH ORANGE SYNTHETIC
Features (except where noted): Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades 

•Smooth Orange Synthetic handles •Brass pins and 
liners •Nickel silver bolsters and Case Oval shields.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
CA80500CA80500 

$49.99 ea. Sod Buster Jr.®
No bolsters 
or shield
•3-5/8" closed. 
CA80502CA80502 

$34.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
CA80505CA80505 

$47.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA80504CA80504 

$44.99 ea.
Medium Stockman

3-5/8" closed. 

CA80509CA80509 $54.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

Kickstart® 
TrapperLock
Thumb stud 
•Assisted opening 
mechanism •Stainless 
steel linerlock •Pocket 
clip •4-1/8" closed.  
CA80511CA80511 

$119.99 ea.

Sod Buster®- No bolsters 
or shield •4-5/8" closed. 

CA80512CA80512 $47.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! CASE® WILD GAME 
SERIES GIFT SET
Features: Mirror-polished Tru-Sharp™ 
surgical steel blades •Embellished 
Natural Bone handles with color 
wash and black definition •Brass 
pins and liners •Nickel silver 
bolsters •4-1/8" closed •Case 
Long Tail C serialization •Genuine Case 
Collectable medallion •Certificate of 
authenticity •Embossed jewel box.

CA60585CA60585 $129.99 ea.
Enlarged to 
show detail.

Embossed jewel box.
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CopperLock®
Lockback •4-1/4" closed. 

CA38198CA38198 $82.99 ea.

Pocket Worn® Mint Set* of 8
Scrolled bolsters •Case Long Tail C serialization •Case Collectible 

Medallion •Certificate of authenticity •Commemorative wood box 
•Limited production of 250 sets. 

CA38190CA38190 $766.99 per set 
*Mint sets are presale only. They are tentatively scheduled to ship in October.

NEW!NEW! CASE® POCKET WORN® 25th ANNIVERSARY OLIVE GREEN BONE
Case revolutionized the knife industry in 1996 when they introduced the Pocket Worn® finish. This ultimate hand finishing process results 

in knife handles and bolsters that have the rounded look and feel as though they have already been through decades of wear. 
Celebrate the 25th anniversary of Pocket Worn® Case knives with this new series! 

Features: Mirror-polished Tru-Sharp™ surgical steel blades with master blade embellishments •Peach Seed jigged 
Olive Green bone handles •Nickel silver pins, Case Bowtie shields, and fluted bolsters.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

CA38191CA38191 $73.99 ea. 

Copperhead
3-7/8" closed. 
CA38192CA38192 

$77.99 ea. 

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

CA38193CA38193 $79.99 ea.

Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed. 

CA38194CA38194 $69.99 ea.

Muskrat
3-7/8" closed. 
CA38195CA38195 

$73.99 ea.

Peanut
2-7/8" closed. 
CA38196CA38196 

$66.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-7/8" closed. 

CA38197CA38197 $77.99 ea.

Case's 
2021 
Vault 

Release.
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BEAR & SON CUTLERY® ROSEWOOD KNIVES
Features: High carbon stainless steel blades •Rosewood handles.

Executive Lockback- Stainless steel liners 
•Nickel silver bolsters •3" closed. 

BR224RBR224R $35.99 ea. MSRP $49

Mini Trapper
Stainless steel liners 

•Nickel silver pins and 
bolsters •3-1/2" closed. 

BR207RBR207R $35.99 ea.  
MSRP $50

BEAR & SON Transition POCKETKNIVES
Introducing the new Bear & Son tang stamp! These Limited Edition two-blade pocketknives have the 
previous tang stamp on one blade and the new tang stamp on the other. Features: Hollow ground 
high carbon steel blades with master embellishments •Stainless steel liners •Nickel silver pins, bolsters, 
and shields •Protective drawstring fabric pouches.

BEAR & SON CHERRY RED STAG BONE
Features: Hollow ground 1095 carbon steel blades •EXCLUSIVE Cherry Red Stag Bone handles •Stainless steel liners •Nickel silver pins, 

bolsters, and "Carbon 4th Generation" shields •Protective drawstring fabric pouches.

NEW!NEW! Small Hunter
Full tang •Nickel silver guard and rivets 
•Stainless steel pommel •6-1/4" overall 
•Leather belt sheath.

BR263RBR263R $42.99 ea.

Large Stockman
3-3/4" closed. 
BRC647BRC647 

$44.99 ea.

Barlow- 3-1/2" closed. 

BRC6281BRC6281 $39.99 ea.

Mini Trapper
3-1/2" closed. 
BRC607BRC607 

$39.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
BR554TTBR554TT 

$35.99 ea.

Barlow- 3-1/2" closed. 

BR5281TTBR5281TT $33.99 ea.

Mini Trapper- 3-1/2" closed. 

BR507TTBR507TT $33.99 ea.

GENUINE INDIA STAG BONE™

GENUINE STAG 
Barlow- 3-1/2" closed. 

BRGS281TTBRGS281TT 

$49.99 ea.

Each 
includes 

drawstring 
pouch.

Each includes 
drawstring pouch.
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Replacement Wick ZPWICKZPWICK 99¢ ea.

Replacement Flint ZPFLINTZPFLINT 99¢ ea.

Butane Fuel- 5.82 oz. ZP3810ZP3810 $3.99 ea.

Lighter Fluid- 12 oz. ZPFLUIDZPFLUID $4.99 ea.

WE HAVE REPLACEMENTS!

FedEx GROUND ONLY for fuel and fluid.

Brushed 
Chrome 
ZP11033ZP11033 

$21.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP11034ZP11034  

$26.99 ea.

ZIPPO® 
1941 REPLICAS
Several distinctive features 
identify the 1941 Replica: 
Four-barrel hinge joins the lid 
and bottom •Sides of the inside 
unit are flat with squared edges 
•The chimney has fewer holes 
•A hollow rivet holds the striking 
wheel in place •Packaged in a 
silver foil gift box that is standard 
for all 1941 Replica models.

High Polish 
Chrome 
ZP10600ZP10600 

$15.99 ea.

Iron Stone 
ZP211ZP211 

$14.99 ea.

Brushed Brass 
ZP0050ZP0050 

$16.99 ea.

Satin Chrome
ZP10205ZP10205 

$12.99 ea.

ZIPPO® YEAR-ROUND 
FAVORITES!

ZIPPO® LEATHER SHEATHS 
Keep your lighter close. Features: Genuine 
leather •Snap closures •Fit belts 
up to 2" wide. 

YOUR CHOICE $10.99 ea.

Four-Four-
barrel barrel 
hinges hinges 

join the join the 
lids and lids and 

bottoms!bottoms!

CLIP
Black 
ZPLPCBKZPLPCBK
Brown 
ZPLPCBZPLPCB

LOOP
Brown 
ZPLPLBZPLPLB
Black 
ZPLPLBKZPLPLBK

LOOP WITH 
THUMB 
NOTCH
Black 
ZPLPTBKZPLPTBK

(also available) Black 

ZP28582ZP28582 $24.99 ea.

ZIPPO® SPIRIT CANDLES
Features: Five-ounce soy wax blend with extra-potent fragrance •100% cotton wick •Up to (35) 
hours of burn time •Sustainably harvested natural cork lids •Unique vessel can be repurposed. 

YOUR CHOICE $19.95 ea.

ZIPPO® LIGHTER INSERTS 
Customize your standard lighter with this insert collection. 
Fits all standard sized Zippo® lighters including 1941 Replicas. 

Bourbon & Spice
Double oaked bourbon 

fragrance with notes 
of amber, vetiver and 

ginger root. 
ZP70008ZP70008

Dark Rum & Oak
Sweet, oak barrel rum 

fragrance with notes of 
coffee, patchouli and 

orange blossom. 
ZP70007ZP70007

Whiskey & Tobacco
Kentucky whiskey 

fragrance with notes of 
leafy tobacco, ginger and 

sweet, crushed tonka bean. 
ZP70006ZP70006

Double Arc- Easily 
recharges with USB cable.

ZP65828ZP65828 $18.66 ea.

Double Torch 
ZP65827ZP65827 

$14.41 ea.

Single Torch 
ZP65826ZP65826 

$12.71 ea.

MOD 
YOUR 
FLAMEFLAME

The bright blue The bright blue 
flame deploys flame deploys 
with the push with the push 

of a button!of a button!
Butane sold 
separately.

ZIPPO® SUREFIRE MULTI-TOOL
The Surefire has everything you need to rule the fire. 
Features: Onboard 420 high carbon steel cutting tool 
and saw blade •Flint wheel ignition-- (1) flint included 
•Storage for (2) extra flints (not included) •Tinder grater 
for shavings •Black 15" fire paracord with 
red wax coated inner strand (starts up 
to 15 fires) •Can opener/cap lifter •Red 
impact-resistant 
handles •Lanyard bail 
for fire paracord clip 
•Measures 1.14" x 
3.6" x .69". 
ZP40549 

$15.95 ea.
LIFE IS BETTER 

AROUND A FIRE™
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Lockback
3-1/2" closed.
RR1967RR1967 

$12.99 ea.

ARTISANWOOD SERIES by ROUGH RYDER
Features: Stainless steel blades •Wood handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins, 20th anniversary shields, and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

Canoe 
3-5/8" closed. 
RR1963RR1963 

$14.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1964RR1964 

$14.99 ea.

Small Moose- 3-1/2" closed. 

RR1966RR1966 $14.99 ea.

Leg Knife 
3-1/4" closed. 
RR1968RR1968 

$12.99 ea.

Appearances may vary Appearances may vary 
due to variations in the due to variations in the 
wood handles, but each wood handles, but each 

knife is a beauty.knife is a beauty.

Equestrian's Hoofpick 
Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

RR1970RR1970 $16.99 ea.

Stockman- 3-5/8" closed. 

RR1969RR1969 $14.99 ea.

Little 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR1965RR1965 

$9.99 ea.

RED WORM GROOVE 
BONE by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades 
•Red worm groove bone handles •Brass 
liners •Nickel silver pins and ringed, 
pinched, stamped bolsters. Barlow

3-3/8" closed. 
RR2056RR2056

Congress
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2055RR2055

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2054RR2054

Collector 
packaging

for all except 
RR1970.Collector 

packaging.

WORKING MAN POCKET CLIP KNIVES 
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Green smooth bone handles •Brass liners (except where noted) 
•Nickel silver pins and ringed bolsters •Pocket clips.

Collector 
packaging.

Half Hawk
3-7/8" closed. 
RR1955RR1955

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. RR1956RR1956 All feature a pocket clip.

YOUR CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.

One Blade 
Trapper Linerlock 
Thumb disk 
•Stainless steel liners 
•Reversible pocket 
clip •4-1/8" closed. 
RR1957RR1957

Whittler Lockback 
Only the master blade locks •Reversible 

pocket clip •4" closed. RR1958RR1958 

YOUR CHOICE 

$14.99 ea.
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Large Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 

RR1428RR1428 $9.99 ea.

Small Hunter- Nickel silver guard •Aluminum pommel •Brass rivets 
•6-1/4" overall •Nylon belt sheath with 
imitation leather accent.

RR1426RR1426 $14.99 ea.

Double Lockback
Double independent 

lockbacks •Bolsters 
also pinched and 
stamped •Pocket 

clip •4" closed.
RR1898RR1898 

$14.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR1425RR1425 

$9.99 ea.
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NEW!NEW! CELESTIAL SERIES by ROUGH RYDER
This series includes rich turquoise or blue acrylic handles with swirling ribbons of metal. No two handles are exactly alike. 

Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Acrylic handles with swirled metal •Brass liners  •Nickel silver pins and ringed, pinched, stamped bolsters.

Congress
3-3/4" closed. 
RR2076RR2076 

$14.99 ea.

Small Moose
3-3/8" closed. 
RR2075RR2075 

$14.99 ea.

Stockman
4-1/4" closed. 
RR20730RR20730 

$14.99 ea.

Lockback
3-5/8" closed. 
RR20720RR20720 

$12.99 ea.

Razor Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 

RR2071RR2071 $14.99 ea.

BLUE

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
RR2070RR2070 

$9.99 ea.

Lockback
3" closed. 
RR2069RR2069 

$9.99 ea.
Large 

Stockman
4-7/8" closed. 
RR2067RR2067 

$14.99 ea.

Trapper
4-1/8" closed. 
RR2066RR2066 

$14.99 ea.

RICH TURQUOISE

KNIFE HANDLES THAT GLOW IN THE DARK
Features (except where noted): 440A stainless steel 

blades •Glow synthetic handles •Brass pins 
and liners •Nickel silver shields 

and ringed bolsters.

ROUGH RYDER GLOW KNIVES

Work Knife Linerlock- Nickel silver pins 
•No bolsters •3-1/2" closed. 

RR1427RR1427  $7.99 ea.

Collector packaging.

See more from 
Rough Ryder @
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COLLECTOR FIXED BLADES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Leather belt 
sheaths (except where noted).
A. Stag Bowie- Blood groove 
•Genuine stag handle •Brass 
guard and pommel •Black, brass, 
green and brown spacers 
•15-1/2" overall •Sheath has leg 
ties and stag accented cords.

RR2205RR2205 $36.99 ea.
B. Clip Point Bowie- Stacked leather and white 
smooth bone handle •Brass spine cover, guard 
and pommel •Red, black, and brass spacers 
•13-1/4" overall.

RR2166RR2166 $24.99 ea.
C. Crosshatch Bowie- Crosshatch wood handle 
•Stainless steel guard and end cap •12" overall. 

RR2112RR2112 $24.99 ea.
D. Stag Skinner- Thumb ridges •Genuine stag handle 
•Stainless steel guard •Brown, nickel silver, black 
and green spacers 
•Aluminum pommel 
•10" overall. 

RR2248RR2248 $19.99 ea.
E. Combat Series Bowie- Blood grooves •Stacked leather 
handle •Brass guard and pommel •15-1/4" overall 
•Heavy duty nylon and imitation 
leather belt sheath can be worn 
vertically or horizontally.

RR1718RR1718 $29.99 ea.
F. Stacked Leather Hunter
Thumb ridges •Aluminum guard and pommel 
•Brass end screw 
•10-1/4" overall.

RR2109RR2109 $16.99 ea.
G. Silver Soldier- Wire wrapped 
cast metal handle •Cast metal guard and pommel •15" overall.

RR2111RR2111 $21.99 ea.
H. G.I. Toothpick- Stacked leather 
handle •Stainless steel guard and 
pommel •Lanyard hole •6-5/8" overall •Ballistic nylon belt 
sheath with liner and lashing hole.

RR1407RR1407 $6.99 ea.
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FACTORY SECOND!FACTORY SECOND! DROP POINT HUNTER 
These have minor cosmetic imperfections that do not affect 
their functionality. Features: Stainless steel blade •Full tang 
•Wood handles •Brass guard and double rivets •Red, green, 
black and brass spacers •8-1/4" overall •Leather belt sheath.

GENUINE STAG!GENUINE STAG!

Copperhead
Nickel silver pins and 
bolsters •Brass liners 

•3-3/4" closed.

RR2287RR2287 $14.99 ea.

YELLOW SYNTHETIC EVERYDAY CARRY KNIVES by ROUGH RYDER
Features: 440A stainless steel blades •Yellow synthetic handles •Nickel silver shields.

Large Work Knife Linerlock
Brass pins and liners •4-3/4" closed. 

RR817RR817  $11.99 ea.

Small Skinner- Brass rivets •Nickel silver guard •Aluminum pommel 
•6-1/4" overall •Black nylon belt sheath.

RR1034RR1034 $11.99 ea.

RR2207XRR2207X 

$11.99 ea.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H
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MARBLE'S® HUNTING KNIVES
Features: Stainless steel blades (except where noted) •Leather belt sheaths.

Stacked Leather Bowie 
Stacked leather handle •Brass guard and 

pommel •Red spacers •14-1/2" overall. 

MR577MR577 $24.99 ea.

Stacked Leather Damascus Bowie
Damascus steel blade •Blood groove •Stacked leather handle 
•Brass guard and pommel •16-1/2" overall •Cord 
and bead ornamentation on sheath.

MR586MR586 $49.99 ea.

Stag Bowie
Stag handle •Brass guard and pommel •Blue, brass 
and brown spacers •15-1/8" overall.

MR589MR589 $36.99 ea.

Stacked Leather Bowie
Stacked leather handle •Brass guard and 

pommel •16" overall. 

MR555MR555 $24.99 ea.

Imitation Stag
Thumb ridges •Imitation stag handles •Double screw 
rivets •8" overall •Black nylon swing style sheath with leg tie.

AH015AH015 $12.99 ea.

Trophy Whitetail
Wood handles with deer scene overlay on front only •Brass rivets 

•Lanyard hole with cord •8-1/2" overall •Nylon belt sheath.  

AH023AH023 $9.99 ea. 

Buffalo Horn Skinner Combo
Grooved buffalo horn handles •Aluminum guards and pommels •Thumb ridges 
•Spacers •Overall lengths-- 10-1/8", 6-3/8" •Sheath holds both. 

MR454MR454 $27.99 per set of 2

Wood And Torched Bone Bowie
Handle crafted of wood and grooved torched bone •The throat is enhanced with brass nailheads and stainless steel and 
fileworked brass spacers •Stainless steel spacers between the wood and bone •Fileworked brass end screw •18-1/2" overall 
•Sheath has knife medallion on black leather onlay.

MR570MR570 $29.99 ea.
Heavy/Bulky Item: 
Additional
shipping may apply.

Brass
end 

screw.

Stag Hunter
Stag handle and pommel •Spacers  

•Aluminum guard •8-7/8" overall. 

MR458MR458 $21.99 ea.

Wood Hunter
Wood handle •Brass guard, end cap and end 
screw •Red and brass spacers •9-1/4" overall.

MR573MR573 

$14.99 ea.

AMERICAN HUNTER SKINNERS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Full tangs •Lanyard holes.



Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TNFall 202172

QUEEN SAWCUT BROWN BONE POCKETKNIVES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Sawcut brown bone handles •Brass liners •Nickel silver pins and shields •Brushed stainless steel ringed bolsters.

YOUR CHOICE 

$24.99 ea.

QUEEN CITY POCKETKNIVES
Features: Stainless steel blades •Brass liners •Ringed nickel silver bolsters.

Custom 
packaging.

Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed. 
QC008QC008 

Peanut
2-3/4" closed.
QC009QC009 

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
QC012QC012 

Cub 
Lockback
2-1/2" closed. 
QC010QC010 ABALONE

Custom packaging.

YOUR CHOICE 

$49.99 ea.

Wood Clodbuster- 4-3/4" closed. EB99WEB99W $59.99 ea.

Yellow Composition- Nickel silver pins. EB99JRYEB99JRY

EYE BRAND CLODBUSTER UTILITY KNIVES
Features: Embellished carbon steel blades •Brass pins (except where noted), 
liners and pivot pins.

Wood EB99JRWEB99JRW

MADE IN MADE IN 
SOLINGEN, GERMANY!SOLINGEN, GERMANY!

Black Composition- Nickel silver pins. EB99JRBLEB99JRBL

CLODBUSTER JR.- 3-3/4" closed.

CLODBUSTER- 4-3/4" closed.

Doctor's Knife- 3-5/8" closed. 

QN016QN016 $16.99 ea.

Trapper- 4-1/8" closed. 

QN015QN015 $19.99 ea.

Stockman- 4" closed. 

QN014QN014 $19.99 ea.

Canoe- 3-5/8" closed. 

QN013QN013 $19.99 ea.

Barlow 
3-3/8" closed. 
QN012QN012 

$19.99 ea.

Wharncliffe 
3-5/8" closed. 
QN010QN010 

$16.99 ea.

Peanut
3" closed. 
QN011QN011 

$16.99 ea.

Small 
Toothpick
3" closed. 
QC006QC006 

$24.99 ea.

Leg Knife
3-1/4" closed. 
QC005QC005 

$24.99 ea.

Cub Lockback
2-1/2" closed. 
QC004QC004 

$24.99 ea.

Peanut
2-3/4" closed. 
QC003QC003 

$24.99 ea.

Mini Canoe
2-3/4" closed. 

QC002QC002 $24.99 ea.
Canoe

3-5/8" closed. 
QC001QC001 

$29.99 ea.

 BLACK PEARL
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NEW!NEW! TACXTREME SURVIVAL KNIVES
Features: Stainless steel blades with sawback spines •Aluminum handles •Removable 
O-ring sealed end caps with compasses give access to survival kits stored in handles 
(contents may vary) •Black nylon belt sheaths. 

Small 
Blood groove •Black coated steel 
guard •Rubber spacers •9-1/2" overall.

FRTX177FRTX177 $14.99 ea.

Large 
Aluminum guard •Lanyard 

hole with cord •13-1/2" overall.

FRTX178FRTX178 $19.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! TACXTREME TRICLOPS FIXED BLADE
A single knife that's a triple threat! Features: One piece black coated 
stainless steel construction •Triangular blade with three sharp 
edges •Thumb ridges •Removable, heavy duty cord 
wrap on handle •12-1/2" overall •Nylon sheath 
with standard belt loop and adjustable elastic 
loop with velcro closure. 

FRTX67BFRTX67B $39.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! FROST UNDERTAKER III BOWIE
Features: Stainless steel blade with sawback spine and drain 
holes •Full tang  •Frostwood handles •Stainless 
steel guard, double rivets and 
pommel •16-1/4" overall 
•Heavy duty nylon belt sheath.

FR949FWFR949FW $24.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! FROST ELITE WILDLIFE SERIES LINERLOCKS
Features: Stainless steel blades with flippers •Assisted opening •Aluminum handles with 
designs on the fronts; black on the backs •Pocket clips •4-3/4" closed.   

YOUR CHOICE $14.99 ea.

OLIVE WOOD- Stubby skinner blade 
•Mosaic shield •7-1/8" overall. 

FRWT1112OWFRWT1112OW $14.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! WHITETAIL CUTLERY SKINNERS
Features: Stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •Full tangs •Brass guards and rivets •Lanyard holes •Brown leather belt sheaths. 

CHAINSAW JIGGED BONE- 7-3/8" overall. 

Brown FRWT1104FRWT1104 Blue 
FRWT1104BLFRWT1104BL 

First quality sheath 
included with each, 

but may be stamped 
with different 
brand name.

NEW!NEW! SHARPS CUTLERY RAPTOR FOLDER
Features: Black coated stainless steel blade •Thumb hole and ridges 
•Red wood handles •"Bike chain" detailing on handle top •Stainless steel 
bolsters with stamped eagle design •Finger/lanyard hole •4" closed.

FRSHP146PWFRSHP146PW $8.99 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $12.99 ea.

Wolves FRFC91WFRFC91W

Eagle FRFC91EFRFC91E

Deer FRFC91DFRFC91D

Bears FRFC91BFRFC91B
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GENUINE DAMASCUS FIXED BLADES
Features: Damascus steel blades •Top grain 
leather sheaths.

BRASSWORK- Damascus steel blade •Wood handle with 
brass inlay •Brass guard and pommel •31" overall 
•Leather scabbard.
DM5018DM5018 

$109.99 ea.

Imperial- Blood groove •37" overall.

DM5016DM5016 $94.99 ea.

PERIOD SWORDS

Skinner- Full tang 
•Bone and synthetic turquoise 

handles •Brass pins •Spacers •8" overall. 

DM1186DM1186 $34.99 ea.

Slim Dagger
Full tang •Stag handles •Brass pins 
•Damascus bolsters •8-1/2" overall. 

DM1178DM1178 $44.99 ea.

SGIAN DUBH
Features: Damascus steel blade •Rosewood handle 
•Fileworked throat •Brass rivets •12-1/2" overall 
•Top grain leather sheath. 

DM1076DM1076 $39.99 ea.

GENUINE GENUINE 
DAMASCUS!DAMASCUS!

HAND CRAFTED 
HAND CRAFTED 

HANDLE DETAILS!
HANDLE DETAILS!

Intricate inlay 
Intricate inlay 

in handle.in handle.

Skinner
Stag handle •Brass guard and 

pommel •Spacers •7-1/4" overall. 

DM1188DM1188 $22.99 ea.

Beautifully detailed!Beautifully detailed!

Heavy/
Bulky Items: 
Additional 
shipping 

may apply.

Celtic Knot Skinner  
Filework on spine •Full tang •Celtic Knot 
pattern on wood handles •Brass guard 
and pins •Lanyard hole •9" overall.  

DM1208DM1208 $31.99 ea.

Grooved Red Skinner  
Full tang •Grooved red wood handles 

•Brass pins •8" overall.  

DM1219DM1219 $29.99 ea.

MEDIEVAL CRUSADER HELMET REPLICA
The cross adorning the face identifies this helmet with the time of the Crusades (Holy Wars). This type was probably in 
use during the mid-13th century. It was often layered with caps and smaller helmets for extra protection. Features: Full 
size exact replica •16/18 gauge steel construction •Handcrafted details.

910902910902 $56.99 ea.

VIKING
Stainless steel blade 

•Black imitation leather handle •Cast metal guard and 
pommel •39" overall •Black imitation leather covered wood scabbard.

910953910953 $49.99 ea.

Scimitar- 36-1/2" overall.

DM5007DM5007 $119.99 ea.

DAMASCUS- Damascus steel blades and pommels •Wood 
handles •Nailhead accents •Fileworked steel guards and 
spacers •Leather scabbards.

Perfect for reenactors!Perfect for reenactors!
Heavy/Bulky Item: Additional 

shipping may apply.
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SMKW Exclusive! SMKW Exclusive! G-Mascus Red, White & Blue Handles- Stone tumbled finish blade.

HG24265HG24265 $140.21 ea.

HOGUE® X5 SIG SAUER® FOLDER
Features: Cryogenically heat treated, flat ground, hand honed 154CM stainless 
steel blade with black Cerakote® and flipper •Push button lock with manual 
safety •Grey anodized 6061-T6 hard anodized aluminum handles; solid 
black G-10 Inserts with checkered texture •SIG SAUER® 
logo inlay •Stainless steel ambidextrous, 
tip-up deep pocket clip •Lanyard 
hole •5-1/4" closed.

HG36542HG36542 $229.99 ea.

HOGUE® EX-F03® HAWKBILL
Features: Cryogenically heat treated, hollow flat ground, hand honed 154CM 
stainless steel blade with stone tumbled finish •Full tang •Solid black 
G-10 handles with checkered texture •Double rivets •6-1/2" overall 
•Quick-deploying, super tough nylon belt sheath with rotating 
belt clip •Boltaron® knife neck sheath with paracord •Eyelets 
compatible with Tek-Lok™ attachment systems.

HG37326HG37326 $144.46 ea.

HOGUE® DEKA POCKET CLIP KIT
Features: Designed to fit Deka ABLE™ Lock 4-1/4" folder •(1) tumbled finish stainless steel pocket clip 
•(1) filler plate •(1) Torx® L-key •(1) installation tool •(4) pocket clip screws •(10) frame screws.

HG24284HG24284 $11.01 ea.

HOGUE® DEKA ABLE™ LOCK FOLDERS
Features: Black Cerakote® finish (except where noted) Cryogenically heat treated, 
flat ground, hand honed CPM-20CV stainless steel blades •Ambidextrous 
thumb studs •ABLE™ Lock mechanism •G-10 handles •Stainless 
steel ambidextrous tip-up carry pocket clips •Lanyard holes 
•4-1/4" closed.

Black Handles
Stone tumbled finish blade.
HG24279HG24279 

$140.21 ea. 
MSRP $164.95

CLIP POINT

G-Mascus Green Handles

HG24268HG24268 $148.71 ea. MSRP $164.95

G-Mascus FDE Handles HG24267HG24267
(also available) Clip Point Blade HG24277HG24277 

YOUR CHOICE $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $174.95

Black Handles HG24266HG24266
(also available) Clip Point Blade HG24276HG24276 

YOUR CHOICE $148.71 ea. 
MSRP $174.95

G-Mascus Blue Lava Handles- Stone tumbled finish blade.

HG24263HG24263 $140.21 ea. MSRP $164.95

WHARNCLIFFES
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HEST 6 MILSPEC 
Designed by Robert Young Pelton. Features: Stonewashed Niolox tool steel blade •Unique 
wire stripper jimping in three most common wire gauges •Ergonomic black G10 glass 
epoxy laminate grips conceal a cavity for survival gear (not included) 
•Double rivets •Striker pommel with pry bar and lanyard 
hole •11" overall •MOLLE compatible black Cordura 
sheath with storage pocket.

DPHSX003DPHSX003 $225.00 ea.
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SPARTAN BLADES
Features: Tumble finish Premium CTS-XHP steel blades •Thumb studs •OIBBS (Oil Infused Bronze Bushing System)-- 

sintered bronze bushings are impregnated with oil, reducing friction, thus giving you tight but smooth opening.

TALOS
Designed by William W. Harsey, Jr. 
G-10 handles •Deep carry pocket 
clips •3-7/8" closed. 
YOUR CHOICE 

$115.00 ea.

ASTORS
Designed by Les George. Reversible, deep carry 
pocket clips •4-3/4" closed.

Green SBSFBL7GRSBSFBL7GRBlack SBSFBL7BKSBSFBL7BK

Green G-10 Handles 

SBSFBL8GRSBSFBL8GR $135.00 ea.

Black Carbon Fiber/G-10 Handles 

SBSFBL8CFSBSFBL8CF $145.00 ea.

NEW! NEW! DPx GEAR KNIVES

HEST ORIGINAL 
The DPx HEST or Hostile Environment Survival Tool is the knife that started it all...
the original, brutal-use everyday carry fixed survival blade created by adventurer and 
DPx Gear founder Robert Young Pelton. Features: Rowen heat treated, 1095 high carbon spring 
steel blade with textured black powder coating •Wire breaker •Removable green canvas 
Micarta® handles •Double brass rivets •Hawkbill pommel with lanyard/lashing 
holes •7-5/8" overall •Black Kydex sheath with optional belt clip.

DPHSX101DPHSX101 $120.00 ea.

Stonewashed 
DPHTX006DPHTX006 

$125.00 ea. 

HEAT HIKER NECK KNIVES 
Features: Thumb ridges •Lashing holes •6-1/4" overall •Aluminum carabiners for easy gear attachment.

ONE PIECE 1095 CARBON STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
Rowen heat treated •Custom injection molded sheath with nylon 
strap and plastic D ring end for more lashing and mounting options.

YOUR CHOICE $75.00 ea. 

ONE PIECE S30V STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
Simple black Kydex sheaths with lanyards and break 
away fixtures for the option to wear as a neck knife. 

Black Ceramic 
Coated 
DPHXT019DPHXT019 

$135.00 ea. 

Bead Blasted 
DPHTX020 DPHTX020 
$125.00 ea. 

Black 
Powder Coated 

DPHTX023 DPHTX023 

Desert Tan 
Powder Coated 

DPHTX024 DPHTX024 

OD Green 
Powder Coated 

DPHTX025DPHTX025 
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NEW!NEW! TOOR KNIVES
FRAMELOCKS

Features: 6AL-4V titanium handle frames, hardware, and ambidextrous pocket clips •Thumb studs 
•Phosphor bronze washers for smooth, controlled action.

FIELD FIXED BLADES
Features: CPM 154 stainless steel blades with KG Gunkote finish •Thumb ridges •Walnut Dynamic Fluting™ textured handles 

•Hand polished copper inner liners •Lanyard holes •Genuine Hermann Oak saddle leather sheaths. 

CHASMS
CPM 154 stainless steel blades with natural stone finish 
•4" closed •Lanyard holes. 

Ruby CHASMRUBYCHASMRUBY

Teal CHASMTEALCHASMTEAL

YOUR CHOICE $200.00 ea.

CLIP POINT MERCHANTS
CPM S35VN stainless steel blades with natural 
stone finish •Thumb ridges •4-1/4" closed.

Bronze MERCHANTBZMERCHANTBZ

Stone MERCHANTSTMERCHANTST

Shadow Black MERCHANTSBMERCHANTSB

TANTO MERCHANTS
CPM S35VN stainless steel blades with KG Gunkote 
finish •Thumb ridges •4-1/4" closed.

Spanish Moss MERCHANTSMMERCHANTSM
YOUR CHOICE $250.00 ea.

SUITORS
CPM 154 stainless steel blades •Thumb ridges •4" closed. 

Stone- Natural 
stone finish blade. 
SUITORSTONESUITORSTONE

Shadow Black- KG Gunkote finish blade. SUITORSBSUITORSB
YOUR CHOICE $175.00 ea.

YOUR CHOICE $250.00 ea.

1.0- 11" overall. 
Spanish Moss TOORFIELD1SMTOORFIELD1SM 
(also available)
Shadow Black 
TOORFIELD1SBTOORFIELD1SB 
Battleship Grey 
TOORFIELD1BGTOORFIELD1BG 

YOUR CHOICE $335.00 ea. 

2.0- 8-3/4" overall. 
A.   Battleship Grey 
TOORFIELD2BGTOORFIELD2BG 
B.   Shadow Black 
TOORFIELD2SBTOORFIELD2SB
(also available)
Spanish Moss TOORFIELD2SMTOORFIELD2SM 

YOUR CHOICE $295.00 ea. 

A

B
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 THE EDGE EXPERTS

10-Second Knife & Scissors Sharpener- Features: Reversible, 
replaceable, coarse carbide blades with V-shaped pre-set angle 
for sharpening all types of straight-edge knives •Extra fine 1500 
grit ceramic rod designed to 
"float", conforming to the 
exact angle of scissor 
blades and capable of 
sharpening left- or 
right-handed scissors 
•6" overall.

SAJIFFSSAJIFFS $7.99 ea.

Edge Pro Pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Fixed angle 
components provide consistent results •Premium, 
replaceable abrasives for sharper, longer lasting edge 
•Precision ground coarse carbide blades •Specially 
shaped extra-fine 1500 grit ceramic rods sharpen 
standard or serrated edges •Ergonomically designed 
soft grip handle •Non-slip rubber base •7-3/4" overall.

SA50090SA50090 $17.99 ea.

Diamond Combination Sharpener- Features: Coarse and 
fine diamond stones in one compact sharpener •Groove for 
fish hooks and pointed tools •Micro tool sharpening pad 
•Soft grip rubber handle •Thumb guard •9-1/4" overall.

SADCS4SADCS4 $21.99 ea.

Adjustable Angle Pull-Thru Sharpener- Features: Turn the dial to adjust angle as 
needed •Quickly sharpens fillet knives, pocketknives, and various size fish hooks 
•Two-stage sharpening-- coarse carbide and extra fine 1500 grit ceramic •Synthetic 
hook grooves •Soft grip handle •Non-slip base •10-3/4" overall.

SA50264SA50264 $28.99 ea.

Retractable Diamond Sharpener
Features: For straight and serrated blades 
•Diamond coated rod retracts into handle 
for storage •Sharpening groove for fish 
hooks and pointed tools •Anodized 
aluminum handle •Pocket clip 
•4-3/4" closed.

SADRETSADRET $9.99 ea.

Experience the Experience the 
Smith's Difference!Smith's Difference!

Edge Pro Compact Electric Sharpener
Features: Synthetic wheel provides quick and easy 
electric sharpening •Crossed ceramic rods for manual 
honing •Blade guides •Soft grip ergonomic handle •On/
off switch •Power cord •Non-slip rubber base.
SA50005SA50005 

$29.99 ea.

Pocket Pal Sharpener- Features: Reversible, replaceable carbide 
blades quickly set an edge •Ceramic finishing slot •Pre-set 
sharpening angles •Tapered diamond rod folds out for sharpening 
serrations and guthooks •Lightweight plastic housing •Lanyard 
hole •3-1/4" overall.

SAPP1SAPP1 $9.99 ea. 
3 OR MORE 

$8.99 ea.

2-Step Pocket Sharpener- Features: Especially great for 
fillet knives •Carbide blades provide quick edge setting 
•Ceramic rods provide razor sharp finishing •Pre-set 
sharpening angles 
•Bright yellow 
plastic housing 
•Non-slip 
rubber feet 
•Lanyard hole.
SA19004SA19004 

$5.99 ea.

2-Stone Sharpening Kit- Features: 5" medium stone (mounted on a 
sturdy molded plastic base) to set the edge •4" fine Arkansas stone for 
edge finishing (stores in the bottom of the plastic base) •Premium honing 
solution cleans and protects the sharpening surface •Sharpening 
angle guide.

SASK2SASK2 $17.99 ea.
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MANUAL MODELS

POWERED MODELS

Can be used for flat & 
curved blades, fish hooks and 
punches, all in one sharpener!

PIVOT SHARPENERS- A pocket-sized solution to sharpening 
straight edge and serrated blades. Features: Convex carbide and 
fine grit ceramic sharpening slots •Pivot technology follows the 
curve of the blade for an easier, more consistent edge.

Angle guides

3-Position ceramic rod 
(Fine, coarse, fish hook)Leather strop

Fine grit serration 
sharpener

SHARPENS SHARPENS 
ANYTHING!ANYTHING!

Adjustable angle 
guide

Variable 
speed 
motor

Sharpens 
outdoor, pocket 

and kitchen 
knives, serrated 
blades, scissors, 

and many 
other common 

edge tools. 

Uses flexible 
belts to put a 
razor sharp 

edge on your 
blade just like 

a professional! 

KNIFE & TOOL SHARPENER MK.2 
New and improved features make sharpening even faster 
and easier. Sharpen every knife you own using Flexible 
Abrasive Belts and redesigned Sharpening Guide, increasing 
precision and consistency to get the proper edge angle 
every time, while the new Edge Guide supports the knife 
all the way to the tip. This sharpener is designed, calibrated 
and quality checked in Ashland, Oregon and covered 
by a 3 year warranty. 
Features: Work Sharp® power platform •6 piece Abrasive Belt Kit 
includes (2) P80 coarse, (2) P220 medium, and (2) 6000 fine 
•Adjustable knife sharpening guide (20° kitchen and 25° 
outdoor) with scissor and serrated knife guides •Includes 
detailed Quick Start and User's Guides. 

WSKTS2WSKTS2 $79.95 ea.

(also available) REPLACEMENT BELTS- Sets of (6).
P80 Coarse Grit Kit WSSA2703WSSA2703

P220 Medium Grit Kit WSSA2704WSSA2704
6000 Fine Grit Kit WSSA2705WSSA2705

Assortment Kit- Includes: (2) P80 coarse grit belts •(2) 
P220 medium grit belts •(2) 6000 fine grit belts. WSSA2012WSSA2012

YOUR CHOICE $9.95 per kit

KEN ONION EDITION KNIFE & TOOL SHARPENER
Work Sharp teamed up with renowned knifemaker Ken Onion to deliver the ultimate 

sharpening solution. Features: (5) premium flexible abrasive belts-- (1) each P120 extra 
coarse, X65 coarse, X22 medium, X4 fine, 6000 extra fine •Adjustable guide produces 

precise bevels from 15º to 30º •Variable speed motor.

WSKTSKOWSKTSKO $129.95 ea. 
(also available) Replacement Belt Kit for Ken Onion Edition

Includes (1) each: P120 extra coarse tool grinding and blade repair belt •X65 
coarse knife shaping belt •X22 medium knife sharpening belt •X4 fine knife 
honing/scissors belt •6000 extra fine serrated blade and guthook belt •For 

use only with the Ken Onion Edition. 

WSSAKO81113WSSAKO81113 $14.95 per kit

COMBO KNIFE SHARPENER- Made for the beginner. Features: (2) 3M P120 grit 
abrasive belts (one pre-installed plus an extra) •25º angle guides •Ceramic rod for 
deburring •Measures 7-1/2" x 4-3/4" x 4-3/8" •Operates on 110v/120v power.

WSCMBWSCMB $49.95 ea.

(also available) Replacement Belt Kit for Combo Sharpener
Includes (3) 3M P120 grit abrasive belts. 

WSSA000CMBWSSA000CMB $8.95 per kit

GUIDED FIELD SHARPENER
Legendary knifemaker Ken Onion said of the Guided Field Sharpener,
"I am impressed with the clever details... It is by far the best manual, 
portable sharpener I have ever used... I especially like the versatility 
of it." Features: Magnetic plate holders •Angle guides •Round ceramics 
•Strop •All in a small easy to carry unit. 

WSGFS221WSGFS221 $29.95 ea.

MICRO SHARPENER/KNIFE TOOL
Ultra light and compact for knife care 
anywhere. Features: Angle guided medium 
grit diamond and fine ceramic sharpening
surfaces •1/4" bit driver •T6, T8, and T10 
Torx bits for quick maintenance of folding knives.

WSEDCMCRWSEDCMCR $9.95 ea.

Pivot Plus- Tapered diamond rod. 

WSEDCPVPWSEDCPVP $7.95 ea.

Pivot- Medium grit 
diamond sharpening 

surface with fish hook groove. 

WSEDCPVTWSEDCPVT $3.95 ea.
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8-3/8" CLOSED!8-3/8" CLOSED!

GERBER® FASTBALL LINERLOCKS
An EDC knife that lives where precision and polish meet. Features: CPM-S30V stainless steel blades with flippers •B.O.S.S. Tech™ opening system 
with stainless steel ball bearings for quick, smooth deployment every time •Aircraft grade aluminum handles •Removable, reversible three-
position pocket clips •Lanyard holes •4" closed.

Stonewash Finish Blade/Black Handles G1612G1612 $104.99 ea.
Satin Finish Blade/Urban Grey Handles G1611G1611 $99.99 ea.

GERBER® 
SUSPENSION-NXT® 
MULTI-TOOL
Features: 100% stainless 
steel construction 
•Locking, outboard tools 
•Partially serrated blade •Spring 
loaded needlenose/regular pliers 
•#2 cross driver •Wire stripper •Wire 
cutter •Scissors •Small, medium, and 
large flathead screwdrivers •Can opener 
•Bottle opener •Awl •File •Ruler •Pocket 
clip •Lanyard hole •4-1/4" closed. G1364G1364 $29.99 ea.

Pocket 
clip.

GERBER® 
PACK HATCHET

Features: Black coated 
stainless steel blade with 

tall grind •Full tang 
•Rubber overmold handle 

with ergonomic 
choke-up •Lanyard hole 
•9-1/2" overall •Belt carry 

sheath included.  
G3484G3484 

$29.99 ea.

Nylon sheath 
can be 
mounted on 
belt or pack.

Each includes 
pocket clip.

(also available) Aluminum Scale 

G1494G1494 $33.99 ea.

GERBER® FLATIRON FRAMELOCKS
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blades •Reverse 
curvature of the blade spine keeps knuckles away from cutting surface 
•Stainless steel handle frames •Thumb holes 
•Pocket clips •4-3/4" closed. 

G-10 Scale G1495G1495 $38.99 ea.

GERBER® ARMBAR DRIVE TOOLS
Features: One hand opening stainless steel blade with framelock 
•Awl •2-1/2" driver with double-sided bit •Pry bar •Bottle opener 
•Scissors •Hammer •3-5/8" closed.

Urban Blue G1589G1589

GERBER® ULTIMATE SURVIVAL KNIFE
Features: Satin finish 7Cr17MoV stainless steel blade •OD green and black rubber overmold 
handle •Lashing holes •Steel hammer pommel •Black nylon lanyard with survival whistle 
•10" overall •Black polymer belt sheath with ferrocerium rod and integrated sharpener.

G1829G1829 $42.99 ea.

GERBER® DOUBLEDOWN™ FOLDING MACHETE
This innovative tool delivers the multiple benefits of knife, machete and hatchet. Folding to half its size, the DoubleDown easily stows in a pack, 
on a belt, or by MOLLE attachment. Features: Distinct functions in one compact package-- chopping, splitting, and core knife work •Geared 
butterfly opening •Built-in stop guard for closing •Patent pending QuadLock system engages in three positions for safe operation under varying 
levels of stress •Stonewash finish 420 HC stainless steel blade •Jimping on spine aids splitting •Black FRN handles 
•Stability bar •Overstrike guard •8-3/8" closed, 15" overall 
•MOLLE compatible nylon belt sheath.

Ferrocerium rod.

Shown in sheath.

Shown 
closing.

(also available)
Orange G1587G1587
Onyx G1585G1585

YOUR 
CHOICE 

$34.99 ea.

G1536NG1536N 

$129.99 ea.



SPECIAL!SPECIAL! PEPPER GEL SPRAYS 
PLUS BONUS PERSONAL ALARMS

Safe Escape 
Auto Tool
Seatbelt cutter •Stainless 
steel glass breaker tip 
•12' range •Snap clip 
attaches to anything; 
quick and 
easy detachment. 

SEMT01SEMT01 $14.99 for both
FREE!FREE! Sabre 

Personal Alarm!
$14.99 VALUE! 

Black PTCDGBLK

Sheath and USB 
cord included.

2 year warranty.

PANTHER TRADING CO. 
BRUTUS® SELF DEFENSE KEYCHAINS

Features: Impact resistant 100% ABS plastic construction 
•2-1/2" wide x 3-1/5" long x 1" thick •Metal keyrings •Instructions 

included •Recommended for ages 18+.

YOUR CHOICE 

$4.99 ea.

Pink 
PTCDGPNKPTCDGPNK

SABRE STUN GUN & LIGHT
Features: Exceptional 2.4 amps of stopping power 
•Compact design •Built-in 80 lumen LED light 
•Safety mechanism prevents 
accidental discharge.

S1000SFS1000SF $19.99 ea.

Contact points.

LED 
light.

Shown on wall.

If it cuts, we carry it. SMKW.com Fall 2021 81

NEW! MACE® BRANDS KUROS™ 
SELF DEFENSE

BUY THE SET OF BOTH & SAVE! 

805574 $22.99 per set

Brown 
PTCDGBR 

Blue PTCDGBL 

Yellow 
PTCDGYL

Compact Pepper Spray
Features: Durable molded case •Flip 
& grip trigger prevents accidental 
discharge •Built-in keychain clip •OC 
pepper spray •UV dye leaves residue 
•Contains (10) bursts with spray 
range of 10'.

80528 $11.99 ea.

Personal Alarm Keychain
Features: Two-button system for 
alarm activation and silencing 
•Powerful 130 dB alarm •Built-in 
keychain clip and backup whistle.

80556 $13.99 ea.

Purple PTCDGPPL 

SABRE® SELF-DEFENSE PRODUCTS

Intuitive
10' range. 
HCDP23OCHCDP23OC 

$11.99 for both

STUN GUN/FLASHLIGHT- Features: Rubberized 
composite body •1.60 uC charge •120-lumen LED 
Flashlight •On/off safety switch •Rechargeable; 
built-In retractable wall plug prongs •Nylon
belt holster.

S1005PK $14.99 ea.

HOME & AWAY 
PROTECTION KIT
Home Defense Pepper Spray 
features: Metal spray canister 
•Wall mount •Glow in the dark 
safety •17' range. Key Case 
Spray features: Powerful
spray •Quick release keyring.

SRUHAPK $17.99 per kit

PEPPER SPRAY
Features: Plastic 
construction •8-10' range
•(25) bursts •Highly 
purified UV dye 
•Quick-fire trigger 
•Breakaway keyring.

HCNBCF01 $9.99 ea.

NBCF PEPPER SPRAY & PERSONAL ALARM SAFETY KIT
Both feature: Plastic construction •Key chains. 

Pepper Spray features: 10' range •Up to 
(25) bursts. Alarm features: 120dB 

siren alarm •Audible to 600'.

HCPAPKOC $14.99 per kit

With every kit purchased a 
donation is made to the National 

Breast Cancer Foundation. 

Colors may vary. Features: Plastic construction 
•Maximum strength formula with UV marking 
dye •(25) bursts in a powerful stream •4-year 
shelf life.



Visit our 108,000 Square Foot Retail Showroom • Sevierville, TNFall 202182

Red Ryder® Heritage Kit
The classic Daisy Red Ryder BB gun is now available in an adult size also! The Heritage Kit includes both a youth and an adult size BB gun. 
Both feature: 350 feet per second (fps) velocity •195 yards max shooting distance •Overall lengths-- adult 36-3/4", youth 35-3/8".

ARRKIT3ARRKIT3 $79.99 per kit

SWARM MAXXIM 10X GEN 2 10-SHOT BREAK BARREL AIR RIFLE Features: .177 caliber •1300 feet per second (fps) velocity with alloy 
pellets (not included) •Fluted polymer jacketed, rifled steel barrel with WHISPER MAXXIM Technology •Automotive grade glass filled nylon all-
weather stock with magazine compartment •GAMO 3-9x40 air rifle scope with rings is shockproof and fogproof •Manual safety and automatic 
cocking safety system •Non-slip textured grip and forearm •10X GEN2 Quick-Shot technology enables you to shoot up to ten pellets without 
reloading •Single cocking system •IGT (Inert Gas Technology) gas piston •Two-stage 
independently adjustable CAT (Custom Action Trigger) •SWA (Shock Wave Absorber) 
recoil pad with up to 74% recoil absorption •RRR (Recoil Reducing Rail) 
•45-3/8" overall •For ages 16+. 

61100385546110038554 $199.99 ea. 

.22 Caliber- 975 feet per 
second (fps) velocity with PBA 

Platinum •Two stage trigger 
•Load with any .22 cal. pellets. 

611006785554611006785554
.177 Caliber 
1300 feet per second (fps) velocity with alloy pellets •Adjustable trigger 
•Load with any .177 cal. pellets. 61100678546110067854

WILDCAT WHISPER BREAK BARREL SINGLE COCKING AIR RIFLES
Features: Fluted polymer jacketed, rifled steel barrels with WHISPER noise dampening technology •IGT (Inert Gas Technology) gas pistons 
•Automotive grade glass filled nylon all-weather stocks •Non-slip texture on grips and forearms •Ventilated rubber recoil pads •Manual safety 
and automatic cocking safety systems •GAMO 4x32 scopes with rings are shockproof and 
fogproof •Grooved cylinder rails •44-1/2" overall •Pellets not included •For ages 16+.

NEW! NEW! GAMO® ADULT PRECISION AIR GUNS

YOUR CHOICE $129.99 ea.

SPECIAL PURCHASE!SPECIAL PURCHASE! Camo Lever Action Rifle
350 feet per second (fps) velocity •Synthetic camo stock 
•195 yards max shooting distance •35-3/8" overall.

991999603991999603 $37.99 ea.

Model 1998 BB Fun Kit
Classic styled "BB" repeater •650 shot capacity •Saddle ring with leather tie •Stamped metal receiver 
•35-1/4" overall •Includes safety glasses, paper targets and tin of 750 BBs.

994998503994998503 $59.99 per kit

(also available) .177 CALIBER (4.5 mm) BB AMMUNITION

350 Count 530530 $1.99 ea.  2400 Count 2424 $6.99 ea.  4000 Count 4040 $9.99 ea.

Model 25 Pump Gun
Pump action •Flip up peep or open rear sight •Metal 
front sight •37" long •Removable 50 shot screw-in shot 
tube •Comes apart for storage.

990025990025 $49.99 ea.

(also available) Gun Only 

19981998 $51.99 ea.

DAISY® AIR RIFLES
Features (except where noted): 177 caliber •Lever action •Smooth bore steel barrels •Hardwood stocks •Iron sights-- blade and ramp front, 

adjustable rear •Crossbolt trigger block safeties •For ages 10+ with adult supervision
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OD Green 
ZMAKA3 

Clear 
ZMAKA7
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PROMAG™ MAGAZINES
Designed utilizing both traditional stamping and welding of heat-treated high carbon steel, and 

modern precision injection molding of mil-spec polymer compounds.  Every ProMag™  magazine is 
backed by a lifetime guarantee against manufacturer's defects •100% USA made •Ammo not included.

NEW! BLACK POLYMER DRUM MAGAZINES
Features: Overmolded stamped steel feed lips and catches •Injection 

molded followers •Heat treated chrome silicone wire springs.

40 ROUND BLACK POLYMER CURVED MAGAZINES
Features: Heat treated chrome silicone wire springs.

AK-47® 7.62x39mm
Injection molded follower. 

ZMAKA19 $11.99 ea. 

AR-15® 5.56- Steel lined •Overmolded 
stamped steel feed lip and catch 
•Patented anti-tilt roller follower. 

ZMRM40SL $15.99 ea. 

ETS POLYMER MAGAZINES
Advanced Polymer Benefits: Clear (except where noted) translucent body allows you to see your ammo count and type 
•Ergonomic design floor plate makes it easy to grab from mag pouch •Extreme impact resistance •Very resistant to harsh 

chemicals •Superior heat, cold and UV resistance •Easy disassembly •Creep resistant; the feed lips and body won't spread in 
long term storage even when fully loaded •Lifetime warranty •Ammo not included. 

A.  31 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm/Orange  .....................................ETSGLK18OR $19.99 ea. 
B.  17 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm  .....................................................................GLK17 $16.99 ea. 
C.  31 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm  .....................................................................GLK18 $21.99 ea. 
D. 31 Round Glock 17, 18, 19, 19X, 26, 34, & 45 

 9mm/Blue  ..................................................GLK18BLU $21.99 ea. 
E. 30 Round HK MP5, MP5K, HK94, SP89 & SP5K 

 9mm  ................................................................HKMP530 $33.99 ea. 

A

NEW! 30 ROUND POLYMER CURVED MAGAZINES
Features: Injection molded followers •Heat treated 
chrome silicone wire springs. 
AK-47® 7.62x39mm 

NEW! 30 ROUND CURVED MAGAZINES
Features: Injection molded followers •Heat 

treated chrome silicone wire springs. 

50 Round AK-47® 
7.62x39mm 
ZMDRMA9 

$69.99 ea. 

65 Round AR-15® 
5.56mm / .223 With 
Window 
 PMDRMA24     

      $89.99 ea. 

F. 30 Round HK VP9 9mm  .........................HKVP930 $21.99 ea. 

G. 21 Round Sig P320 9mm  ...................SG932021 $21.99 ea. 

H. 30 Round Sig P320 9mm  ...................SG932030 $21.99 ea. 

I. 21 Round S&W M&P 9mm  ...................SW9MP21 $21.99 ea. 

J. 30 Round S&W M&P 9mm  ...................SW9MP30 $21.99 ea.

K.  15 Round Glock 19 & 26 9mm  .................GLK19 $16.99 ea. 

L. 12 Round S&W Shield 9mm  ..............SW9SHD12 $21.99 ea. 

AR-15® .223 
Heat Treated Blue Steel 

ZMCOLA1 $14.99 ea. 

AR-15® / M16 .223 & 
5.56x45mm Black Polymer 

ZMCOLA18B $12.99 ea. 

Black 
ZMAKA1 

YOUR CHOICE 

$15.99 ea. 

B C D E F G H I J LK



© Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc. ("SMKW"). All Rights Reserved. No part of this catalog may be reproduced in 
any form without written permission from SMKW. Policies, items availability, manufacturer's specifications and prices 
subject to change without notification. RELEASE, ASSUMPTION OF RISK, AND WAIVER OF LIABILITY AND INDEMNITY 
AGREEMENT. Every buyer of SMKW merchandise warrants that he can legally purchase the merchandise in his place 
of residence and that he is in compliance with all Federal, State and Local Laws related to his purchase from SMKW.  
Prices in this catalog are superseded by the next SMKW catalog distributed.

Smoky Mountain Knife Works, Inc.
P.O. BOX 4430
SEVIERVILLE, TN 37864
1-800-251-9306

Order at SMKW.com 
or Call 1-800-251-9306

331776 331776 

$89.99 ea.

NEW!NEW! ALTAMA® BETSY ROSS FLAG MARITIME ASSAULT MID BOOTS 
SMKW EXCLUSIVE COLOR & PATCHES! Features: High abrasion, quick drying navy 1000D Cordura construction with 

rubber patches •(1) pair each low profile navy and white laces with non-shine rustproof hardware •Full length one piece 
ABS shanks •Ultron PU contoured insoles do not absorb water •Air mesh linings wick away sweat and moisture; front 

non-metallic drain ports •SIZES AVAILABLE: Regular D Width: MEN'S FULL SIZES 7-14 MEN'S HALF SIZES 8.5-11.5 
Wide Width: MEN'S FULL SIZES 10-14.

High traction SEAL rubber 
outsoles meet ASTM F2913-17 
standards for slip resistance. 

SCAN FOR 
ALL SMKW 

SOCIAL MEDIA.

EXCLUSIVE 
BETSY ROSS 
FLAG PATCH!

EXCLUSIVE 
1776 

Tongue Patch.
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